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NOTE

1 n this report, the settings, descriptions, findingS, and recornmenda=

tions are factual although the name of the community and 811 of the

participants have been changed to protect the community in which the

evaluation was conducted The issues discussed, however, ara not
bound by a particular school or community but are very likely universal .

. G. K .

J . D. R .

R . T. T.
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INTRODUCTION

The founders of kindergarten envisioned it aS a special place for the

nurturance and guidance of the young child's spontaneous impulse to

learn (Rudolph and Cohen, 1984). Since the first American

kindergarten opened its doors more than a century ago; disagreements

about goals and methrds have been common. Once again; in the 1980s,

the role and functions kindergarten have become a subject of sharp

conflict and controversy in many communities;

This report chronicles a school district's progress in coming to more

fully understand the goals and problems related to kindergarten. The

authors were invited to serve as a consulting team to evaluate the

district's kindergarten program and make recommendations for the

future.

The purpose of this report is tO present the evaluatior team's

examination of the conflicting claims, views, and assertions concerning

the kindergarten in the Morrison Valley Community School District. In

the course of our examination several groups were heard: some of the

parents, teacherS, principalS, dittHct central office staff, and the

school board members to whom this report is addressed. But the group

which has the most at stake in the deliberations and decisions of these

groups is the children of Morrison Valley. Inasmuch as there is no

designated representative of ALL of the children who now or in the

future will participate in elementary schooling in Morrison Valley, the

team chose to interpret its findings and present its recommendations on

behalf of the children.
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Overview of t e Report

-Tills report is presented in four sections. Section is a brief

description of the team's visit to Morrison Valley, followed by summaries

of the information obtained from each of the groups with whom the team

met. Section II takes up the questions that Dr. Mack, Director of

COrriculum for the district, put to the team to guide the evaluation.
section I I I is a discussion of the particular issues the team wishes to

highlight, and Section IV presents the team's recommendations.

13rief Narrative of the Visit_

-Ootob- . The team visited Morrison Valley October 2 to 5,

1984. On the afternoon of October 2, the team met with Dr. Mack at

the Morrison Valley Community Schools district office for a briefing on

the plans for the visit. At that time the team also met Dr. Masonberg,

Dr. Andersen, Dr. Eastermoreland, and Mrs. Moore. Inspection of

variouS student record materials was followed by preliminary discussion

of some of the issues to be taken up by the team. A group of
approximately 48 parents* participated in an evening meeting with the

teaM.

*Tile number is imprecise because not all present were parent!:.
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Parents were encouraged to express their concerns about the district's

kindergarten program.

actober_arth 1984. This day began with a meeting of a I I the district's

kindergarten teachers, including the two optional kindergarten

teachers, during which their concerns about the district's kindergarten

programs were hearth The team then met with the elementary school

principals to obtain their views of the kindergarten programs in their

schools and in the district. This meeting was followed by an inspection

of pertinent school records, curriculum guides, and by further

discussion with district central office staff. During the afternoon the

team dispersed into three of the elementary schools to visit two optional

kindergarten classes, and all the regular kindergarten, first, and

second grade classes. In the evening the team attended a meeting with

the school board to learn its concerns and views of the district's

kindergarten, optional kindergarten, and screening programs.

October 4th 1984. The morning began with a meeting attended by

representatives of the district's first grade teachers from whom the

team sought expressions of concerns and views of the kindergarten

programs .

The team then dispersed into three more schools for additional visits in

The optional kindergarten, kindergarten, first and second grade

ciasse- During the afternoon there were more visits to schools to add

to the pictiire of relevant issues. In addition, Professors Katz and

Raths visited Li-icoln North and Ford East kindergarten and optional

9
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kindergarten classes together to check perceptions of events. The team

members then returned to the district office fo'r more discussion with

some members of the district central office staff.

October 5th, 1984. During the morning the team met with Dr. Benjamin

Farley of Augsburger University to discuss the history and the

rationale of the screening procedures used for assignment to the

optional kindergarten.

This meeting was followed by an exit interview with the district staff

that ended at about 11:00 a.m. when the team departed for home.

Overall Impressions

Because of the nature of our task, we must perforce focus this report

on problem areas, on contentious issues and on alleged short-comings

associated with the kindergarten programs in the district This

emphasis belies our general impressions of the district and its

professional educators. We were most impressed with the

thoughtfulness of the teachers, principals, and parents with whom we

came into contact, and the earnestness with which they pursued the

problems under study. We also recognized the solid evidence manifest

in the schools of the rich support the community has given to the

schools, and the innovative and professional uses to which those

resources have been put by well trained, committed educators.
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In sum, we were mpressed with the district, with its community, and
with its professionals. The community can be justly proud of its school
system. As we proceed to dwell on some issues and problemt found in
the district, it is important to place our concernt, quettiont,
observations, and comments in this larger positive context.
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I. WHAT WE LEARNED: INTERVIEWS, OBSERVATIONS,

AND MEETINGS

This Section preSents what we learned as we listened to the groups of

parents, school board members, central district staff members,

teachers, and principals.* This presentation does not include

interpretations of what we heard: rather it is an account of what we

think the members of the various groups said to us wh we asked

them What they saw as the important issues, problems, and potential

solutions for the kindergarten program of the Morrison Valley

Community Schools. The comments of the various groups indicate a

wide variety of concerns, many of which were shared by all groups

with whom we met. They are summarized below.

Screening

Both the district central office staff and the school board seemed to be

positive about the screening process One member of the district

central office staff felt that the screening was appropriate because

there were observable differences between children in kindergarten and

the optional kindergarten. One member of the school board claimed that

the screening satisfied a legitimate need in the community which derived

from the perception that the regular kindergarten was not sufficiently

flexible to accommodate all children. Nevertheless many expressed

concerns about the adequacy and length of the test, the competence of

*A more detailed account is found in Appendix A.
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the testers, the failure to include social-emotional readiness criteria,

and the opinions of parents and preschool teachers in judging readiness

for kindergarten.

Some parents indicated that they also wanted an appeal procedure to

deal with cases in which the screening results seemed inaccurate.

Among the suggestions mentioned were (a) offering a range of programs

and no screening, and (b) screening all children and offering optional

kindergarten the first half of the day and regular kindergarten the

second half. In the latter case, if indicated by the results of the

screening, children would stay for the second half.

Optional Kinderaarten

Most comments reflected satisfaction with the optional kindergarten as it

was then operated. The district central office staff, the school board,

the principals, and the participative parents of enrolled children, all

expressed satisfaction with the optional kindergarten program. At least

one kindergarten teacher expressed whole-hearted support for the

program. Only one school board member questioned whether or not the

optional kindergarten was doing what it should. One principal

suggested that among parents there may be some stigma associated with

having their children enrolled in optional kindergarten.

Parents' concerns about the implications of the optional kindergarten

program focused on (a) the cost of busing children to the optional

kindergarten, and (b) starting children in kindergarten at ages six

13
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and seven if they attended the optional kindergarten. Kindergarten

teachers, however, indicated that having older children in the

kindergarten was not the result of the optional kindergarten, but due

to the variability with which parents enter their children. Their

concerns focused on the transition from optional kindergarten and

kindergarten and the need for optional kindergarten to be available to

all children regardless of screening results. The school board focused

on improving public understanding of the optional kindergarten and its

effects on children's experiences in later grades.

Kindergarten

Concerns about kindergarten fell into three categories: (1) curriculum,

(2) teachers, and (3) structure.

Curriculum. At least one member of the central district staff saw the

kindergarten program as academically rigorous and as meeting the needs

of all children. The written curriculum for the kindergarten, however,

was described as addressing children's varying needs and the need for

program flexibility. One kindergarten teacher described the guide as

structured, that is requiring formal instruction and the use of

workbooks.

All groups expressed some concern about the rigor and inflexibility of

the regular kindergarten curriculum and the need to define and

implement a clearer approach to it. Some parents attributed the

excessive rigor to the fact that so many kindergarteners had already

attended preschoolsome for two years. Others were apprehensive

1. 14
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about the pressure on children to be able to read by the end of the
kindergarten year. This rigor was seen as appropriate for some

children and not for others.

Yet, kindergarten teachers felt pressure to cover all subject areas.

With respect to reading they expressed a variety of concerns about

their ability to meet the needs of children who could already read, and

for first-graders who were automatically placed in "low" groups if they

were not ready to read. One first grade teacher indicated a need for a

program for early readers in kindergarten. And at least one principal

recognized kindergarten teachers' frustration over not knowing what to

do with the early readers.

Finally, one kindergarten teacher described the dilemma as that of

emphasis on the whole child versus on workbooks. There waS some

recognition of the need to know the right way, and at the same time,

realization that there is no one right way to teach kindergarten.

Other groups we met suggested changes including: (a) optional

kindergarten as part of the regular kindergarten; (b) admit all children

to kindergarten by age and offer a transitional year between

kindergarten and first grade for those children having difficulty; (c)

fewer workbooks required by the district, (d) a longer kindergarten

day; and (e) more space and time for physical education.

Teachers. Although one kindergarten teacher described her approach

as that of building a total child, and one first grade teacher felt that

15
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the kindergarten teachers were doing well in their half-day programs,

the overwhelming majority of comments about the kindergarten teachers

focused on their variability. Of particular concern to various groups

was the tendency among the kindergarten teachers to attribute

childrens' school difficulties to age. The central district staff was

concerned with the way in which the kindergarten curriculum was being

implemented, and with specifically identifying staff development needs.

Parents wanted teachers to be more responsive to the children, working

with them in needed areas. Some felt that kindergarten teachers

wanted homogeneous groups of students to make teaching easier.

Suggestions for improving the situation included: (a) giving the

kindergarten staff a chance to learn new teaching techniques, (b)

requiring early childhood certification for all kindergarten teachers, (c)

asking teachers not to attribute children's school difficulties to their

age, and (d) getting the kindergarten teachers together to develop a

shared philosophy.

Structure. The central district staff, parents, and principals

recognized, however, that some of the kindergarten teacher difficulties

might be due to their classes being too large. The teachers reported

that their class sizes as ranged from 26 to 23 students. (The data

supplied by the central office staff indicated the range of class size in

December 1984 for kindergarten was 18 to 26 with a mean of 22.7.)

The suggestions we heard included reducing class size and having

full-time teacher aides in the kinderaarten classes.

1 6
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First Grade

Most of what we heard about the first grade concerned children's

preparation for it and their ability to function adequately in it. The

kindergarten teachers described pressure they felt to prepare children

for ei very structured first grade. Principals indicated that some first

grade teachers felt that children should be reading before they entered

first grade.

The first grade teachers themselves expressed concern about (a) not all

children being prepared with their letters and sounds, (b) the

variability in age and abilities of children, and (c) the day being too

short to meet all students' needs. Moreover, they described difficulties

with "immature" first graders, such as tearfulness and demands for

more teacher time.

The principals, on the other hand, expressed concern about first grade

teachers' apparent unwillingness to recognize and accept the same

degree of variability among children when they enter as when they

finish the grade. Finally, school board members expressed concern

about ability grouping and the children's awareness of the groups they

are in.

Suggestions for changes included (a) increasing first grade teachers'

awareness of what is covered in kindergarten, (b) encouraging first

grade teachers to have a more developmental perspective, and (c)
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recOMmending more strongly the retention in grade to parent8 of

kindergarteners.

Parents

Comments describing the district's parents had at least two sides.

First, the intense academic "push" in the community was consistently

attributed to the parents. For instance, first grade teachers felt

pressure to be academically rigorous because parents (and the district)

felt that everyone should be

district as competitive, but

this issue was the district

systematic red-shirting.

above average. The board described the

satisfactory to most parents. Related to

central office staff's concern over the

contrast to this picture, however, the central district staff, the
kindergarten teachers, and the principals cited variability among the

parents in their perspectives. They also expressed frustration in

trying to meet the needs/demands of a diverse group. Kindergal Len

-eachers felt that they could not win, with some parents saying that the

optional kindergarten looks too much like preschool, and others saying
that che kindergarten is too structured. Similarly, although some

parents were described as perceiving assignment to the optional

kindergarten program as a stigma, those whose children were enrolled

in it were described as pleased with it.

The parents were also described as lacking understanding about the

concept of developmental readiness and the screening procedures.
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Although at least one kindergarten teacher fclt that the district was not

responsible for misinformation among the parents, a member of the

school board felt that there should be better communication with parents

about the issues. Moreover, parents themselves suggested that the

district should communicate with them more to allay parents' fears.

In at least two instances it was suggested that parents had exacerbated

the problems of the kindergarten by talking among themselves. One

school board member expressed concern about the effects on children of

parents still complaining about their bad experiences with the Gesell

screening. Finally, both a board member and a first grade teacher

raised the issue of parental expectations being too high.

School District

As indicated above, attributions of pushing for academic achievement

were not confined to the parents. The school diStrict itself, as a

whole, was described as a pressure-cooker and fast-paced. In thiS

vein it was suggested that the district (1) did not want variety among

the students, and (2) unofficially encouraged holding children out of

the structured kindergarten program. Moreover, the central district

staff expressed concern about whether the curriculum met the

community's demands for achievement and high test scores.
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StreSS

Stress among parents and children was of concern to both parents and
the school board. Parents mentioned excessive comparisons among

children, and the need to reduce stress among themselves. The school

board was concerned about children being affected by the emotions of

their parents in the Struggle for success, and for parents who move

from a school area because of too much academic pressure.

Overall Curriculum

Finally, concerns were expressed about the implications of the issues
addressed here for the rest of the curriculum. Principals posed
questions about coordinating progress levels for the optional

kindergarten, kindergarten, and the rest of the elementary grades, and
for using different approaches to meeting district objectives. Both

parents and the school board were concerned about the long range

consequences of red-shirting, and children being too old for their
grade level. The school board suggested that there was too much

segregation of students by ability, too soon.
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I . WHAT WE THINK: RESPONSES TO DR. MACK'S QUESTIONS

This section of our report presents responses to the five principal

questions Dr. Mack asked us to address. When first received, the

questions seemed complex, confusing, and difficult. While they remain

complex and difficult, our experiences in Morrison Valley brought them

into sharp relief and heightened the challenge they presented to us

from the outseL

Developmental Readiness

1. Is the idea of developmental_
Can developmental readiness be_accurately_and__refiably
measured? Do we use appropriate Instruments_and_pro-
cedures to identify children who are not ready for school?

The concept of developmental readiness in the psychological literature is

associated with maturation issues, and in particular to those concerned

with the4 phySical development of the child (Gordon, 1982). Whether it

is appropriate to generalize the concept of readiness from physical to

other aspects of development remains a matter of controversy.

Psychologists disagree concerning the extent to which the competences

required for successful participation in school life are a function of
maturation (the nativists), environmental influences (environmentalists),

or the interaction between those two developmental factors (cognitive-

developmentalists). As Gordon puts it
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The _nativists assume that readiness is principally a biological
function and one must wait for the appropriate chronological

. .period before the organism is ready for any given activity.
The environmentalists assume that readiness is largely a
result of matching reinforcement contingencies with the needs
of the organism, although they also realize that one_cannot
expect individuals to perform certain physical acts if they are
insufficiently prepared biologically. The cognitive-
developmentalists assume that ir the genetic and environmental
conditions are appropriate, children will be ready to perform
provided the children also perceive the situation appropriately
(Gordon, 1982, p. 1532).

It is our judgment, however, that it is useful to distinguish between

the concept as it is defined and operationalized in the research

literature and the way it is understood and implemented in the Morrison

Valley Community Schools. As with so many important ideas, while the

theory is potentially useful, its application may be flawed.

The notion that children develop at different rates, that even within a
child, some aspects of development may lag behind others and then

spurt ahead, seems well documented. Educators have used this concept

to account, in part, for the fact that some children seem to learn to

read with alacrity and almost effortlessly, while others struggle or even
re5ist.

Clearly the concept of developmental readiness is one explanation for

smch observations, but of course there are a number of others. It is

iMportant Mr educators to remain aware of how the concept of

developmental readineSs is being used as an explanation for such

differences in children& responses to school. Examples of other
ekplanations include differences in childrens' abilities, motivations,

22
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interests, and the degree of match between the cognitive styles of the

teacher and the pupil. It is important to be aware of the fact that no

single explanation accounts for all the variance in childrens' reactions

to the challenges provided by the school.

Furthermore, the concept of readiness begs the question of just what

the child is ready for. The correct use of the concept of developmental

readiness is antithetical to requiring that the children "fit the

curriculum." On the contrary, adherence to the concept implies a

willingness to adapt the curriculum to the "readiness" the children

bring to the school with them. Of course, in practice there are limits

to the adaptability of a curriculum; it cannot respond to all of the

variations in children's capacities and interests. Some children cannot

cope with the requirements of regular programs, and various special

education and remedial programs have been developed for precisely that

reason. A major question the Morrison Valley Community Schools must

address is whether the current kindergarten program is too demanding

for a significant portion of children who are age-eligible for entrance.

(This question is addressed in the third part of this section under the

heading "Regular Kindergarten.") In what follows, we pose further

questions about the concept of developmental readiness. Our

responses, in the main, address the application of this concept to the

Morriton Valley Community Schools.

la. What is the reWionship between developmental readiness and
chronological age?

4
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As we liStened to parents, teachers, principals, and school board

discuSSionS, we were impressed with the frequent references to the

ages of the kindergarten students, often calibrated in weeks or days,

and not simply in years or months! It was almost as though parents

and school personnel believed that a child born on August 9, 1979 had

particular characteristics that would not be evident in a child born on
July 20, 1979. The confusions between chronological age and

developmental readiness seemed to subvert the usefulness of the latter

concept. After all, if the two concepts--chronological age and

developmental age--were identical, there would be no need to test the

children to ascertain their stages of readiness.

lb; Wh_ El ween developmental readiness and
the_sex_of the pupil?

Almost all of those involved in the Morrison Valley kindergarten scene

seemed ready to assume that boys develop at slower rates than girls.

This belief went for the most part unchallenged, and evan the

consultant to the board subscribed to this position. it iS difficult to
know how sexist this position is, how sexist the measures are, or the

extent to which the interpretations of childrens' behaviors in Schools

are sexist. It should be noted that while differences in behaviorS and

learning of boys and girls are often observed, the evidence strongly

suggests that. such differences are likely to be the consequences of

reactiont to the stereotyping and expectations of parents and teachers

(tee Carpente:-., 1983). The weight of the evidence is that the
differences in readiness between boys and girls are learned from adults'

expectations of and responses to them, rather than being entirely

24
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inherent in their biological or psychological make-up. As Huston (1983)

points out:

In the studies with large samples reviewed by Maccoby and
Jack lin (1974), sex accounted for about 1% to 2% of the
variance in reading performance (Huston, 1983, p. 405).

We were impressed that teachers seemed to equate "lack of readiness"

with inability to "sit still" for long periods. The latter was typically
attributed to boys.

1 c . What iS the distinction between the categories "needs to inlprove
and "needs time to develop" used on _the Aorrison_ Valley
Community Schools' Kindergarten Progress Report?

One apparent attempt to apply the concept of developmental readiness to

the assessment of children's progress in kindergarten is found in the

ratings of N or T on the Kindergarten Progress Report. We attempted

to ob.6in a policy statement that differentiated the two judgments, but

without success. We queried a number of teachers, in groups and

individually, seeking the basis upon which those two judgmentswere

rendered. Not only was no consensus found, hut a great deal of

confusion was apparent. We interpreted the confusion here as another

indicator of the problems inherent in applying the concept of readiness

to practical school problemS.
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1d cah_cievekpmental readiness be assessed?

We have no evidence which speaks to the reliability or the validity of
the particular instruments used as a screening procedure to assess

readiness in Morrison Valley.* On the face of it, the instruments seem

likely to provide interesting and helpful information to parents; on the
other hand, it is extremely unlikely that anyone. could judge that a

particular child is either ready or not reedy for school Solely on the

basis of his or her performance on this screening procedure.

We examined the testing instruments and the scoring used to give

parents advice about their children s state of developmental readinets.

From an analytical point of view, we saw some problems both with the
items and how they were scored. However, our concerns would be

alleviated if careful studies of the psychometric properties of the
screening procedures were available. How reliable are they? How well

do they predict behavior in kindergarten? How many false positives or

false negatives can be expected with the procedures? As far as we
know, there are no data available at present to answer these questions.

We are reasonably confident in our judgment, indicated earlier in this
section, that since the concept of developmental readiness is based

firmly on the assumption that development is continuous and progresses

unevenly across many different aspects of growth such as cognition,
social competence, self-confidence, etc., it is probably unwise and

*See Note p. 56.
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inappropriate to use a single measure--ANY SINGLE MEASURE"as a

basis for deciding whether or not a child is ready for school. It

should be added that apparently the Morrison Valley Community Schools

did not intend that the screening program would take the place of

parents' own reasoned judgments. The district pchcy was to use test

reSults as one of the factors considered in making a judgment about
placement. Parents seemed to take the same position.

In sum, while we think the concept of developmental readiness is useful

In the context of planning and implementing a kindergarten program, its

application in the Morrison Valley Community Schools has been

problematic. Furthermore, while there are instruments available which

are he;pful in understanding the current developmental status of

children, no one instrument is sufficiently accurate to use as a basis

for a significant decision about a particular child.

Optional Kindergarten

2. tsanoiationalprogram necessary or can the needs of all children
who_arechronalogically ready for kindergarten be met within the
regularkindergarten program? What happens in later grades to
studentswhocatch up or to those who are older than their peers?

Although it may not be helpful, the only answer we can give to the

first part of this question is "it depends." If the regular kindergarten

curriculum is defined in such a way that it caters to the needs of a

27
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select few or excludes a large minority, then of course an optional

program is needed. Further, if kindergarten teachers are convinced

that children must become ready for kindergarten, rather than taking

the view that programs must accommodate to the varied needs, interests

and abilities of students, then again, optional programs are probably

necessary. The question is one of balance.

All of this is not to say that ALL children chronologically eligible for

kindergarten can benefit from its program, no matter how

accommodating it is. Policy suggested above, is mandated by Public

Law 94-142 which calls for procedures that provide for children who are

not likely to benefit from regular programs.

We are convinced that the long-term effects from delaying some children

for a year or more through the implementation of an optional

kindergarten program can be staggering. Several reasons underlie our

concerns.

First, because the public school system builds into its program a

certain amount of curricular dependency from one grade to the next, it

is extremely difficult to skip grades, especially in the upper levels of

the elementary school. While some gifted students can manage to skip

grades, it is highly unlikely that children held back at the age of four

or five for not having the approprate levels of readiness will ever be

seen as ready to skip grades later in the elementary years.
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Second, while there are dramatic differences among children of various

ages, and also within various age groups, the differences are perhaps

most pronounced in middle school and junior high school. The delaying

of a significant number of children at age five is likely to create difficult

and important problems when the cohort age group reaches middle

school ages, especially if the majority of those delayed are boys. It

should be emphasized here that thus far our team has no data to

support the validity of this prediction; it is based in iarge measure on

our experiences with the schools in our own state and elsewhere. If

the optional kindergarten program is maintained, it would be important

to keep careful records to examine the concerns reflected in these

cautious predictions.

Regular Kindergarten

3. Is our regular kindergarten program too rigorous, too academic
or too stress producing? When should children begin formal
reading, etc.?

4. Does our regular kindergarten program provide a challenge for
advanced students? Does this program give children the skills
they need to succeed in later grades?

We have chosen to address these questions 3 and 4 together Ih doing so,

we wish to point out that our reponses are based on one very short

visit to the Morrison Valley community, and that we were in the

classrooms observing the children, the teachers, and the implementation

of the programs very briefly. Thus, the judgments and observations

herein discussed are tentative.

29
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Given this qualification, we feel reasonably confident in saying that we

saw little evidence of stress in the kindergarten and first grade

classrooms we visited. Children did not appear at risk emotionally from

excessive stress. Teachers seemed very caring of students and

accepting of their efforts.

Second, on the basis of our experiences in many schools around the

country, those we observed in Morrison Valley rank among the best on

all criteria. We were impressed with the obvious caring, concern, and

conscientiousness of virtually everyone we met. It showed in many

ways in the halls and classrooms we visited. However, even in our

best schools, some concern about intellectual climate is warranted, and

the Morrison Valley Community Schools are no exception.

When people speak of a curriculum as academic they often intend to

convey the idea that _it is intellectually demanding. It is useful

distinguish between academic and intellectual rigor. Academic rigor

refers to strong emphasis on completion of school-like tasks exercises,

grade level achievement, grades and test scores, following instructions

and meeting requirements, conforming to procedures and conduct

necessary to succeed in the academy and to fulfill its institutional

requirements. Academic also suggests being out-of-touch and abstract.

In contrast, intellectual rigor refers to characteristics of the life of the

mind and its earnest quest for understanding, insight, knowledge,

truth, solving intellectual puzzles, and the like. The kindergarten

programs we saw could be characterized as academic more appropriately

30
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than as intellectual in emphasis. In our all-too-brief viSits in

classrooms we saw rather academic tasks presented to children in a

context that required them to sit passively in large groups at desks
most of the time. We came away with the impression that the

kindergartens reflected a rather narrow view of what the program might

be, or of what capacities in the children could be challenged by the

curriculum. An intellectually demanding program for young children

would engage them in the activities of inquiring, exploring, making and

building things of interest, comparing, testing ideas, collecting

information, synthesizing the results of their inquiries and summarizing

their observations.

A third observation was that the children in kindergarten were tested a

great deal. Aides were seen administering tests, and the work of
children was assiduously graded and recorded. However, we saw very

little instruction taking place. Children rarely were encouraged or

coached to think about the responses they were giving to the workbook

questions or the test items.

A fourth observation was that the curriculum was largely

de-contextualized. That is, children were not directed often enough to

deal with artifacts, with objects they could touch, manipulate, or

inquire about. For example, a task in a puzzle format had children

choosing which bead to add to a string of beads; but, there were no

beads and no string of beads for them to examine directly. Instead,

there were only pictures of beads and the puzzle was presented in a

multiple-choice format. A number of classrooms were studying
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caterpillars during our visit, and yet the children had chance to

observe real caterpillars in only a few of the classrooms; Instead,

teachers had drawings or pictures Of caterpilk s or aeked children to
make facsimilies of caterpillars as an art project. A wide range of
intellectually engaging activities related to caterpillars was overlooked.

Such activities have been known to educators for several generations!

Finally, in so many of the classrooms, including the first grades,
children were involved in using crayons to color pictures while the
teacher was busy with other children in small instructional groups.
While some coloring is useful and possibly important, it was our

judgment that because there was so much of this kind of activity, to
characterize these classes as too academic, or too stressful, or to say
that they were sufficiently intellectually stimulating was inappropriate.

Needed Changes

5. Will changes be necessary in our kindergarten and other _primary
grade programs as a result of the new optional kindergarten
program?

If the decision is made to keep the optional kindergarten program, then

it would seem important to provide ways in which students could

progress from optional kindergarten to first grade without giving up a

year. To succeed in this effort, it is likely that the curriculum in

optional kindergarten might have to be changed slightly, and that aides

should be provided to first grade teachers so that they might be in a

better position to accommodate some children coming into first grade

directly from optional kindergarten. 2
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Regardless of whether or not the optional kindergarten is maintained, it

is our judgment that the curriculum now offered in the primary grades

should be reviewed. We have suggested that the intellectual

components of the curriculum should be enhanced and that children

need to be encouraged to work with real objects in their school

experiences. These themes are elaborated in the recommendations in

Section IV.
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III. WHAT WE WORRY ABOUT: SPECIAL ISSUES

Red-Shirting

It was evident to us that the red-shirting issue was gaining momentum

within the Morrison Valley Community Schools and that it was the kind

of problem that, if left unaddressed, could only become intensified with

the passage of time. More and more, the data (see for example, Tables

1 and 2 in Appendix C) would support some of the emotional claim that

"children are getting older and older in the first grade," and as this

rumor is fueled by fact, more and more parents would withhold their

six-year-old child from first grade. The growing impact of actions

such as these is obvious, and of grave concern. It is our impression

that the school board must consider adopting a policy to stem the
red-shirting tide. One option is to make it mandatory for all children

to be admitted to first grade by a set chronological age.

While such a policy gives the appearance of being insensitive to the

differences assodated with youngsters of anj age, but particularly at

this young age, the alternative of permitting parents to decide to

withhold their children in order to gain a competitive advantagL over

other children is likely to have deleterious effects on the school system,

and on all the children involved--those who are withheld, and those

who are not.

34
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Community Competitiveness

The community served by the Morrison Valley Community School District

was characterized by the board and by parents and teachers who spoke

to uS at various meetings as being comprised mainly of competitive

people who are deeply concerned about their children making it, and

with the rather objective symbols of success in school--such as grades,

test scores, and instructional group assignment. A jocular remark made

at the board meeting by an observer suggested that a given school

would be thought of as doing well if all of the ch.ildren in attendance

were above average! It might be useful if the school and the school

board made various efforts to change this ethos. Adult education,

public information programs, and similar interventions in the community

could be designed to encourage parents to take a more relaxed and

thoughtful approach to the educational needs of their young children.

While working to change the aggressive and competitive nature of the

school community, the school board should be wary of proposals for new

policies that might enflame or reinforce those views. It is our judgment

that whenever policies are suggested that toLch on matters of grouping,

testing, screening, grading, and cther similar areas, the board should

be aware of the potential interaction of those policies with the dominant

value pos;tior3 found in the community. Since so many of the children

in the Morrison Valley Community Schools are bright, motivated, and

apparently destined to succeed, in the traditional sense of completing
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college and having rewarding car3ers, it is a pity to introduce policies

that serve essentially elitist purposes. Policies which cater to elitist

values place a heavy burden on very able students who arc not at the

same time gifted, and whose only problem is that they are in classes

with children who are even more able and more talented than they are.

By working to give emphasis to the general overall quality of excellence

found in the district, and less to the need to indulge the wishes and

elitist values of very vocal elements, the problems that are reflected in

the red-shirting issue might be ameliorated.

Curriculum Issues

As indicated in Section I virtually all of the groups with whom we met

expressed serious concerns about the kindergarten curriculum in the

district. 'To a large extent ail groups--parents,* teachers, principals,

and school board members--seemed to be concerned about the Same

issues. All of these concerns reflect underlying confusion and doubta

about the extent to which the kindergarten curriculum is and should be

focussed on academic work. Typically they were expressed in terms of

pressure on children for achievement, particul,arly in the area of

reading. It is our 7-lipression that, on balance, most of those we met

believe that the kindergarten children were under too much academic

pressure and that the emphasis on reading wa- both too soon and too

strong. As we listened to each of the groups and observed the

* We only heard the concerns of parents who attended the October 2
meeting and who spoke to us on that occasion.
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children in both the regular kindergarten and the optional kindergarten

classes, a number of curriculum issues emerged. They are discussed

briefly in tarn below.

What are the functions of kindergarten? The chances are that when the

parents we mrft entered kindergarten themselves it was their first
experience in groups outside of their homes. Only since the 1970s has

the majority of entering kindergarteners come to school having had

substantial experience being cared for by someone other than mother in

a setting other than home. In addition, it has been reported recently

(Scarr,

average

function

for real

1984) that within the decade between 1972 and 1982, the

IQ 3f five-year-olds increased 10 points! While a major

of kindergarten for those who are now parents was preparation

school; contemporary interpretations of that function have led

simply to starting what used to belong to real school earlier and earlier

(Spodek, 1983). Just these recent changes suggest that questions

about the functions of the modern kindergarten are in order.

A group of children entering kindergarten today bring fa;. more varied

backgrounds of experiences to the class than was the case when the

district first opened its doors. So, while the traditional role of the

kindergarten in getting children accustomed to being away from home

may be less important today, its role in helping children learn to work

and play with a diverse group of age-mates, and to see themselves as

valued and effective members of the class group and community remains

a very significant one.
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How formal should the kindergarten curriculum_be? Virtually a I the

groups with whom we met expressed concern about the extent to which

the regular kindergarten curriculum had become a formal one, especiaHy

in its focus on instruction in pre-reading and reading skills. Indeed,

the two issues--formality and reading nstructionare inseparable.

Dissension within communities and among specialists in early childhood

education on these issues is not only strong, but .also periodic, rising

sharply, subsidin and rising again in regular twenty- to twenty-five-

year intervals. However, as each generation raises its arguments,

insights into children s development and recent research advance our

understanding of which side has the better claim. Several insights and

considerations from recent research are worth dis .ussing here.

The introduction of formal academic instruction into the kindergarten

curriculum, typically in the form of teaching pre-reading and

reading skills, presents several risks. If pre-reading and reading

instruction are presented in a formal way, using a single methodology,

experience suggests that some (perhaps as many as one-third) of the

class wiil fail. In other words, if teachers and parents--and others

connected with the school--want all kindergarten children to acquire

the same level of pre-reading skills, or to learn to read at least at

oracle level, they are expecting a uniform or homogeneous outcome. In

order to achieve a homogeneous outcome with a group of pupils of
diverse backgrounds it is necessary to use varied or heterogeneous

methods. As Durkin points out:
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A child's initial contact with reading instruction...is of
unique importance...a school Should do nothing with reading
in tie kindergarten until it iS fully prepared to offer the best
possibie instruction. The best...is always characterized by
variety in methodology Simply because a way into reading that
is easy for one child may be difficult for another, and vice
versa. These facts clearly Suggest that unless there is
variety in methodology, sortie children will probably fail. At
the same time, wrong concluSiont will be reached both about a
child's readiness for reading and about his or her learning
ability in general. (Durkin, 1980, p. 26)

Thus, the issue is not so much when to introduce instruction in

reading, as what methods of instruction shall be used.

Typically, however, schools adopt a single method, and try to

implement it by using ability grouping. lt is clear from our own
experience as well as from many comments from the groups with whom

we met, that many children seem to be aware of which group they are
in. Interestingly enough, recent research indicates that such grouping

has instructionsl disadvantages (Wisconsin Center for Educational

Research, 1984) in that slow children slow each other down, increasing

their distance from the fast children, and fast children speed each

other on, increasing their lead, but also the potential for stress.

Many of thoSe children who are aware that they are in the low group
may feel discouraged at best, or incompetent at worst But many

children in the top group become anxious about the danger of failing or
falling out of it. Furthermore, the use of formal instruction& methods

inevitably requires the identification of the children's ability, and that

some of the children identified as low in ability or as slow learners

would not be so classified if formal instruction and grouping were
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postponed for a year.* Differences in rate8 of development and life

histories make such false negatives virtually inevitable. The problem is

that once children have been labeled as low or slow the chances of

overcoming the label or breaking away from the expectations adults

often associate with it are very poor. Such risks to the children who

are, after all, only in kindergarten, seem somewhat excessive and

suggest that alternatives to the heavy focus on reading readiness and

instruction for all kindergarteners should be examined.

Another issue in adopting formal academic instruction in reading in the

kindergarten year is the difficulty of providing reading material that is

engaging or even moderately interesting. While it is possible, and

highly desirable, to read material to children material that contains long

words they could not possibly read for themselves, reading materialF

intended for them to read themselves have to be based on a very

limited number of words featuring a highly restricted set of sound
combinations. ThE younger the reader, the more limited the number of

readable words is, and thus the stories--as stories--become

decontextualized, uninteresting, and often hard to understand.

other words, the younger the child is, the less meaningful the available

reading materials are. While meaningfulnees of reading material is

always important, it is especially so for beginning readers.

* Some children tested as low/slow will indeed be so a year later.

10
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Another troublesome aspect of formal academic curriculum in 'Lle

kindergarten is that some of its potentially deleterious effects may not

be apparent to parents or teachers during the kindergarten year itself.

For example, the early introduction of formal reading instruction with

its necessary dependence on uninteresting reading materials may

contribute to substantial numbers of children suffering from academic

burn-out by the time they reach second or third grade. Unfortunately

we have no data from which to be able to estimate what proportion of

children are victims of this syndrome. It is invariably impressive to

note the eagerness and willingness of most kindergarten children

complete the tasks assigned to them and in general to try to please

their teachers. But after two or three years of not simply time on task

but time on dull task, it may be the third grade teachers who are

confronted with the consequences: children who are difficult to

interest or motivate to do important academic work--a type of work that

is developmentally appropriate for eight and nine year olds. While it is

true that children who have learned to read have access to the great

world of books and can pursue their learning independently--and it

would be regrettable to adopt a curriculum that would fail to nurture

such learning--very few early readers actually do so.

While early introduction of formal reading instruction may give rise to a

number of problems, it is also useful to keep in mind that for many

kindergarteners, reading instruction is inefficient in that what may take

them the better part of six months to learn at age five could be learned

in perhaps half the time if instruction were started six or nine months

later.
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In a formal curriculum the burdens are on the children. It is up to
them to rise to the demands of the learning situation. Many will
manage to do so. However, for those children whose difficulties do not

cause the teacher to change her approach, her instructions, or learning

materialS to accommodate their confusion, learning style, or competence
level, a consequence is likely to be a feeling of being cut of it.
Occasional experiences of feeling out of it are benign; but for children

who feel, and indeed are out of it regularly, there is no alternative but

sooner or later to give up to learn to feel stupid, and to withdraw from

the fledgling community of scholars. A curriculum which has the
potential to cause such feelings is a sufficient threat to the school
experience and life chances of enough children to cause concern.

It was our impression that many of those involved in the struggle over

the kindergarten believe that the curriculum choices are between the

formal academic approach or a traditional socialization approach with a

strong emphasis on socio-dramatic play and creative activities
However; these are rot the only tWc approaches to kindergal-ten

curriculum. Many resources are available to help teachers develop a

curriculum which is intellectually engaoing, in Which children are

encouraged to intriract with materials, With eath other, and with adults
in quest of fuller and deeper understandings of their physical and

interpersonal envircnrnents. For example, we can return to the example

of the study of caterpillars mentioned in section II. The curriculum as

implemented in at least one of the kindergarten classes we observed*

* An aide was present and available in the room.
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included the children looking at a photographic poSter of a caterpillar,

cocoon, and butterfly, then listening to the teacher reading The

Hungry Caterpillar. Following the story, each child wag asked to draw

a caterpillar with crayons or felt pens and to paint a halved-egg carton

the color green. All of the children did the very same tasks, used the

same color paint, and fashioned the same representation of the

caterpillar. No real caterpillar, cocoon, or butterfly was visible in the

room. The number of possible activities from which the children could

have learned about these phenomena is almost endless. Certainly they

could have been encouraged to observe real caterpillars: to look for

their enormous variety of sizes, colors, favorite foods, etc. The

children could have been alerted to the potentially fascinating feature of

the caterpillarS' eyes facing outward rather than forward; they could

have been encouraged to ponder the relationships between the colors of

caterpillars and their butterfly colors, ad infinitum. Furthermore, such

an approach has the potential advantage of strengthening the

disposition for follow-up outside of the classroom to what children learn

to do in the classroom. in other words, when the curriculum helps

children to acquire exploratory techniques and an empirical approach to

their environment, they are likely to acquire habits and ideas for

activitieS to continue on their own outside the school grounds.

A Cycle ofal-am-a

As we listened to each grbu in turn, we were impressed with the

intensity of concern over the issues and the eagerness to find ways
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to resolve them. The central district staff, who

briefed us, exhibited a strong sense of responsibility for both the

problems already referred to in this report, and for the search for

their solutions. The parents we heard manifested a high level of

concern over obtaining the best possible experiences for their children.

And, as we listened to and observed teachers, we sensed similar

eagerness to provide the kind of- professional service they felt was best

for the children and expected by their parents. In a similar way the

principals and members of the school board impressed us deeply by

their obvious commitment to resolving the many issues related to the

optional kindergarten program and its associated problems. We sensed

also genuine openness on the part of all groups to consider all

reasonable proposals for their solutions.

However, it is not surprising that the level of intensity and involvement

of so many stake-holders had given rise to frustration, which not

uncommonly, led to fault-finding. As we examined the main points

made by each of the groups with whom we met, we detected what might

be called a cycle of blame allocation. Kindergarten teachers, although

clearly representing diverse views within their group, seemed to feel

that while they would like children to have more time to grow and play,

they were pressured to get children ready for the first grade teachers.

Many first grade teachers reflected their sensitivity to perceived

parental pressures and the need to please the public. The principals,

also representing some diversity within their group, seemed to blame

parents for pushing the;r children too hard, and found some cause for

blame to fall on teachers as well. Parents found various ways to

4 4
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allocate blame; some of it went to teachers whom they described as

wanting homogeneout classes to keep things simple; some went to other

parents; some to the central district staff and to testers. The district

central office staff attributed blame to some parents, to some teachers,

tind to some of the local preschools. School board members found a

similar variety of ways to allocate blame for the predicaments related to

kindergarten in the district. It was our impression that each of the

groups with whom we met was indeed under severe pressure from

various sources to solve a set of problems which had been festering and

was almost beyond the ability of any one of the groups to resolve alone.

We are not suggesting that there was no group to blame. Rather we

see the question of whom to blame as irrelevant and potentially harmful

to the morale and the quality a relationships among all involved and it

undermines the generation a solutions to the problems. This

potentially destructive cycle had to be broken. To do so required

leadership at the district level. Both the district central office staff

and the school board would have to examine and determine where it

really stood on the relevant issues. They would have to provide the

kind of leadership in which the distinction could be made between being

pushed around by vocal aggressivethough well-meaning--groups, and

being sensitive and responsive to parents' as well as teacher&

iconcerns. In a country like ours, whidh prizes its diversity, it s

highly unlikely that all parents will ever agree with each other on basic

issues. The local citizen participation and democratic processes that we

value depend on fair hearings for the viability of all views in the

45
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course of formulating decisions for action. Once the appropriate

decision-making processes have been employed, it is in the best

interests of the children that all concerned accept and support the plan

of action whole heartedly.
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IV. WHAT WE RECOMMEND: A VISITING TEAM'S PERSPECTIVE

Several suggestions are offered in this section. As our team formulated

the recominendationS below, it took note of the fact that every decision

carries within it its own errors. In other words, weighing the merits

of one course of action against the merits of another also includes

considering which errors associated with each course of action are

preferred. The recommendations listed below contain potential for

errors. Those we have chosen were based in large part on our

decision to speak as advocates for the children of Morrison Valley.

Entrance into Kindergarten

In view of the arguments presented in previous sections, we recommend

that all age-eligible children be enrolled into unscreened kindergarten

classes,* and that agF: be the sole criterion for enrollment. It iS

expected that one of the potential benefits of this decision 13 that the

practice of red-shirting will diminish.

The district should develop a plan for teachers and parents, in

cc,-eration, to observe the progress of each child throughout the

year. The information obtained in this way should serve as a basis

for first grade placement, and decisions about special education and

retention/promotion.

* Except for Special Education and PL 94 - 142.

4 7
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Kindergarten Program

we recommend that the regular kindergarten and the optional

kindergarten programs be merged. The

currioulum should be written so that it is,

on reading instruction, and more flexible.

year, the curriculum should place emphasis

new revised kindergarten

at the outset, less focused

During the first half of the

on cooperative projects and

tasks which help children develop identification with their class group,

and cooperative work skills. This is not to say that children who are

ready, able or eager to learn to read should be ignored. Their needs

must be accommodated.

Methods of TeachingReading

Many professionals involved in this project seemed diverted by the

questions of readiness and the timing of reading instruction. As one of

our colleagues (Durkin, personal communication) reminded us, while

development is a factor to take into account, the principal issue in the

teaching of reading is the methods employed, not timing. Poor teaching

cannot be condoned at any age; and involving all students in a group

With a single approach to reading instruction is almost surely an

example of poor teaching; Instead of using a single method; teachers

must be encouraged to experiment with a variety of methods (whole

word, phonics, teaching through printing, and others) within a given

classroom so that they might ascertain which method best accommodates

the needs of specific children.
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One critical problem in attempting to address the needs of those

kindergarten children ready to read without intimidating those who are

not, is that of a single teacher having to work with both readers and

non-readers at the same time. Addressing the issue by tracking or

grouping children in terms of reading ability is likely to set off waves

of onerous social comparisons among children, among families, and even

perhaps within families. This is a serious dilemma.

some communities, teachers report that one approach seems

address both issues: it accommodates the needs of readers and

non-readers while at the same time avoiding some of the pitfalls of

tracking and grouping. In this approach, usually called the language

experience approach (cf. Durkin, 1980; Stauffer, 1970) children dictate

stories to teachers and then read them. All children participate in this

experience. The children who are more advano3d tend to dictlte more

complicated stories, with more complicated sentences and with more

sophisticated vocabulary. Children who are not so far along in the

development of their reading skills tend to dictate stories that are less

sophisticated. The stories that children dictate are usually at the

appropriate reading level for that child. Most children can read their

own stories. The addition of an aide in the classroom can enhance the

teacher's ability to be responsive to the inevitable range a differences

in readiness to read in kindergarten classes. This approach could be

tried in the district kindergartens to see whether the needs of most

children are accommodated and whether it helps to ameliorate some of

the less attractive manifestations of competitiveness and social

comparison that are found in the community.
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Staff Development

We recommend that the Morrison Valley Community Schools employ a full

time specialist in early childhood education to work with teachers in

grades K through 3 to develop curricula and teaching methods that will

better meet the developmental needs of the chiidren at their respective

age levels. (An alternative here would be to hire a consultant on a
long-term basis.) This specialist could be asked to address the

curricular and instructional issues raised in this report, and those

generated by the teachers themselves. Our rationale is based on our

sense that few teachers in the district fully appreciate the potential of

children of this age to engage in intellectual activity. A specialist in

child development, either as a rie staff member or a part-time
consultant, could very likely help teachers become aware of this

potential and develop ways of addressing it.

The early childhood specialist could work closely with Mrs. Moore on

the considerable task of helping the kindergarten and first grade
teachers respond to the wide ranges of ability and backgrounds they

will be working with. We were impressed with the pattern of dividing

responsibilities for the various curriculum areas among principals. It

would be a mistake if adopting our recommendation for an early

childhood specialist threatened this pattern. If this recommendation

were adopted, it would be important to meld the assignment and

responsibilities with those established under the current system of
principal-specialties.
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A second precaution that goes with this recommendation stems from one

particular aspect of the field of early childhood education, namely, its
highly ideological character. The candidate for the early childhood post

would need to be reviewed very carefully, not only to enSure Suitable
human relations skills, sufficient training, and appropriate experience

in working with teachers; but also that his or her views about early
childhood education were consonant with those a the school board and
the leadership in the school system. To hire a specialist in this field
committed to an extreme position (for instance, to Skinner's version of
behaviorism or to a laissez-faire curriculum plan) would be a serious
rnistake. It is clear that the decision to employ a new person as a
specialist in early childhood education entails the risk of making such a
mistake.

We think that teachers should be encouraged to visit schools in the
state vicinity, and if rIcessary, in the wider midwest region, which are

reputed by experts in early childhood education to be particularly good

examples of intellect:gaily demanding and engaging programs. We have

the impression that some teachers are not aware of what excellent

programs look like, and a porcy encouraging visits to other Sites could

help teachers acquire the vision to improve programs in the district.

We recognize that the adoption of this recommendation has some serious

potential disadvantages. Local programs are likely to be interrupted by

teachert making visits and by using substitutes for them. Further, the
teachers might actually see prograrns that are not as good as those at
home, and yet come to understand that they were programs to be
emulated!
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We recommend that the school board consider adopting policies that

could increase the possibiliVes of hiring new, recently trained teachers

at the primary and pre-primary levels. We have the impression that a

few of the expeHenced teachers are somewhat weary. Indeed, it would

not be surprising in a district as committed to its schools as Morrison

Valley, with its recent history of contentiousness around the

kindergarten program, for veteran teachers to suffer from burn-out and

occasional demoralization. That is not to say that age, in and of itself,

seems to be a factor; we saw effective teachers at every age level

during our visit. Nevertheless, we wonder whether a few of the most

experienced teachers are resigned to the idea of keeping school until

retirement in much the same way as they have always done. The school

board might want to adopt a policy that encourages such teachers to

consider early retirement. Of course, without a carefully crafted

policy, those who elect early retirement might be among the best in the

district. We believe that these risks could be minimized to the point

that an early retirement policy would merit serious consideration. New

teachers may be able to bring to the district some of the recent

developments in the provision of stimulating and intellectually

challenging programs for young children.

Evaluation of an- Experiment

During the short life of the optional kindergarten program, a natural

experiment has been occurring. Children who were deemed not to be

developmentally ready have, in accordance with their parent& judgment,

been assigned either to the optional kindergarten or regular
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kindergarten. The district is in a key position to throw some light on

this dilemma by commissioning a study of the outcomes of these two

tracks, and to work to better understand what happened to the

children. Thus, we hope that the district will follow the progress of

the children who have participated in the optional kindergarten , those

for whom the optional kindergarten was recommended but who entered

the regular program, and those whose parents withheld them from

kindergarten for a year. A careful follow-up study of these children

will make a much needed contribution to the development of policy and

curriculum in elementary education.

Worki ng with- theComm-un ity

It is recommended that state and local library, media, and other

pertinent resources be mobilized to help improve public understanding

of the role of the kindergarten . Such an effort could highlight

contemporary research and insights into the nature of learning in the

early years, the role of play, the potential long-term consequences of

early formal instruction in reading for various children, the role of the

home, and so forth. Furthermore, some effort to help parents

understand that in communities in which there is any diversity at all ,

school district cannot satisfy the demands, needs, and wishes of all

parents equally; and that, while diverse views can and must be

expressed and attended to, action requires decisions that only rarely

can be equally acceptable to everyone.
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We recommend that in the process of deliberation; the best available

knowledge concerning the nature of learning and what is in the

children& best long-term interests must constitute a major criterion

for judging the rightness of decisions taken and plans of action.
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Epi log ue

Two years after this report was presented to the Morrison Valley School

District one member of the team was invited to return. The visit

included observations in the kindergarten classes in five of the eight

elementary schools, and a meeting with all the district's kindergarten

teachers. Even though the visit was a very brief one, several changes

in the district were readily apparent.

The most striking change observed in the kindergarten classes was the

great variety of activities in which children were engaged. In each

classroom a great deal of the children's own writing was evident.

Teachers were using a wide variety of strategies related to literacy:

invented spelling, writing to read, a good selection of trade books, and

the language experience approach.

Children in several classes had made graphs summarizing information

they had gathered from each other and their surroundings. From the

work exhibited and in progress during the visit, it was evident that

the children were engaged in extended projects on topics like space

exploration, characteristics of spiders, and others. Real tadpoles and

spiders had been brought in for study. Worksheets were nowhere to

be seen!
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In general, the atmosphere in the classrooms was more animated and

interactive than we had seen during our study two years earlier.

Based on the observatons made during the visit, it was clear that hard

work on the part of central district staff and all of the kindergarten

teachers had been undertaken following receipt of the report. Some

teachers described having been "bruised" by the report. Others said

that the report "let them out of the closet," as they put it, away from

the high-pressure academic approach in kindergarten!

Most teachers concurred that they now receive much more positive

feedback from parents, and noted particularly that parents expressed

pleasure at their children's eagerness to come to school and at their

children s obviously expanding knowledge. Teachers also reported

enthusiastic parental participation in helping with various aspects of

their projects, including making things and supplying materials and

equipment.

Teachers in Morrison Valley are still working on improving methods of

tracking children's progiess and finding effective ways to report to

parents. But all indicated great satisfaction with the progress the

children are making.

As the teachers and central office staff talked about the steps ahead,

they indicated that district relationships could now be characterized as

in the spirit of cooperation rather than the cycle of h'ame that we

observed during our evaluation.
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The issues we examined in Morrison VaHey are shared by many
communities. It is our hope that the determination and very hard work,

and the resulting progress all too briefly observed will encourage

others in their efforts to deal with similar issues.

5'7
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NOTE

Given that the screening procedure used at Morrison Valley Community
School District is an amalgam of a number of different instruments, it is
difficult to use the research literature to attain a comprehensive review
of its psychometric properties.

However, we did study entries in the literature concerning the Gesell
Developmental Schedule and the Denver Developmental Screening Test,
which are in a sense forebears of the Morrison Valley Community
School screening procedures. In her review, Werner (1965) admonishes
the field about the Gesell Developmental Schedules by saying that this
instrument "should not be considered a pre-school intelligence test, but
as detailed observation schedules for a young child's developmental
status." She goes on to say that predictions about future development
cannot be made with the certainty which Gesell has us believe. It is
interesting to note that a later review in this same source by
Borstelmann (1972) is more philosophical than empirical. He asks:
"Why not adapt the curriculum?"

The prtncipal focus of the Denver Developmental Screening Test (DDST)
ia to diagnoSe "delayed development or _retardation in order to plan_for
effective treatment of deviant children (Moriarty, 1972, p. _733).
Moriarty has some questions aboat the appropriateness of the
procedures in the DDST dealing with language for children from lower
Socioeconomic families. She also cautions that in doubtful cases, "it
would seem important to remember the clinical need to look at the whole
child in his specific environment" (p. 733).

Werner's review of the DDST in the same volume of Buros iS le$s
Sanguine. She suggests that "the DDST is not as reliable, valid,
SenSitive and specific as its authors had hoped" (Werner, 1972, p.
736). She continues, "The DDST appears to be a fairly satisfactory
Screening tool, at 4 -_4 1/2 years of age, b..it even here its concurrent
validity is lower than that of other screening tests, such as the
Peabody Picture Vocabulary Test" (p. 736). She further cautions
that it is "doubtful whether the author's claim is justified that [after] a
few hours training almost any adult can administer this test
competently."
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WHAT WE HEARD
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This appendix includes the nearly verbatim comments we heard at

the various meetings and interviews in which we participated during our

visit. There are a number of statements in this collection that

represent factual errors. For instance, the claim that kindergarten

classes range n size from 26 to 28 is patently false. The argument

that the current system is inflexible because it is impossible to move

from optional kindergarten to first grade is at best unfair, since the

optional kindergarten has not been in place long enough to provide data

on this claim. There were a number of similar comments that seemed

erroneous or ill-conceived. However, they are all included in this

appendix because, like it or not, the statements represent what some

people believed to be true. It is likely that their feelings were based

on these beliefs, however erroneous. It was our impression that in the

jumble of words and opinions, in the sounds of exhilaration and

disappointment, the board heard its various constituencies speaking.

And what could be more important than that for elected officials in a

democratic society?

From the Parent

Remarks made by parents who attended the evening meeting are

grouped under seven broad headings. Some parents made comments

under all headings while others expressed more specific concerns. It- is

impor - It -

a

representative_of_parents_in_the _district_ as_a_w_hole. It appears that

those who were present were specifically invited to attend. Some
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strong feelings of disappointment were expressed at the fact that the

meeting was held at the same time as an open house event at one of the

district's schools. It should be noted that parents who could not

attend were invited to meet with the team at another time, to call

and/or to write and communicate their concerns. However, none did

so.

Concernsabout the_regular_kindergarten curriculum. We heard the

following concerns about the regular kindergarten curriculum:

o Pressure for academic achievement is too great for the children.

o Classes are too competitive, too rigorous.

o Children should not be expected to rcs.ad by t e end of
kindergarten.

o Regular kindergarten should be more like the optional
kindergarten.

o Children who had a year in the optional kindergarten would not be
challenged when they went on to attend the regular kindergarten.

o Many children have had as many as two years of preschool before
entering kindergarten and the curriculum may not be responsive to
this.

o A child who is held back from entering kindergarten might find it
insufficiently challenging when starting a year later than the
normal age.

Concerns about screening. We heard parents express the following

concerns about the screening program:

o All children_ should be admitted to kindergarten and a transitional
year should be provided between kindergarten and regular first
grade.
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o The screening is too superficial, more in-depth screening would be
preferred.

o Screening should include assessment of social and emotional
readiness.

o Parent& assessment of a child's readiness for kindergarten should
be taken into account.

o Preschool teachers' assessments should be considered.

o Appeal procedures should be available when parents disagree with
the results of the screening test.

o Many children who passed the screening test suffer because they
are too young to compete with the older (red-shirted) children now
in the kindergarten.

o Some children pass the screening test but are still too ernotionaHy
immature to function well in the regular kindergarten.

o Parental withholding (red shirting) of children who have passed
the screening from kindergarten for a year is problematic;
children are withheld from kindergarten to gain a competitive
advantage by being among the eldest in the class when they do go
into it.

o If children are entered into regular kindergarten at the age of five
years and two months, for example, they are much smaHer than
the other children, and as much as two years younger than some
of their classmates.

Concerns about stress. Parents expressed the following concerns

related one way or another to stress:

o Children are compared with each other too much.

o The district needs psychologists to work with the elementary
school children suffering from stress.

o Something should be done to reduce stress among both parents and
children.
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Concerns about teachers. We heard parents express t e following
concerns about teachers:

o Teachers attribute too many learning problems to children's
chronological age.

o Some teacherS report to parents of young kindergarteners that
they can be expected to have difficulty when they reach second or
third grade, and therefore should be in the optional kindergarten.

o Teachers seem to want homogeneous groups of pupils so that
teaching will be easier.

o Teachers need to be more responsive to individual children and to
work with them in needed areas.

Optional kindergarten. We heard parents express the following views of
the optional kindergarten:

o Optional kindergarten fills a real _need for the children. It is good
in many ways. It gives somc children a chance to get used to
school routines, to mature, and to be prepared to compete in
kindergarten.

o The expense of busing children to the optional kindergarten is
excessive.

o The consequence of some children starting regular kindergarten at
ages 6 or 7 years is a concern.

District_matters and_palicies. We heard parents express the following
sentiments concerning district policies and procedures:

o The kindergarten policy seems biased against children who are
'ready' for it, but are not yet the legal age for entrance.

o Many children are starting kindergarten at age 6 or 7 y éars.

o Many children in the primary grades seem to be too old for their
grade.

o There is a need for full-time teacher aides in the kindergarten.

o There is a need for better communication between the diStrict and
parents to allay many fears of parents.

6 3
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From the Kindergarten T3achers

Kindergarten eachers expressed the following views and concerns.

Kindergarten curriculum.

o Children are very young and need to grow up, take time to play,
to have fun.

o Kindergarten is only 2 "1/2 hours per day and there is pressure to
cover all subject areas. It would be good if it were longer, e. g.
9:00 to 3:30.

o It is important to build a "total child."

o Even children who can read need time to develop in all areas.

o The teacher's dilemma is between the development of the whole
child versus emphasis on workbooks.

o The children should know not only the names of the letters of the
alphabet, but also the sounds in preparation for the Getting Ready
to Read progi-am.

o The district wants workbooks used. Fewer workbooks should be
required by the district.

o The reading resource teachers have deve:oped enrichment kits for
use with early readers in kindergarten.

o There is need for space anG Lime for physical education to
stimulate gross motor developmer

o Teachers' need to know the right to teach.

o They need to accept the idea 1.!-.,J th,:.sre no one right way.

About first grade.

o There is much pressure from orc-a tcchers to get the
children ready for first grade.

o First grade teachers feel that it is th inderoarten teacher&
responsibility to get the children ready to r.:ad.

o First grade is very structured and if the children fail to learn
certain things in kindergarten (e.g handwriting) they will not be
ready and will experience fewer successes in first grade.
Children who are not ready will be put in the low aroup.
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About parents.

o There is a great variability among parents. Many do not
understand the concept of readiness and attempts to educate
have backfired.

o Many parents pressure teachers to push their children. They do
not believe in readiness as it comes.

o Parents have unrealistic expectations for their children.

o The district is not responsible for much of the misinformation
among parents. Comments about children being young for
kindergarten have been blown out of proportion and have been
misquoted.

o It iS difficult to win because the parents say that the optional
kindergarten looks too much like preschool, and the kindergarten
is too structured.

o Parents complain that double coverage of the subject matter (i.e.
in the optional kindergarten and again in the regular
kindergarten) is not good.

Optional kinde_r_varten.

o The optional kindergarten is wonderful. It has a less set
curriculum than the regular kindergarten. The optional
kindergarten curriculum is designed by the teacher.

o The optional kindergarten parents who are unhappy are those who
feel that the curriculum should be more structured.

o A smooth transition from the optiunal kindergarten to the regular
kindergarten important. Since this is only the second year of
the optional kindergarten this has tc be worked out.

o The cotie: nal ki;!&rgarteh should be available to all parents on a
district-vv..e

strict_mattem--.

o Kindergarten classes or- too .:-,rge; Sizes range from 26 to 28;

o One tenth c: t.he 41:ren in ;,:indergarten zire recommended for
retention.

o K indergarte; th ey. have to sadsfy our public .

Parents are -.7sr*.t?F.. : rly r:-..1shy group;
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grom_First__Grade _Teachers

The first grade teachers expressed the following views and concerns.

o The kinderciarten teachers do well considering that they have the
children for only half a day. It is difficult to criticize the
kindergarten without criticizing the teachers at the same time.

o The kindergarten needs a program for eaHy readers.

o At some schook the children enter first grade well prepared.

o Not all first graders are being prepared with letter soundS.

o In first grade there is not enough time to meet each indiVidu0I
child's needs.

o Some first grade children should be in the PRS (reediog
readiness) program.

o There is great difficulty in handling the wide variCtion 7:

levels in the classes.

O Teachers cannot alwayS tell hOW children will perfor-
their age.

o Variability in ability increases with age.

O There should be a junior first grade for children who are "plain
immature."

o Some of the children who were recommended for retention in
kindergarten, but were not retained, "have many tears in first
g rade .

o Teachers loSe time handling immature children because the district
is oot sufficiently strong in recommending retention to parents.

o Some of the large, older, naughtier, and more talkative children
are bullies on the playground.

o There is pressure to be academically rigorous from parents and the
district feels that "everyone should be above average."

o Parental expectations are too high.

From Elementary SchoolRan-c-i-p-als

The principals expressed the following views and concerns.
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About regular kindergarten curriculum.

o The kindergarten curriculum may be too rigorous. Perhaps it
should be more like the optional kindergarten.

o There seems to be too much emphasis on reading the PRS may be
too academic. Ther.-- is too much pressure for achievement.

o There may not be enough reading groups in the kindergarten.
Tho fourth grade usually has four groups.

o The curriculum should develop the whole child.

o There seem to be differences in kindergarten classroom structiires/
curricula across the schools.

o Problems exist concerning knowing what the philosophy of
kindergarten Should be.

o More coordination is needed between kindergarten and first grade
on how far to take the kindergarten children in reading.

o There is difficulty in getting common ground in the community.

o Many kindergarten children come to school knowing how to read.

About ki !Tele rgar n teachers.

o Kindergarten teachers should get together on their philosophy.
Those who will not go along with it should be reassigned.

o Teachers talk to parents about their children's youngness and use
it as an explanation for why the children are not keeping up with
the work. Teachers should be re-educated not to blame children's
troubles in school on age.

o Teachers become frustrated by not knowing what to do with
children who are not ready to learn to read.

About _first_ grade_leachers.

o First grade teachers know that there will be a range of abilities at
the end of the first grade year, but they do not accept the fact
that there is a range at the beginning of the year.

o First grade teachers need to have a developmental perspective and
to be more aware of developmental needs.

o Children should be accepted where they are, and given credit for
what they bring to the class, and at the same time achieve the
district objectives.
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o Some children come to first grade without sufficient preparation for
first grade work. It would be heipful if first grade teachers were
more aware of what is/is not covered in kindergarten.

o Developmental readiness refers to how a chiid sees himself when
compared to others . . a child can feel like a misfit (when he is
not as ready as others).

About parents.

o Parents seem to feel that more should be done to help children
succeed in kindergarten . . . The district is an academic pressure
cooker.

o There is_ a need to be responsive to what parents believe. The
push is from the community.

o The concept of developmental readiness is difficult for parents to
graSp.

o Many parents perceive the optional kindergarten as flunking.

o many parents believe that if children were held out of
kindergarten they would do better when they do enter.

o Parents (and teachers) should difrerentiate bet%4 sen developmental
and chronological age.

o Many logistical problems are involved in offering all types of
programs to all children and parents.

Grade retention.

o Retention is based on the teacher's recommendation. The principal
usually sur -,orts the teacher's recommendation, but the final
decision i5 i:p to the parents.

o Retention is usually recommended on the basis of the child having
problems with concentration, attention, doing seat work all day,
poor motor skills, etc.

o More are recommended for retention in first grade than in
kindergarten.

o One school retained six first grade children.

District concerns.

o There should be a way to find common ground among the
population served.

6
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o There should be different approaches for meeting district
objectives.

o The optional kindergarten program has a stigma.

o Many children in kindergarten have had as many as 2 or 3 years
of preschool.

o Class size and age range in many classes are problems.

o There should be more coordination of progress between optional
kindergarten, kindergarten, and first grade.

Comments about il.dividuaLschoots.

o Lincoln North. The children are at a disadvantage if they are
young. Teachers blame their troubles in school on pupil's ages,
and parents are correct in this attribution of the teachers'
perspective; age is not as much of a factor in retention in grade
as observed performance.

o George Bush. The reading teacher works with those
kindergarteners who are ready to read; however, by second grade
these children level off with their peers. The retention rate at
Fair Meadows is one or two students per year for the entire
School.

o Washington Elementary School. It .ias high student mobility.

o Ford E.a.lt Elementary School. Most children have preschool
experien,...:,z before entering school.

o Reagan Elementary School. There is a sizable proportion of single
parent families. The kindergarten teachers take the children
where they are and use a positive approach, giving them credit
for what they bring to school and recognizing the skills they
have. On Fridays, the principal gives awards of recognition for
being good listeners, good contributors, etc.

-the-School Board

Members of the school boarcl who p ,.ticipe,ed in the meetings*
expressed the following conze.-ns and view.;

Screenin-g.

o Screeni =g was instRuted in -,,sporsz., to a legitimate need in the
community.. It was neces:hry because kindergarten was not
flexible ,,n.;ugh to respond to z.zoi cniiciren.

; Kirk Piv.-.,nsky wa5 absent and was contacted by phone later.
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o Following screening, some testers communicated to parents that
their children were borderline.

o The competence of the testers is in some doubt. The testers need
clearer guidelines.

o The test may not be an adequate indicator of a child's readiness
for kindergarten. Basing decisions on twenty minutes of behavior
is problematic.

o Doubts about whether the testing program is the right way to go.

About _parents.

o Screening was offered as a community service to help parents
decide whether their children were ready for kindergarten.
Apparently parents were attempting to make decisions abou'.
whether to hold back their children on their own, on the advice of
their child's preschool teacher, or in response to comments made to
them by teachers about the risks of being among the youngest in
the class.

o Many parents hold their children back from entering kindergarten
in order to increase the probability that their children will be in
the top of the class.

o The concept of a gift of a year or the gift of time (taken from the
Gesell Institute of Human Development) has impressed many
parents. It has been interpreted by them to mean that they
should not send their 5-year old children to school.

o Parents whose children are in the optional kindergarten seem very
happy.

o Some parents are devastated when they are told that their children
are not in the top group of their class.

o The community should examine its high standards for success.

o There is a lack of understanding among parents concerning the
Gesell screening approach.

o Some parents talk about the bad experience they had with the
screening.

o Six children in one neighborhood were retained from kindergarten
And described themselves as having flunked. Apparently parents
reaSsured them that it did not matter since everybody else did!

o Parents are asking why an optional kindergarten program is
necessary in a district reputed to be so exemplary.
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o Some parents move their children away from Lincoln North School
because they think it is too stressful for them there.

o What might happen to new parents upon moving into the district?

o Some children are affected by the strong emotions of their parents
in this struggle over the kindergarten.

o What can be done to achieve greater public understanding, and
better communication with parents about the issues, screening,
etc?

o Morrison Valley Community Schools is a very competitive district,
but on the whole parents are pleased.

o A big problem is that some parents think that their children need
to go to the opt'onal kiriergarten but because they pass the
screening test , carr

ptionaLkindergarten

o Is it achieving what it is supposed to?

o Will the effects on the children show uo in the later rades?

o How can greater public understanding of 'Jle optional kindergarten
program be achieved on a continuing basis?

Kindergarten curriculum.

o What is kindergarten supposed to be for? What iS it intended to
be?

o What is so wrong with the kindergarten program that 70 children
are not ready for it each year?

o There is high academic pressure. Teachers try to race the
children through the basal readers.

o The Morrison Valley Community School District is known as a fast
paced school district. Too much stress for parents and children.

Kindergarten teachers.

o Teachers seem to be focussing too much on the children's ages.

o There appears to be great variability in the competence of
kindergarten teachers.
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Residual issues

o The problem of red-shirting, and its long range consequences
needs to be addressed.

o There is too much separation or tracking of children too soon.

o There is too much stress for both parents and children.

o Though officially or technically a child can be promoted directly
frorn the optional kindergarten to first grade, no child has done so
yet.

o One issue is whether there is a correlation between academic
achievement and self-concept

o There is an apparent lack of undPrstanding of the distinctions
between developmental, chronologi and academic readine

o Teachers and directors of preschoolers in town have a role in the
problems associated with kindergarten in the district. Many of
them advise parents as to whether or not their children will make
it in school. They also try to prepare children for an academic
kindergarten progam.

o How else, besides screening and the optional kindergarten, can the
district deal with disparity in ability?

o Children must have the best and the right start.

o Children seem to know what ability groups they are

o How do the Morrison Valley Community Schools fit in with other
districts? How will people who move in and out of the district be
affected by all of this?

From the Central District Staff

The central district personnel seemed to focus their concernS in three

main areas. They were interested in the extent to which the concept of

developmental readiness was being appropriately applied in the district's

schools. Second, they wanted to know if the screening program was

being handled adequately. And third, they were concerned about the

kindergarten program, and whether it was appropriate in terms of

scope, sequence, and standards.
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Concept of developmental readiness. The central district staff seemed

somewhat uneasy about how the concept of developmental readiness was

interpreted. Some parents were apparently using the concept as a

pretxt for recI=Shirting their children in an attempt to give them an

advantage over younger children when they reached the first grade.

Further, teachers were reported to have stated repeatedly that

developmental readiness is a variable that accounts for much of the

variance among pupils' success in school. Finally, it had come to their

attention that some principals were calling parents and advising them to

red-shirt their children because of age. All of these practices, or

aHeged actices; were disturbing. While the concept seems sufficiently

valid itF right, these applications appeared to be problematic.

Screening_procedures. The central district staff was concerned about

the validity of the screening process. The intent of the screening was

to give parents the best information possible about their children by

which to make decisions about kindergarten entrance. The screening

was volunLary, but there wet: only one way to have a child placed in

the optional kindergarten, i. e. through screening. So, if parents felt

their child was not ready for regular kindergarten and wanted their

child to be pl3ced in the optional kindergarten, they had to have

him/her tested. However, if the child tested as ready, then he/she

was not permitted to enter the optional kindergarten. These seemingly

contradictory aspects of the policythe notion that on the one hand

screening was voluntary and the results were advisory; and on the

other, that to be admitted into the optional kindergarten the child had
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to undergo screening. Thus, the scores were in fact more prescriptive

than advisory, which created a problem. In addition, the staff was

puzzled about the quality of the information reported to parents and the

amount of misinformation that might have been contained in messages

received by parents.

Kindergarten. Finally, most staff members were concerned about the

kindergarten curriculum. While being cognizant of parents interests in

kindergarten focus on pre-reading and reading skills, they were aware

that all children who are eligible by age for kindergarten cannot be

successful in such a program. The staff worried a great deal about the

question: What changes are required in the kindergarten program to

meet the neeth of the children in the district more adequately?

7 4
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Catholic pre-kindergarten program, inclUding the young children as

well as idMinistrative =erns such as age Of entrance, length of

day, class size end facilities, staff, and materials. Chapter III

provides an overview of the_pre-kindergarten curriculum. Specific
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kindergarten program in terms of its puposes, young children;
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etc way a beam would tip.when dif ferent weights were.placed at

differing distances from a lulcrunt.011 the basis of. pretest reults,
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again tested individiially; (2) eri "equal rule" group piring

ume-age, same-sex children who had ustd the same prediction rule on

the pretest; or (3) an "unapt rule" group pairing same-age,

same-sex children wkhad ustd different prethttion rules on the

pretest Seven increasingly sophisticated rules for prediction have

reliably been differenheted le the treatment phase ofthe study,

disagreeing subjects discussed their disagreement until agreement was

ittlined Subjects were individually post-tested and iinprovement in

rule use was recorded. Findings indicated that cognitive conflict in

pairs produced different outcomes depending on whether a child's

partner was more advanced or less advanc': in the use of prediction

rules. The only differences across cultures were sex differences.
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conservation 'like pretest requiring Prediction of the way a beam

would tip when different numbers of weights were prated at differing

distances from a fulcrum. Seven increasingly sophisticated rules for

prediction have relidoly been differentiated. On the basis of

pretest results, cnildren were assigned to (1) a control group in

which children were gaintested individuak(2) an "equal rule"

grouppairinglarne-age; samrsex; me-class children who had used

the spine prediction rule on the pretest or (3) in 'impel rule"

group pairing same-age, samrsex, sameclass thildren who had Used

different prediction rules on the pretest. During treatment

disagreeing subjects resolved their disagreement in discussion.

Subjects were individually post-tested twice and improvement in rule

use was recorded. Findings indicatrithat interaction with a partner

walnol_conduciveto_cognitive_developoiant No significant

improvement was found when equal rule and unequal rule groups were

compared Partners using a lower rule in the unequal rule group were

the only children who improed perfOrmance Of higher partners

worsened. Significant sex, age. end age by sex differences were

found, with boys consistently benefitting more than did girls from

the process of interaction. (RH).
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differences) of resource sgrvices in the regular classroom for both

the special needs child ind di: normal child are noted. Potential
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same_magp4i. V)tl.rs-. Results cr Ot'.111.alysis elso .

concerned children 0,vric.-Werfti. percoived by_
god!three end four

teachers to have da1 "! it4 atilue verst0.44 who hid not
Children "shifting" bvi1.0.4 erege and thrivin0 s.Y.14 rir vice versa

(Author/HOD).

Phievernent tests " ratings.had corresponding co/A

II11/ 1111.11=1111

ieneemeeemeareetteasoN"tiasiee.eiihieie04**4f4tieiiiimeloaimeemeaa

AN ED273059.

AU Dohrn, Elizaoeth A. ;-1

TI PrOViding POtentially 01"ekti mlidergerten Sinderlt,5,with-Appropriate

IG-EEnaric.hrnent Activitio Oltrtoorn Use With Fo'rnal Guidance,

GS U.S. Florida.

IS RIEJAK7.

CH EC 19G254,

PR EDRS Price - MF01 moige.
F' 041; 141,
Ly 1.

P4T 124.; Ed. D. Prr:ti-iitl 4ePort Nova universitti
YR 36.

1JEnrichmentrAolivitio 4111ed, Kindelltten.
Tient-Identification, ;

MN,Creativr-Developmef 'fAary-Edecation.

AB The praCticum repoti

rniniworkshops were

materials for kIndervolONents Whom

1

clessOm te4lers
identified as potentnA

/41 IS

erfort to OfOke entithmenttayiko

thtgifted_prog Two

cIttd to tatioatize!
Oder% With

identifteation and enV 60,-ktivKies;
god5tudents

received

enrichment attention tLrd outside the CIFS3 vitt tross-age

goals-Of increasing kl

trorAntolso;fkrittrtiiiiinstteoretshtecil.nftteedrsp. toThgreamtutors, self-instruc

of heightening the awy-,:.1,0! Of kindergarten

g,ftedttalented/crea6J NId the t,7i.0 Wel %re met In

terec ers regarding the

addition, positive chrOL\Ve5 flood r, the abilihks f lagetod

studelts ParticiPelingititancit;klentectivitils. _EA,P,Proixec include

checklists of creativilf lettno5 ohFaclarists.

psychological ref errall rO, kudertt nauali; cl!c!list kr1
teacher intonation Iry tor checklist, works* materials, aryi

PhOtocopies Of enric tlIFWty eards, (Ca

eletweeialmealesameeteilev :,,,teeee.1011404A411414weeieempeteeloal

AN ED272860t

Ai Dickinson, David K.; Otis,

TI Interrelationships PO, 611ding arm oral LarlOge Skilli in

IGKEInudergartners from litV tie*s.

GS U.S. Massachusetts.

SN_Spencer Foundation; No. NI: TufIa Univ, Medford, Mass;

._.68806744; MGG8830'

IS RiEJAN87:
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AN ED274440. .

AU Monti, Lesteen Tina Richardsoh,

TI Wier* Achievement among Early Entry Students.

tG EN.

GS U.S. Alaska.

IS RIEFEB87,_

CH PS016060.

PR EDRS Price - MF01/PCO2 Plus Postage,

PT 143: 070.

LV 1.-

NT 290.

YR 85.

MJ Academic-Achievement Age-Dif ferences. Elementary-School-Students.

Kindefgarten SchooHntrantrAge.
MN trade-3. Grade-Repetition Literature7Reviews. Primary-Education.

AB Thls over (1) reviews the literature oh the relationship betweeh

entrance age iht0 kindergarten and academic achievement and (2)

reports a stiidy of the effect of entrance age on school success,

Some experts say that age alone is the best indicator of success.

Others say that chronological age, mental age, intelligence quotient,

reglinest_emotionel Ind social adlustmen(or combinations of these

factors are the indicators of success, A few.experts say that sae is

not on Indicata of success at all because eath child can succeed if

the sehool ProFarn meet ildividtial needs. To explbre these issues,

on investigation compared the academic achievement at the third grade

level of 20 exly and 20 late entry kindergarten children. A

statistically significant difference in achievement was found, with

the late entryitudentscoring significantly bigher_orithe_lowa Test

of Basic Skills that did_thtne who entered kindergarten early. In

addition, findings revealed that 61 percent of the students who were

retained in elementty or Placed in modified primary classes were

within the eily enry group it the time cif adinission to

kindergarten. (Author/RA

IHICHWOHICHI

AN ED274439. _

Att Murphyulrene T.

IN National Catholic Educational Association, Washington, D.C. FGK56381.

II Ealy Learning A Guide to Develop Catholic Preschool Programs.

LG EN..

GS.U.S, District of Columbia.

IS RIEFE887,

CH PS016059;

PR EDRS Price - MF01/PCO2 Plus Postage.

152: 141,

' Piibricetion Sales, Suite 100,1077 30th Street, NW, Washington,

,0007-3852 ($4.75 for members; $6.35 for non-members).

-lit 47p. ; Photographs may not reproduce clearly.

YR Se:

kJ Catholic-Wools Educational-_Objectives, Kindergarten.

Learning-Activities. PreschOol-Curriculum. Values-Education.

MN Plschool-Education. Progran-Descriptions, Religious-Education.

AB This publication briefly presents the &gents of preschool education

that are key within a Cstblic setting Ct4ter I briefly discusses

aspects of the influence of values education on childrens' emotional

81

weemital-
rowan

experience. Chvter II, descr also_ briefly, aspects of a_

Catholic pre-kindergarten program, including the young children as

well as odministiotive concerns subh es age Of ehtrance, iength of

day, class size and facilities, staff, ond materials. Chapter III

provides an overview of the_pre-kindergaten curriculum. Specific

attention is_pen_to_general_preporatory sedates and_rellgion,

languoge art. mathematics, and science. _Chapter IV describes the

kindergarten ,progrom In terms of its purposes-, young children;

learning, the kindergaten teocher,parent-teacherrelationships,

administrative concerns, and the daily schedule. Chapter V focuses

on the kindergsten curricUlum Religious eckicition, language arts,

mathematics, science, social studies, and the arts are described A

few illustrative leaning activities are appended. (RR

AN ED274430.

AU CAvert, Sondra L; And Others.

TI Sound Effects and Content Cues for Children's Television Story

Comprehension.

LG EN,

GaILS_North Carolina,

IS RIEFEB87,

CH P5016041.

PR EDRS Price -1601/PC01 Plus Postage.

PT 143: 150.

LV 1.

NT 14p. 13aper eresentedot theAnnual Convention of the_American

Psychological Association (93rd, Los Angeles, CA, August 23-27,

__ t985),

YR 85.

NJ Childrers-Television. Sound-Effects. StM-Grammar.

Television-Viewing.

MN Ageferences Attenhon. Elementary-Education.

Elementary-School-Students. Kindergarten-Children.

Televisionleserclt
ID_IDENTIFIERS; Content Cues, Visuil Attentimi. .

AB Children's visual attention to, and comprehension of, a television

program was measured A totol of '64 children, equily distributed by

sex, with 32 in kindergarten and 32 in fifth_grade, were randomly

assigned to one of four treatment conditions that crossed two levels

of tontent tues_with_two. Levels of sound effects,. The content cue

conditions provided 35 seconds of additional inform:kin which

Indicated that i dream was occurring while the no content cue

conditions did not The content cue conditions were either preceded

or not preceded by one-second sound effects. Visual attention was

videotoped during esch childs indMdual viewing session. After

viewing, etch chill onswered a 22-item multiple-choice recognition

test of inf4.-, central-tonere* id incidental content_
Results der:Wilted that sound effects incresed attentionat _

responsiveness and inferential recognition better Ow the content

/ cues, partibulaly for the youngest Cliildten Who have _the greatest

difficulty understanding televised stories. (Author/RH).
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lilea, The Ontario Institute for Studies in Education,
vet_West, Toronto, Ontano, Canada fillaS 1V6 (No price
voice order& over S30.00. _Othr orders Must be

a check or money order payable 10 al.S:E:):

4ume II, tee PS 015 972.

ichniques. Elementary-School-Students.
erences. Interpersonal-Competence. Personality.
strnent.
pbiems. Discipline. Foreign7Countriet: Grade-1,
lergarten; Longitudinal-Studiet: Primary-Education.
_ Teaching-Styles.
:frit& Projett ThriVe.

delineated for solving elementary school classroom
er an introductory chapterchapter_2_rejews_problems
Idergarten; Grade %end Grade 2 teachers and the
win as_likely Solutions to the problem& Strategies
be unsuccessful are discussed it they illustrate tha
iroblem or situation deactibed, Strategies and
tem health, language, motdi difficulties, immaturity,
behaVior toward adult& distrust or passivity toward

we behavior, nggressive behavior, bossy or meddlesome
ig and following_peers invpropriately, shyness and
avior,unhappinessjock_of self -confidence,
lack_of initiative; academic dif ficulty; miscellaneout
as stealing; dependence on peer& Oddititia Or
personal behavior, and need for attention, as wen as

lemic, and management concern& Chapter 3 describes
irategies which are considered suitable for any style of
om. These concern the establishment of a positive and
ning environment manacfng sociatoroblems; ways of
obirns_caused outside t)e classroom; classroom
=lc routines, self -chosen learning SONOOS iii the
eloping academic_ concepts and skills, and meeting the
lichen Chapter 4 of fers concluaions and
As. A description of method is appended. (RH).

M.; Gaien_Eugene L._
Level and Children's Responses tc the Explosion of the
:hallenger.

MFOl/PCO2 Plus Postage.

eloprnent, Developmental-Stage&
pot-Student& High-School-Students. Interveation.
y.

antary-Secondary-Erlucation. Grade-1. Grade-4.

sa
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INFOOIAI1ON
_ TH1110ONIO

_Grade_7_9,_Grade-10, Kindergarten Streta-Viriablea.
ID_IDENTIFIERS: spice Shuttle Challenger. Tritimai.
AB GrOUps of chdren at three different developmental levels were each

given a briefiresentation by their classroom teachers regarci'mg the
Space Shuttle Challenger_disater, one day after the shuttle
exploded. _The standardized presentation included information about
wherethe shuOle was bunched, the crew, the special significance of
Mr& McAuliffe't partitipatiOn end What-Wia Currently known *out
the eXplOtiOn After the presentation, 20 minutes were allotted for
comments and questions from student& Students corwersations and
comments were recorded and analyzed according to the cognitive
developmental level of the learner. Participants included a
kindergarten class; one first grade class, two fourth grade classes,
one ninth grade class; and one tenth grade claSS. Classes ranged in
size from 22 tO 31 atUderit& Finding§ reVealed that Children
attempted tO Understand the thUttle disaster by employing logic or
reaaoriirig Consistent with their stage ot cognitive development. It
is concluded that, since Its ramifications differently, intervention
aimed at reducing disaster-induced trauma in the future might best be
structured to address the developmental level of the children
involved. (Author/RH):

AN ED272296.
AU Kaplan, Barbait&
TI Performance on Two Conservation Problems with Initial

Nonequivalence.
LG EN..
GS U.S,New York:
LS REDECB6; _
CH PS015927.
PR EDRS Price MF01/PC01 Plus Postage.
PT 143; 150.
LV 1.
NT 19p. ; Paper presented at the Annual Sympusium_of the Jean Piaget

_Society (16th; Philadelphia, PA; May 29-31, 1986).
YR as.
MJ_COgnitiVe-PrOCesses. Cohieriiitinn-Concept. Kindergarten-Children.

Performaice-Factor& Sche Aa-Cognition Stimuli.
MN Perception. Prirrury-Education.

1:::.NTIFIERS: Equivalence Coniervation.
AB Fiftreight kincktrgarten children were a&seased On traditional

presentations involving the conservation of number add liquid. Each
conservation teat contained tWo different items and began with the
stimuli quantitatively and perceptually equal. Two other
edhaervation tasks for number and liquid with initial nonequivalence
folowed. Perforrrvince_ontasks_with initial Cuivalence and tasks
with initial rctiequivalence were not closely relate& Children's
strategies .r.; solving tasks with inns nonequivalence frequently
involve curJetration_of auxiliary praems arid were not the most
parsimonious in obtaining an answer . li-sJits suggest that whether
Children can access appropriateA iistriata (or making conserve-in
judginenis is influenced by variatior s in r. 'Et tasks and that the
schemata used in considering tasks with initial equivalence or
nonequivalence may themselves vary. (Author/RH)
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AN ED2722136,

AU Butler, Lorette,14111ine; Dentt

TIRelationships betwee.... L.Pl Thinking 1Wledge of Basic

Ltnguage Concepts wit Chi;...,u. at leap 'rational Stage of
-Ditielbprnent

LG EN..

GS U.S. District of Cc'J.

IS RIEDEC86.

CH PSD15917,

PR EDRS Price - MF01/PCO i

PT 143.

LV

fiT 230.

YR 85,

MJ Age-Differences. Cognitive-Denlornent Language-Acquisition,
Preschool-Children,

MN Kindergarten, Kindergarten-Chili ,en. rreschool-Education.

IDIDENPFIERS: Piagetian Task

AB The present study-investigates the acqiisition of basic language.

concepth with children 4 and 5 years of age, and the relationship of

language to cognitive development as ingsured by performance on 10
Piagetian tasks. Factors of agulay_care setting or_ kindergarten, _

and sex constituted the independent valables. Children 4 years of

age proved to be significantly less competent on language concepts

than 5-yer-olds. Such incompetence correlated positively with their

poor performance cn the operational tasks, Five-year-olds, whether

in diy cn or kindergarten, did not differ on lacguage

Among 5-year-olds a trend was found towtrd negative correlations

between high performance on langualle concepts and lack of achievement

on operational tasks of logical thinking. These findings tre largely

consonant. with much.of the research and indicate that While

5-year-old children have an almost adult understanding of language,

they do not have much success in performing operational tash Some
inkility to decehter and consider all ralevant variables may be

responsible for such failures, or 57year-olds' reliance on percepUal

features cn the task may account for low performaice on cognitive

tasks. (Author/RH,
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AN ED272279.

AU Hatch, 1 Amos.

IN Ohio State Univ. Columbus. Colt of Education. RUF67460.

11 Learning to be an Outsider: Peer Stigmatization in Kindergarten.

LG EN.,

GS US; Ohio:

SN-Spencer_Foundation, Chicago, Ill. B0806744.

15 RIEDEC86,

CH PS015909,

PR CDRS Price - MF01/PC01 Plus Postage.

PT 143; 150.

LV 1.

NT_23p, ; Paper presented at the Annual Meeting of the American

Educational Research Association (67th, San Francisco, CA, April

16-20, 19861. Research was supported by a grant from the Spencer
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YR 86.

MJ Antisocial-Behavior. Group-Dynamics. Kindergarten.

Labeling-of -Persons, _ . . .

MN Ciassroontqesearclt Naturalistic-ObservatiOn

Participant-_Observation. Peer-Accepthnce. Self -Concept

1111DENTIFIERS: Naturalistic Research.

AB This naturalistic study provides a description and analysis of the

processes through which 26 kindergarten students and a particular

male student called Lestert defined rules of SOCIA acceptability

which stigmatized Lester as aeuutsider". Findings are primarily

based on112.hours_cl recorded peer interaction_and inter iews-

conducted with teachers_and students. At- early observations and

analyses were completed, the behirior bf Lester and the behavior of

Other children toward Lester suggested that his relationships with

his classmates were strained tnd difficult During subsequent

obsr 'ations, attention was given to contexts in whichlester was

involved and to reactions to his social behavior, Analysis of
testa social behavior reyealed three general kinds of behavior

which oreached peer norms and expectations in the classroom:

aggression; teasing, and contactirtompetence (poorly developed

strategies for making Positive social contact with peers).

Classmates responded to Lester with snubs and by dertOnThim entry

into already established groups. In interviews and in classroom peer

interaction, children talked about Lester a! 'f _his deviant status .

was talun for granted by the group. tAtif 311 children did not

knowingly ccostruct the stigmatization of Lester; the impitt Of their

treatment of him was potentially more devastating because his

inferiority was assumed. Insofar as Lester accepted the correctness
of that assumption he was learning to be an outsider. (RH.

AN ED272271

AU Hatch, J. Amos:

IN Ohio Stitt tiv COlurribus. Coll of EdUcation. RUF67460.

ThAlone in a C.ov:' Analysis of Covert Intorntions in a Kindergarten.
IG EN,.

GS U,S, Ohio.,

SN SPencer.Foundalion; Chicago, Ill BBB06744:

IS RIEDEC86.

UP/0_15ga
PR EDRS Prite MF01/PC01 Plus Postage.

PT 143; 150.

LV 1,

NT 23p. ; Pker rresented at the Annual Meeting of the American

Educational 7'.A8.4' ch Association 167th, San Francisco, CA, April

16-20, 1:436t
YR 11 _

MJ AdjusVAt ,..cloironment Behavior-Patterns. Covert-Response.
Iriterperson ..0onship. Kindergarten-Children.
Peer-Relatl

MN Classroom-Environment Classroom-Research. Primary-Education.

ID IDENTIFIERS.. tontext Ef fact_

Anis paper reports findings from a naturaliStic study -of chit-dr-kit

peer interactions in a kindergarten classroont As the participant

observation field-work of the study progressed, it became clear that
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much of children's interaction in their kindergarten classroom was

covert in neture That is, it took place in classropmsontexts

defined is situations in which peer conversations were either

forbidden or discouraged. The locus of the study was then directed

toward the character of such situations _and children's covert

interactions-within them,- The findings describe contexts in which

children's talking was officially limited and identify patterns of

interaction children used in reaction to classroom limitations.

Students' response patterns were classified into three domains: (1)

forgetting expectations, (2) secret communications; and (3) exploring

the hmits. Each category of response is discussed as an example of

children miing secondaryadjustmenti to institutional role

'petitions of the school; (RH);

AN ED272277.

AU Hatch; J, Amos; Freeman; Evelyn B.

TI Daluation of Kindergarten Students: An Analysis of Report Cards ;,1

_Ohio Publie Schoels;

LG EN

GS U.S.

IS RIEDEC86,

CH PS015.907.

PR EDR5 Price MF01/PC, 'ostage,

PT 143; ;50:

NT-31p, ; Pacer presented Meeting of the American

Educational Research Assc .37th, San Francisco, CA, April

16-20, 1986).

YR 86.

MlExeectatiord. Kindergarten ReporKerds. Student-Evaluation,

MN_PrinwrEducation,_.Public-Schools, .State-Surays:

ID/DEMERS: Ohio. Theoretical Orientation. TARGET AUDIENCE:

-Practoners, PolicyMalers.

AB This paper presents findings.of an analysis of kindergarten report

cards from Ohio public schools and discusses implications of the

findings for poliq makers, pro; am planners; and curriculum

spervisort_A tote! of 76 school uistricts wereselected in a

random sample 0131 which was stratified to represent 6 types of

school districts, Data were analyzed to determine (1) howreport

cards were organized; (2) how information was reported; (3) what

children were expected to khow aid to be able tO do; and (4) what

philosophies of erly childhood education or theoretical orientations

vere evident Findings in each of these areas are reported. The

analysis led to three conclusions, First there are specific skills

that a kindergarten _child is expected to master; with major emphasis

being In tunes of work habits; reedit% readiness; and math

readiness. Secord, the push in Ohio public schoels is towere an

ecidemically oriented kindergarten most heavily influenced bY the

behaviorist perspective Third, the predominant marking systems

present negative evaluations for the kindergarten child, assuming

that a child can fail in the skills and behviors expected of a

kindergartener. _Such a system; it is argued; further reinforces a

behaviorist perspective in contrast to a rnaturationist or

interactionist orienUtion. (RH).
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AN ED272275,

AU McGarvey; Linda; And Others. .

TI Microcomputer_Use in Kindergarten and at Home Design of the Study

-and Effects of Computer Use on School Readiness,

1.G EN..

GS U.S. California.

IS RIEDEC86.

CH PS015905.

PR MRS Price MFO1IPC01 Plus Postage,

PT 143;

LV 1;_

NT 1Ir : Pre.' p, esented at the Annual Me Jot the Arnerican

tiu 4,11;onal Research Association (67th, S ancisco, CA, Ap

16-20, 1986).

YR 66.

MJ Academic-Achievement Cognitive-D rnt.

_ Kindergarten-Children Microcompute -Readiness.

Mf1Class,Activities; Home-Ftogrfees. Primary-Education

Stiident-MotivatiOn.

AB The purpose of this study was to systematically examine the cognitive

and social effects of the use of microcomputers with kindergarten

children in the school end et home. Three schools received

microcomputers tor use in kinderlarten classrooms and each stud.ent in

one of. the classrooms was provided a PCjr and educational software to

use athome Sofhwareused by the children. consisted.of games,

simulations, and drill uld pudica programs that coincided with the

goals of the kindergarten curriculum. Two additional schools served

as control groups. It was hypothesized that computer-using

classrooms would make larger academic_gains than the other classes.

It vos_also expected that the.home us_e_grolip.would gehmereJhan the

classroom use.only group. The impact of the use of microcomputers

was assessed by_tcriterionseferenced_pre- end post-test based on

the objectives of-the schooldistrict's kindergarten curriculum

guides. The test included subsectior,s concerning reading readiness,

mathematics, Piagetian cognitive operations, and keyboall knowledge.

Findings indicated that the use of microcomputers in the classroom

facilitated the acquisitiortof sehnotreadiness Oft When

supplemented by concurrent computing activities at home; academic

gains MN OM greater; No indication was found that computing

experiences interfere with the normal cogriitive 59velopmerit Of

presehoolers, and r ender-related differences in cognitive gains

achieved were foued. (RH).

ARED272272.

IN Southern Atsociiti on Children Um' x, Little Rock, Ark;

BEIB04885.

TI (Position Statemei t IN Southern A. iation on Children tinder

Six 1986. ).

1.G EN,.

GS U.S. Ariansae.

IS _RIEDEC86. _

CH P501E865.

PR EDRS ;a, - NIF01/PC01 Plus Postage,
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PT 120,

1,V 1--

NT 19r,

YR 85.

MJ Day-Cie Developmental-Programs Kindergarten.

Parent-School-Relationship. Preschool-Education. Public-Schools.

/IN Child-Rearing. Early-Childhood-Education. Educational-Policy,

Services.

AB_Provided are foot brief position statementt Of The Southern

Association on Children Under Six concerning quality programs in

public schools for children 4 years of age, supporting parents,

quality child care, and developmentally appropriate educational

experiences for kindergarten. The statement on public school

preschod Vans briefly describes characteristics of the

4-year-old; indicates aspects of a developmentally appropriate

preschool program, provides a rationale for public preschdol

education, indicates preschool children's basic needs, suggests

guidilines for the implementafion of quality programs, and delineates

the role of public schools in advancing_ propriate experiences for

4-_year-olds, The statement on_parent su_p_port discerns whatis

about quality family_ life and quality parenting,_ways to help parents

be effective; and plans to supportparente, The statement tin child

are exploreechildren's needs (I) taleel that their situation is a

safe rid comfortkle place to be, (2) to be ftilly employed in

activities that ate meaningful to them, (3) to ive comfortably with

other children and adults, (4) to have their physical development

supported and be helped to learn healknutritional-, and_safety

practices; and (5) to feel that there is consistency in their lives

and a shied concern for them among parents [caregivers.

DISCUSSion Of develop-Mental merienceS for ieergarten recommends

beginning with the needs Of children, suggests lig of designing

learning environments to meet children's needs, odpoints out ways

of assessing kindergarten children's developrn (RH).
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AN ED272261:

AU-ShePard, Lorrie A4 Smith, Mary Lee.

IN Boulder Valley Public Schools, CO. BBB244i

T1 burger Valley Kindergarten Study: Retentir Practices and Retention

Ef fects.

LG EN

GS U.S. Colorado,.

RIEDECK

CH PS015488,

PR EDRS Rite MF01/PC09 Plus Postage

PT 143.

LV 1,

ig 216p.
YR 85.

MTEducatioral-Benef its. LearninuReadiness Parent-Pbtudel,

Retention-Psychology. School-Holding-Power. Teacner-Attitudes,

MN Chronological-Age. Edocational-Policy. Educational-Research.

Emotional-Adjustment Grade-1, Kindergarten. Primary-Education.

Reading-Achievement

ID IDENTIFIERS: Boulder Valley Public Schools Ca Gesell School

Readiness Test
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MOWNmutt
AB Having implemented a policy that allowed schools to retain children

in kindergarten an extra year. the Boulder Valley Public Schwl

District in Colorido conducted a study to detrrmine the cognitive and

emotional benefits of retention in kindergarten and the

characteristics that led to decisioes about retention, The si 71v

involved a research review of existing literature; an examinaHn of

first grade outcomes, and interviews with parents and teachere to

determine their perceptions about young children and their readiness

for first grade. The study regaled that (1) the use Of les111 tests

to make individual placement decisions cannot be defended f.ri the

basis of existing_research; (2) the existingresearch does not show

either academic or social-emotional benefit from retaining immature

children; (3) the finding of no benefit on mostmessures and only a

one-month gain in reading raises serious questions about the efficacy

of an extra year in kindegarten; data from parents did not

indicate that there was an average benefit of retention or two-year

kindergarten proorams on children's academic progress: (5) diversity

existed among the kindertarten teachers with respect to what they

believed aboutchild developrnentand the best ways to educate young

children; (6) beliefs aboutdevelopmentwere retried to retention

practices, and seemed tobe shired within a Wiwi building; (V

kindergarten teachers believed retentien and dther two-gar proms

had benefits that outweighed their risks; and 181 teachers in the

same school usually had very similar policies in terms of the kinds

of pupil characteristics that should lead to kindergarten retention.

It was concludellhat twolear kindergarten programs re an

ineffective solution tn the_problem of escalating expectations in

kindergarten: SiR pages of referenda ate Weed APPendiXot

contain a firstrgride rating form for-teachers, a parent interview

sthedde, coding categories for teacher interview analysis, and

instructions for case reviews. (HOD).
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AN E0271968-..

AU_Trites, Ronald 14-Moretti, Patricia

IN %Ho Dept Of Education, Torontd. SF068743,

TI Assessment of Readiness for Priniary French Immersion. Grades Four

and Five Follow-Up Assessment

LG EN..

GS. Canada_ Ontario,

IS RIEDECK

NOR ISr-_0-7729-1213-f/
CH FLO15828.

GV Foreign.

PR MRS Price MF01/PC08 Plus Postage.

PT 143.

AV Ontario InstituttforStudies in Education; 2F,2 Elinor Street West,

_ Toronto; Ontario MSS 1V6;

LV _

Ni 190p.; For grade one follow-up assessment see ED 218 980,

YR Be

MJ Academic-Achievement Dropout-Characteristics. Freia.

Immersion-Programs. LeininrReadiness.._Student-Characteristics.

MN Atademic-Persistence DropouHlesearch: Followupitudies:

Foreign-Countries: Gr :11).4; Gaide-5; Intermediate-GradK

Kindergarten-Children. Primary-Education.
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.Second-Language-Programs.

IIIIDENTlFlERS: Ontario,

All This study reports the follow-up assessments of fourth- and_

fifth-Vide StUdelitt who had participated in a French immersion

program beginning in kindergarten, and of students_in the same grades

who had not pvticipated in immersion program& The study was

designed to moss the predictive validity of the early

identifIcaiion battery used for four-Jeer-olds and the follow-up

kindergarten battery for file-y.er-old_s; and to comp_are

characteristics of the children who had dropped out of the immersici;;

program with those of Children whO had remlined in it as high or low

achievers. Of the original 200 four-year-old_kindergarten students

prtIcipating in the study, 138 remained in 1982 arid 119 in 1983,

most of whom were in the French immersion program in grades four and

five. Others were in one_grade higher or lower, some in the English

or _intensive Froth_ program ty lransfer or from the outset, and some

into bliMgual program by transfer or from the outset. Detailed

information is presented in Muir form with narration on the

children's enrollment and progress patterns, _teachers' advice .

concerning enrollMent in thi programs, tacker ratihgs, academic

difficulties ald special help, problems reported by teachers and

parents; parent attitudes, achievement levels, and the predictive

validity of early_assessment variables. A 9-page bibliography

concludes the document (MSE);

11.11.1111.11lll ****OHNI*

AN E0271961,

AU Genesee, Fred; And Others.

TI An Evaluation of Partial French Immersion M the Cincinnati Public

_ _Schools: The Kindergarten Year.

LG Eht:

GS-Canadt -Quebec.

IS RIEDEC86.

CH FLO15817.

PR EDRS Price - MF01/PCO2 Plus Postage.

PT 142.

LVL.
NT 32p:

YR 86;

MJ Frerich, Immersion-Programs. Kindergarten-Children

Program-Ef fectivenesi Social-Class.

MN Academic-Achieven ent Educational-Status-Comparison. English.

Language-Proficiency. Lower-Class-Students, Middle-Class-Students.

Primary-Education. Program-Evaluation. Second-Language-Programs.

TimeFectorstearning
ID-IDENTIFIERS: Ciheihniti P.ublic Schools OR .

AB A program of partial (half-day) Fre* immersion in the Cincinnati

Public Schools was evaluated in the kindergarten year. The Ehgliih

and French lanituage development of participating native

Englishrspeaking children from both working class and middle class

backgrounds wa&assessed_ The results_ indicatedtht_( jithe pupils

who spent half of their academic time in a foreign language

progressed just as well in English as carefully. matched control .

pupils who followed a conventional all-EngliSh program, and (2)

socioeconomically disadvakaged children, both black and white,

benefited IA much as pupils from middle class homes from an

97
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immersion-41x introdlittion to a foreign language. The degree of

progress made in French was not linked to the social class background

of thepupils, even though this background factor Clearly affected

the students' performance on the English language tests. These

results suggest that the immersion experience MR help to diminish

the effects of social class background. A 13-item reference list is

included, Seven statistical tables are appended. lAuthor/MSE).

AN ED211226.

AUflotfman Amy 11.: Daniels, Susan J.

TI Reading and Reading Readiness Instruction: A Comparison of All-Day

_and_ Half -Day Kindergarten Practices.

LG Eft.

GS U.S. Ohio..

IS RIENOV86.

CH PS015899.

PR MRS Price MF01/PC01 Plus Postage.

PT 143:

LV 1._

NT 100.

YR 86.

MJ Beginning-Reading. Kindergarten-Children, Reading-Instruction.

Reading-Readiness. Teaching-Methods;

MN Comparative,Analysis. Primaryiducation.

ID_IDENTIFIERS: Full Day Programs,_ Half Day Programs. Ohio.

AB This study surveyed all-day and half-7day Ohio kindergarten teachers

regarding their reading or reading readiness Instructional

practices. First grade teachers in the same schools assessed_the

proration and experiences of their incoming students, A Chi Square

analysis comparing all-datard half-day programs revealed more areas

of similar* than difference. However, half-da_y programsplaced

more emphasis on basal reader materials and less emphasis on building

background experiences than their all-day counterpart Firstgrade

teachers reported a few skill and experience advantages for students

who attended all-day kindergreten. The all-day kindergarten programs

did not t !ern more likely than half-clay programs to use methods and

materials designed for older students and, in some vi.tys, all-day

kindergarten programs appeared to teach reading or ;eadiness in a

manner more appropriate for young children, (Autho;),
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AN E0271225,

AU Bell, David; And Others.

:II Kindergarten Curriculum Guide.

LG EN.,

GUS Arkansas::

IS RIENOV86._

CH P5015898,

PR EDRS Price MF011PCO2 Plus Postage.

PT 052.

LV 1.

NT 39p.

YR 85.

MJ Educational-Objectives. Elementary-School-Curriculum.
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Kindergarten: Learning-Activities.

MN Art-Education. Health. Language-Arts. Mathematics-Curriculum,

Music-Activities. Nutrition. Physical-Education. Play,

Primary-Education, Science-Education, Social-Studies,

AB Preceded by list of broad educational goals, subject areas of a

kindergarten curriculum art specified generally in terms of

domain-specific goals, skills, activities, and resources, and

Inci-dentally in terms of philosophy and suggested learning centers.

Subject areas iddressed inclUde art health and -nutrition, language

arts, math, music, physical education, social studies,play, and

science. Concluding remarks briefly address the issues of testing

and evaluating kindergarten children. (RH),

fillii*****111141114111H1

AN ED271210,

AU Henderson, Phyllis; Paterno, JoAnna

11BI:telt/Awareness and Age as Predictors of Interpersonal Problem Solving

. _Porformance.

LG

0-114_1(entucky..

RIENOV86:

CH PS015877.

PR EDRS Price - MF01/PC01 Plus Postage.

PT 143; 150.

LV 1,

NT_15p; ; Paper presented at the Regionattonterence of_ the Southern

Association for Children under Six (37th, Orlando, FL; March 5-8.

-1986).

YR 86.

MJ Age-Differences. Interpersonal-Competence. Kiridergarten-ChilSren.

Preschool-Children. Problem-Solving,

MN Computer-Software, Early-Childhood-Education. Performance-Factors.

_PredictoHlariables._

IDIDENTIFIERS: Body Awareness. Preschool Interpersonal Problem Solving

_Test Self Awiellits:
AB This study investigated whether physical self-awareness and age are

sktnificant predictors of interpersonal problem-solving ability in

young children. A total of Elkpreschool and kinderiarten children

wereadninistered_thePreschool IMerpersonalfrobtem Solving Test

and.the Body Awareness (Part I) microcomputer program, A. . .

backward-stepwise multiple regression analysis revealed that physical

sef -awareness and age jointly have predictive value as a measure of

interpersonal problem-solving ability. It was conclUdid that an,

increase in age does not necessarily predict an inci ease in

interpersonal problem-solving_performance. It was also concluded

that anincrease in body awareness may predict an increase in

interpersonal problem-solving performance A three-page list of

references is Included: (Author/RHI:

1.1.11lli

AN ED270233.

AllPerst MarthaDavis; Wolf, Dennie Palmer.

TI_Mapping Symbolic Development

LG Ert,

GS U.S. Massachus
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SN Carnegie Corp. of New York, N.Y. OPX12280.

IS RIEOCT86.

CH PS015980.

PR MRS Price - MFOI/PC01 Plus Postage.

PT 143; 150.

LV 1._

NT_19p. ; Paper presented at the Annual Symposium of the Jean Piaget

Sci-ciity (16th, Philadelphia, PA, May 31, 1986).

YR 86.

MJ Age-Df ferences. Cartography. Elementary-School-Students,

Individual-Development Kindergartan-Children. Map-Skills.

MN Literacy. Primary-Education.

ID IDENTIFIERS: Symbolic Representation,

ASIn an investigation of the development of mapping as distinct from

drawing, 39 middle and lower class Cambridge, Massachusetts children

in kindergarten and first- and second-grades were shown a small

three-dimensional model town, asked to make a smaller,

three-dimensional coptof the modeLand then asked to make a map

showing each itemin_the townxidArawas located. Changes_ seen

In the ehildren's approach to the mapping problem can be described in

terms of the following five trends! (1) an increased tendency to

render all items tin the model leash and those Oily; (2) a decrease

iri the amount of detail used in rendering items; (3) an increase in

accuracy of spatial arrangement and orientation of map symbols; (4)

an increased concern for proportion; and (5) a shift in drawing angle

from canonicA or frontal perspective, to a birds-eye view. In

general, findings s_uggest thg itiLimpodent to teach c_hildrenthe_.

differences between various forms of graphic representation; rather

than ignoring them or leaving them implicit Not to do so, it would

seem, amounts to a subtle kind of educational inequality which may

have a major impact on the development nf literacy, 8 unclantood in

its most encompassing and fundamental ser.e. (RH).
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AN ED2702,13:

AU Strand, Eliaibeth; And Others.

TI A Descriptive Study Comparing Preschool and Kindergarten LOGO

Interaction.

LG EN.,

GELS. Texas.

tS RIEOCT116._

CH PS0_15845.

PR EDRS Price MF01/PC03 Phis Postage.

PT 143; 150.

LV 1.

NT ; Paper presented_al the Annual Meeting_cif the American

Educational Research Association (70th; San Francisco; CA; April

_1_620; 1986):

YR 86.

MJ Behavior-Paiterns. Classroom-Communication.

Computer-Assisted-Instruction. Interpersonal-Relationship,

Kindergarten-Children, Preschool-Children.

MN Classroorn7Obsersation-Jechnioues. _Comparative-Analysis.

Early-_Childhood4ducation. Languagelkills.

ID IDENTIFIERS: Collaborafive Learning. LOGO System.

Microethnography. TARGET AUDIENCE Researchers.
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AB Aware of some educators' concerns that computers isolate children and

we too abstract for chilren under the age of eight two studies_

inyestipled_young children's use of LOGO Rd_ their interactions with

the computer, Data were .collected on kindergartners working in a

public school computer lab and on preschoolers using computers in a

universitylased compute -Classroom, Using a case study approach,

the analysis focused upon What two kindergarteners rid two

preschoolers said and did while computing. The findings revealed

that for the kindepten childrek LOGO facilitated collaborative

behavior and enhriced the expression of social_ and language skills.

For the preschoolers; LOGO encouraged_highly focused task.7related

belvvior, but did not invite colliborative learning. (Author/HOD).

AN ED269896.

IN EductionalleserchService; Arrington; Va, FGK23985. _

T1Kindergarten Programs and Practices in Public Schools. ERS Report

LG Eht. _

IS RIEOCT136,

CH EA018507.

PR Document Not Available froM EDRS.

PT 110; 143; 160.

AV Publication Sales; Educational Research Service; MP 1800North

_Kent Street Arlington; VA 22209 (Stock No. 219-21724: $32.00).

LV3.

NT 123P,

YR 86.

MJ Early-Childhood-Education. Kindergarten. Preschool-Teachers.

School-Demography, School-Surveys,

MN Administrator-Attitudes: _Attitude-Measures Charts:

Educationat-Assessment_ Elementary-Secondary-Education.

Questionnaires, -Tibles-Data Teacher-Attitudes.

ID IDENTIFIERS: Educational Research Service. TARGET AUDIENCE:

Reserchers,

AB This survey of American It'indergarten programs andpractices was

conducted in April 1985 on a random sample_ of 2,965 schools

nationwide-. Survey instruments were mailed to one kindergarten

Wag trid to the_principal in each nf these sthobIS, With a

response rate of 36 percent for teachers (1,082) and 41 percent for

principals (1,228). The teacher and principal instruments contained

status questions concerning enrollment of school and school district

grades in school, number of teachersin.schoot.region and community,

end certification and educational requirements; In addition; survey

items concerning age; sex, type of certification; arid tea-thing

experience were included in the Weer instrument in order to

develop a profile of the tpical kindergarten teacher. Both teachers

and principals were asked questions about current proTarns and

practices in their schools, and their opinions of theprimary focus

of theprogramjerningtels. for kindegartop_uoits,and the

teaching otter/Mg in kinderga ten were also requested.. Data are

summariaed in tebles and charts for all respondents and for various

subgroups based on kindergerten scheddle (full day or half day);

focus of program, community type, district enrollment, age Of

teachers, and region. The report is divided into the following

sections. (1) demographics, (2) the kindergarten pupil, (3) schedule

101
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of day,(4) the kindergarten program, (5) kindergarten personnel,and

(6) administrative concerns. A technical note and references are

included. (TEL

AN ED259765.

AU Crenshaw Shirley ft

TI A Semiotic Look at Kindergarten Writing.

ifiEN.
GS_USAlissouri.

IS mous&
CH CS209678.

PR EDRS Price MF01/PCO2 Plus Postage.

PT 143.

LV 1.

NT Sip.

YR81 _ _ . _

MJCIess-kchvities. Semiotics. Writing-Processes. Writing-Research,

MN Classroom-Environment Classroom-Observation-Techniques.

Developmental-Stages. Kindergerten-Childrert Prent-Attitudes.

PrimarrEducetion, Social-Influerms. Student-Attitudes,

Tescher-Attitudes: Teacher-Student-Relationship

AB This study was designed to describe the signs that influence the

literacy learning activities of kindergarten children as expressed in

their writing performances end processes. A naturalistic inquiry was

made of 24 kindergarten children to determine (11 observable

diffeences in children's writhlperformances according to

developmenttprogressions, sex, and free choice topics: (2)

contextual signs that are availeble and used by the children in the

process of producing written communication: arid(3) the way children;

their parents, rid the teacher interpret writing as it relates to

form, function, and process. Classroom observations, audio

recordings of events, surveys,_photogrghs, and interviews were

combined with the chiluren's writing samples to determine the

application of semiotic analysis. The data revealed different . .

writing progressions ranging from random scribbles to conventional

spellings. The study of the social context indicated that peer

involvement wei the mijor Mfluence on indMdUal writing

performances, with other factors including the teacher's

instructional stance, the classroom arrangement, the schedule, and

the available materials. The children, their parents, rid the

teacher responded to different criteria for rating_written

expression; but all respondents perceived writing to be necessary for

learning: (Author/HOD):
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AN ED269754.

AU Teale, H.; Martinet, Miriam.

TI Teachers Reading to Their Students: lifferent Styles, Different

_Effects,

LGEN.

GS U.S. Texas.

IS RIEOCT86.

CH CS008466.
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PR EDRS Price - MFO 1/PC01 Plus Postage.

PT 143; 150.

LV 1,

NT _18p.Piper presented at theAnnual Meeting of the Southwest_

Regional Conference of the_Iniernational Reading Association114th,

__Uri_ Antonio, TX, January 30-February 1, 19861.

YR 86:

WI Discourse-Analysis. Reading-Aloud-to-Others. Reading-Research.

Story-Reading. Teacher-Effectiveness, Teaching-Styles,

MN Classroom-Communication. Comparative-Analysis. Content-Analysis,

Kinclergertek Prhary-Education. Teacher.-Behavior.

_Teaching-Methods:

&IDENTIFIERS: Thinking Skills:

AB A survey of 141eading language ant, Children's literature, and

reeding methodt bOOks, as well as professional journal articles and

other notable books on reading to children, Jielded a total of eight

recommendations made by more than half of the authors, including the

followire (1)prepre by previewing the book, 121 read with

expression-AM observe and encourage children's responses; and (4)

allow time for discussion after readin However, recent

observations.of kindergerten teitherveading to ir students

suggest that these recommendations do not say enough to teachers and

teather educators *out the show" of storybook reading. Observations

and transcripts of two kindergarten teachers reading aloud the same

book were analyzed in light of the eight recommendations for_

eff ective storybook readi3 The results.did not distinguish between

the twoleachers. A deeper analysis of the teacher talk; however;

indicated differences as_well as similarities between the two

readings. _The amount of talk by teacher B was greater than that of

teacher M overall, as well as before and during the readinkbut not

in the discussion after the reading. Teacher B focused much more

upon asking inferential questios than did teacher M, who focused

twicton_thevisodeyvhich_contained the theme of the story;. while

teacher B's focus was broader, giving attention to many aspects of

the.story While teacher Ms talk concentrated mainly on the moral

of the story, tether B -cari better be -characterized as focusing on

thinking skills. (FITH),
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AN ED269720.

AU Ribowsky, Helene.

TI The Effects Of a Cäde Emphasis Approach and a Whole Language Approach

upon Emergent Literacy of Kindergarten Children.

LG EN..

GS U.S. New York.

IS RIEOCT86.

CH CS008397,

PR EDRS Price - MF01/PCO2 Plus Postage,

PT 143:

LV 1,
NT 28p.

YR 85,

MJ Phonics. Reading-Instruction. Reading-Readiness.

Reading-Research,_

MN Comparative-Analysis. Kindergarten. Language-Experience-Approach.

Primary-Education: Teaching-Methcidt. Writing-ReadinetS,
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ID IDENTIFIERS: Emergent Literacy. Print Awareness. Whole Language

Approach-.

AB A year-long, quasi-experimental study investigated the comparative

ifficts of a whole language approach and a code emphasis approach

upon the emergent literacy of 53 girls in two kindergarten classes in

an all_gkls' parochial school in the Northeast Subjects in the

experimental class received instruction in Holdaway's Shared Book

Experience Program, a whole language approach, while subjects in the

comparison class received instruction in Lippincott's Begihnin to

Read, Write, and Listen Program, a code emphasis approach. Emergent

literacy, -the concepts tout reading arid writing resulting from a

child's first encounters with printed rnaterial--was divided into

three subsets: linguistic, orthographic, and graoholhonemic

literacy. Posttest results for each of these literacy sets hdicated

a significant treatment effect favoring the whole language group.

Theresults_corroborate.d Holdaway's research; which indicated a high ..

level of success with the Shared Book Experiences in comparison with

a ccde emphasis approach.. The study showed a naturalistic learning

inOdel tO be structured and viable within a schOcil instructional

environment that MS informal, relaxed, and supportive. (HTH).
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AN E0269155.

ALLMettger, Mary Ann;_Freund, Lisa

TI Rule-Gdverned_od Contingency-Shaped Behavior Of Learning-Disabled,

Hyperactive, and Nonselected Elementary School Children.

LG EN.

GS US. Maryland.

IS RIESEP86,

CH P5015812:

PR EDRS Price - MFOI/PC01 Plus Postage.

PT 143; 150.

LV 1.

NT 15p. ; Paper presented at the Meeting_of the Eastern Psychological

Association (New York, NY, April 17-20, 1986).

YR 86.

Mi Contingency!Managernent Elementary-School-Students. Hyperactivity.

Learning-Disabilities. Performance-Factor& Student-Behavior.

MN comparative,Analysis. Elementary-Education, Grade-2. Grade-4,

Kindergarten-Children.

ID IDENTIFIERS: Instructions, Normal Children, Rule Governed

Behavior.

AB The major purpose of this study was to describe the rule-governed and

contingency-shaped behavior of learning-disabled; hYperactive, and

nonselected elemenUry school children working on a computer-managed

task. Hypothese, tested were (1) that the children would differ in

the degree tri Wl..ch either instructions or external contingencies

controlled their behavior, with the hyperactive children being more

sensitive to external contingencies, the learning disabled children

more sensitive to instructions, and the nonselected children

responding somewhere between; and (2) that the hyperactive children

would show more responseinconsistency and inappropriate responding

than the other two groups. Ranging in age from 94 to 132 months,

Objects were 20 referred hYperactive and/or attention deficit

disordered children, 20 second- and fourth-grade learning disabled

children, and 20 second- and fourth-grade nonselected children. Ten
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idergailen children were involved in a concurrent
mmpalson study. Results revealed no interactions of
ide with type of instruction& However a
alysis of task performance yielded variables which
lde levels and diagnostic categories. (RH).
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In.
nt aid Implementation of a Program to Insure the
rent Classroom Participation from Head Start to

MF01/PCO2 Plus Postage.
9.

m Report, Nova Unwersity. Paper presented at the
Conference of the National Head Start Association
OR, April 1-5, 1986).

iprovement Kindergarten. Parent-Participation
op& Teacher-Workshops.
imary-Educabon. Training
xitinuitY. Project Head Start TARGET AUDIENCE:

s pracbcum was to continue parent classroom
m Head Start to kindergarten. Questionnaire data
thile 27 percent of parents volunteer regularly in
8 percent volunteer regularlyin kindergarten. To

participation in kindergarten, Head Stert parents and
chers attended workshops designed to train and
writs to work eff actively together. Objectives of
ere met Head Start parents and kindergarten teachers
:ommitment to increase parent participation in the
swoon Appended are (1) the parents! questionnaire;
len teachers' questionnaire; (3) a checklist of ways
icipate in the kindergarten classroom; (4) a form
garten teachers intentions regarding parent
a questionnaire for former Head Start parents with

y in kindergarten; (6) findings: (7) suggestions for
t participation in kindergarten; (8) and a school
list (Author/RH).
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CH PS015754.
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PR EDRS Price - MF01 Plus Postage. PC Not Available from EDRS.
PT 052.
AV Minnesota Curriculum Services Centr, 3554 White Bear Avenue, White

Bear Lake, MN 55110-5496 (Catalog No. E-710, $5.75; 10 or more
copiet, $3.75 each).

LV 2.
NT 129p. Prepared by_ the Minnesota Eerly Childhood Teacher Educators,

Kindergarten Task Force.
YR 86.
Mi_Competency-Based-Teacher-Education, Kindergarten.

Presthool-Teachers. Preservice-Teacher-Educabon.
Program-Development

MN Curriculum-Enrichment Early-Childhood-Education.
Family-School-Relationship. Higher-Educatio.
Teacher-Responsibility. Teaching-Guides. Teaching-Methods.

ID TARGET AUDJENCE Teachers, Practitioners.
AB Written by the MinnesoU Early Childhood Teacher Educators (MECTE),

this booklet focuses on the knowledge and cornpetencies needed by the
kindergarten teacher. While the booklet is primariW addressed to
college faculty for use In training pre-service kindergarten
teachers, it can also be used as a resource for other college
faculties-, practicingkindergarten_teachers-, elementaryleachers; and
others. The booklet was developed .7,pecifically to address the
following concerns. thillenging Currant trends toward developmentally
inappropriate curriculum content and practices; addressing the
discrepancy between content in teacher education programs and
children's experiences in kindergarten classrooms; examining the need
for both commonalkand uniqueness in college and university teacher
educatinn_prograrns; evaluating current kindergarten practices; -
developing a comprehensive program for the preservice kindergarten
teacher; and interpreting the kindergarten program to parents,
administrators, and other educators. Topics covered include the
following an overview of kindergarten; curricular responsibilities;
interpersonal responsibilities; and program responsibilities. (DST).
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AN ED268948.
IN District of Columbia Public Schools, Washington, DC. Div. of Quality

Assurance. B61320139.
TI Educational Technology. E.C.LA. Chapter 2. Final Evaluation

Report
LG EN.,
riS HS _District of Columbia.
IS RIESEP86.-
CH IR012000.
PR EDRS Price - ME01/PC03 Plus Postage.
PT 142: 160.
LV 1.
NT 54p. ; For an earlier evaluation report, see ED 259 713.
YR 85.
M.1 Computer-Literacy. Educational-Television. Evaluation-Methods.

Instructional-Improvement
MN Computer-Software. Educational-Technology.
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ElementerSecodarrEducation. Evaluation-Utiliration, Grade-7.

Interviews. Kindergarten Mathematics-iducation, Questionnaires,

SchOol,Surveys, Science-Education. Worksheets.

ID IDENTIFIERS: District of Columbia- Education _Consolidation

Improvement Act Chapter 2. TARGET AUDIENCE: Policymakers.

AB The Planning, Monitoring and Implementing (PMI) Evaluation Model for

Decision-MakMg was used by the District of Columbia Public Schools

to_mQnito_the ef f orts_ of their Of fice of Educational Technology in

providing direction and coordination for computer related activities;

iind_ln planning and implementing educational television (JTV) . . .

projects in mathematics and science. The target population included

seventh grade mathematics and science stüderits grid teachers in eight

Olot schools for the seventh grade Mathematics and Science Project,

I and kindergarten students and teachers in 15 schools for the

' Writing-to-Read_project Included are:11) project summary and

findings; (2) beckground and project objectives; (3) a description of

the project 14) the external evaluation design;(5) the program

results; arid (6) appendites. Appended MaterialS inClude the

evaluation model schema; summaries of teachers implementation-of the

Writing-to-Read Program based on a configuration checklist and

levels-of-use interviews; and results of teacher questionnaires on

the WrilMrto-Retprogramincluding_writing.and typing components,

classroom management questions, and teaclic aide questions, Findings

Show that while there_is little empirical evideize to evaluate its

implementation, -the ITV-project seems to_be functioning well: in

edition, the majority of Writing-to-Read teachers are implementing

the program in an ideal fashion and students have responded favorably

to it (JB).
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AN ED268540.

AU Hcilmes, Julia GaOlsbY.

TI Writing_in Kindergarten Classrooms: A Report of an Experimental Study

of the Effects of Independent Writing Time and Exposure to a Writing

_ Role Model on Selected Kindergarten Children.

WEN. _..

IS lESEP86.

CH C5209661.

PR EDRS Price MFO1tPC01 Plus Postage.

PT 143.

LV L

NT the.

YFt 135; . _

MJ Kindergarten. Reading-Readiness, Writing-Composition.

Writing-Research.

MN Concept-Formation. Primary -Education.

ReadinvWriting-Relahonship. Role-Models. Vocabulary-Development.

iD IDENTIFIERS: Print Awareness

AB .A study examined whether there_were any.dif_ferences in the concepts

tout print, writing vocabulary, and prereading performance of

selected kindergarten children who were provided with (1) independent

writing time and exposure to a writing modal in the school

environment, (2) independent writMg time without the writing role

model, and(3) neither the independent writing nor the writinvole

inte,r1. Subjects; 72 kindergarten students in a school in Jasper;
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Alabama, were placed randomly in one of the three groups and received

one of the three treatments over a six-week period All subjects

wereposttested within two weeks following the treatment period using

all three measures._ The results Df the posttest indicated that

independent writing time is conducive to children's acquisition of

concepts about minted language; which occurred through creative

expression during independent writing time without direct, formal.

instructiott However, a writing tele model did hive positive results

on children's writing vocabulary performance. Finally, independent

writing time, with or without exposure to a writing_ role model, did

not improve performance significantly in prereading skills. (HTH)

AN ED268489.

AU Meyer, Linda fk,', And Others.

IN Bolt, Beranek and Newman, Inc, Cambridge, Mass; Illinois Univ,

_ Urbana Center for the StudydReading. EIBB14200_; MGG06460.

TI A Look at Instruciion in Kindergartert.Observations of Interactions

_in Three School Districts, Technical Report No. 383.

LG EN..

GS U.S. Illinois.

SN National Inst of Education (ED), Washington, DC. EDN00001.

IS RIESEP86.

NO CN:.40041-0030.

CH _CS008382,

PR EDRS Pried MF011PC04 Plus POstage:

PT 143., 150.

Li/ 1.

NT 91p.; Paperpresented at the Annual Meeting of the National Reading

Conference 134th1 St Petersburg, FL, November 28-December 1,

19841. Parts of appendices may not reproduce clearly.

YR 85:

MJ Beginning-Reading._Kindergarten. Reading-Programs.

Reading-Research, Teacher-Behavior.

MN Class-Activities. Classroom-Environment

Classroom-Observation-Techniques. Comparative-Analysis.

Interaction. Literacy. Primary-Education. Program-Effectiveness,

Reading-Ability, Teacher-Effectiveness.

Teacher-Student-Relationship.

INDENTIFIERS: Full Day Programs: Hall Day Programs.

AB Kindergarten children in-three school districts were observed to_

measure the variance in their kilities upon entering school as well

as the valance in the literacy-related instruction they received.

The school districts differed in their early childhood education

philosophies, areflected_ht their _kindergarten programsjheir

choices of materials; and the ways teachers grouped students. The

primary goal of the classroom observation system.was to measure the

time teachers spent in various attivities throughout a typical school

day and to 'mord sequentially each teacher-initiated Mit-Nadal

interaction, instructional interaction in terms ot to whom it MS

directed ant feedback teachers gave to student responses, and the

praise and corrective statement interactions that teachers initiated

to manage their classes. Results showed that teachers of. halHay

kindergarten programs provided more literacy-relateiand content area

instruction than did teachers Of Whole-day classes. This suggesta

that instead of focusing on whether school districts should move to
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whole-day insteid Of half -day kindergarten programs, it may be more

important to study systematicallt not only_what is actually happening

'ma vsiett of proms, but also the long-term effects of various

kinlerlarten Ixolrams with an academic focus versus programs that are

trukidualized for teachers and students. (Appendixesinclude

selected pages from the reading materials used ) MOM.

k 4r.

AN ED267933.

I IN Oregon State EloardotEducation; Salerrz Oregon State Dept of

E-.4,Jeation; Silent B81:10$126;_SJJ69450.

TI_KindergIrten Hiidbook: For Oregon Public Schoolt.

LG EN.

GS U.S. Uregon.,

IS RIEAUG86.

CH P5015749.

GV State.

PR MRS Price - MFOI/PCO2 Plus Postage.

PT 055.

LV 1.

1. 370.

YR 85.

MJ Curriculum-Development Educational-Administration. Kindergarten.

. _Frograrqmplementation. .State-Trogroms..

MN kticulationlducatioA EsIrChildhood7Educatiort

EducNionl-Plsining Grade-Repetitior. Perent4articipation:

Rrogrom-Descriptions. Rrogram,Evaluation, Public-Schools.

Stif f -Development State -Standards.

ID IDENTIFIERS: Oregon. TARGET AUDIENCE Administrators. Teachers.

Practitioners.

AgThistlandmok contains supportive materials related to administering,

planning std evaluating public kindergarten programs. The ruin

contents of thshandbook include information on administering))

public kindergarten and pining the kindergarten curriculum. The

foreword stresses that the curriciiiiim section is not a complete

design but is intended to provide resources to stimulate districti to

develp prelims responsive to particularized needs. Specific areas

cavered under administration include the following: administrative

steps; staffing; staff_development parent involvement retention;

continuity between grades; self-evaluation; lid program

iffrpritilentatititi Pitting the curriculum includes the following

Wits: the instructional program; the academic program; and state

textbook recpirements. Oregon state stsidirds for public school

kindergarten also re provided. (DST).

11011.1111.101111111111.111111. Oa .111.111.111.111111.11111111.111.11.111..1 NMI!

AN ED267932.

AU Keller, Carol

TI Improving Basic Skills in Low Achieving Kindergarten Students through

Supervised Learning Centers.

LG EN.,

GSIIS._ Florida

IS RIEAUG86._

CH PS015748.

PR EDRS Price - MF01 Plus Postage. PC Not Available from EDRS.
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NT 80p. ; Practicum Report Nova University.

YR 85.

MJ Individualized-Instruction. Kindergarten7Children, _ _

Learning-Activities; Lerning-Centers-Clusroom. Low-Achievement

TUtOting- _ _

MN Basic-Skills. Lerning-Problems. Primiy-Education. Volunteers.

Volunteer-Trainin

ID TARGET AUDIENCE Practitioners.

AB_ Because tow chievIng kindergarte_n children attending a neighborhood

school in the South Area of the Dade County Public School System were

experiencing difficulty during Independent work periodsi Pricticum

shirty was designed to improve their basic skills by providing closely

supervised visual, manipulative, language, mid listening activities.

Goals of theracticurn were; (1) to significantly improve cognitive

learningin a selected group of low achievingkindergarten students;

al to improve students independent work skills and their use and

care of materials; min) to promote a positive attitude toward _

learning To achieve these objectives a closely supervised learning

cente was set upi in the kindergTarten Classroom. All practice and

reinforcement activities conducted in the center were directly

related to basic skills concepts being taught Positive methods of

recording and rewarding goodperformance were developed, and

cognitive growth was monitored by pre- and posttestkof_grade level

basic skills. Observationtdats was collected to determinegmtwth

in affective behavior Findings indicate that performance standards

weremetior all goals Of the practicum. Evidence was found of

significantty increased learning, Ewell as growth in independent

work skills aid affect APpended materiels include the parent

survey, the skills assessment instrument, the survey for kindergarten

and first grade teachers, and other materials related to the study.

(Author/Rli.

AN ED266879,

AU Cobbsd, Cat LeBIsic, Betty.

TI Health-Related Fitness and Young Children.

LG EN,.

GS LtS. Texas.

ISRIEJUtB&_

CH PS0_15692.

PR EDRS Price - MF01/PC01 PIUS Poitige.

PT 120; 052.

LV 1.

NT 9p.

YR 86:

MJ Kindergarten,Children. Physical-Fitness, Physical-Health.

Preschbel-Children._

MN Early-Childhood-Education. Physical-Activities, Scheduling.

AB Because resesch indicates that American youth have become fatter

since the 1960s, the development of fitness among young children

should not be left to thence._ Simple_gresrhyth_ms,_ and _dance are

not sufficient to insure fitness, for; during the regular free play

situation. Children very seldom experience physical &MO of

enough intensity to promote cardiovascular fitness. Fortunately,
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something can be done, The Health-Related Physical Fitness Test

inaugurated in 1980_by the American Alliance for Health; Physical

Education, Recreation and Dance, emphasizes a philosophy, which

focuses upon good health end disease prevention, Aspects of the

philOsophy include cardlovasculr endurance, muscUlar endurance,

flokibility, and balanced body composition. Basic benefits of

health-related physical activity are numerous. Included in this

1:ument we a guide for planning fitness activities in &Ay

lessons examples of activities for enhancing fitness amor,g young

children; and a weekly plan with illustrative activities. (RH);

PI NW WIN MI5

AN ED266877,

AU Arnolt_Genevieve Hunter.

TI k Interpretive Analysis of Teacher Expectations in Early Childhood

_Educator,

LG

GS U.S. North Carolina.

IS RIEJUL86.

CH PS015690.

PR EDRS Price MF01/PC01 Plus Postage.

PT 143;

W 1._

NT 17p.

YR 85.

MJ Curriculum-Development Early-Childhood-Education. Stereotypes.

Teacher-Attitudes. Teacher-Student-Relationship. Young-Children.

MN Academic-Achievement Classroom-Environment Grade-1,

Kindergarten,

IDADENTIFIERS: Teacher ExpectationL . .

AB The purpose of this study was to broaden the existing field of

teadier expedition research by answering the following questions

about teacher expectations: (1) How do teachers in early childhood

education develop expectations for _student success and failure within

the classroom social _system? (2) What are the stereotypes of the

"good' and tad" student? (3) How are these expecWions and_

stereotypes reflected ill the daily life of young children? and (4)

How-do teacher expectations for the model or ideal student affect the

development rid implementation Of thi basic curriculum?

Investigatorstbserved the_phenomenon of teacher expectations in

kinderptIn rid first grade classes interviewed teachers and

conducted group interviews with the students. They concluded that

(1) the formation and maintenance of teacher expectations were

influenced significantly by (a) personai and past_ history Of teachers

and staidents, (b) traditional role descriptions of teachers,

shidents, and the curricukirn, and (c) society and individual needs;

(2) the stereotypes of the "good" and 'bad" student were strongly

related to teacher expectations for the model student; (3) teacher

expec'ations strongly influenced_the daily activities _of young

children in.the classroom: aid (4) the teacher's ideal student

profile and the curriculum influenced and shaped each other.

Recommendations include directions for füture ward, and the

Identification of a personal conceptual framework for curriculum

development Apendices include methodology and questions used in

teacher and student interviews. (DST). ,
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AN_ED266862.

IN Chicago Public Schools, Ill JIM13950.

TI Meeting the National Mandate: Chicago's Government Funded

Kindergarten Programs. Evaluation Report- -Fiscal 1984.

LG EN..

GS U.S. Illinois,

BIEJUtft
CH PS015658.

PR EDRS Price MF01/PCO2 Plus Postage.

PT 142,

LV 1.

NT 33p.

YR 85.

MI Federal-Programs. Kindergarten. Primary-Education.

Program-Evaluation, Young-Children,

MN Academic-Achievement Educational-Environment Grade-1.

Inservice-Teacher-Education Local-Issues. Parent-Participation.

School-Districts, Teacher-Attudes, Time-Manage_ment

ID IDENTIFIERS: Chicago Public Schools IL Full Day Program& Half Day

ProgramL

AB This is a report _on government-funded kindergarten _programs that-were

conducted in 1983-84 in more than 110 Chicago schools, most of them

in poverty areas. Three funding sources and various instructional

models are included in this assessment The programs dif fered in

format includishalf dy and all dayprograms, and in class size.

Funds came from the Education Consolidation and Improvement Act

(ECIA) Chapters 1 and 2 and from the Office of Equal Educational

Opportunity (OEM _A comprison group of similar schools with no

additional funds for kindergarten also was included in this study.

This evaluation discusses the effect of class size, compres half day

and all day programs, and addresses the issues of inservice training,

the learning environment parent involvement time use, teacher

perceptions, student achievemet vid first grade progress. Analysis

of the data for this study has led to an intense look across programs

at two_specific variablet: length of school day and pupil/teacher

ratio, The final conclusions emphasize the quality and quantity of

teacher time spent with children, the length and use of instructional

time as critical in successful kindergarten performance, and

preferred_pupil/teacher ratios. The report also recommends that

because the concept of all day kindergarten is still in the

developmental stage, care must be taken to create guidelines for its

implementatitn. Ttles _summarizing data obtained are Included

throughout the report (OM.

AN ED216582,

Att_McCarthy; Patricia:And Others'.

TI Peer Perceptions of Kindergarten and First-Grade Hearing Aid

-Wearers.

LG EN..

GS U.S. Georgia

16.RIEJUL85,_.

CH EC181746.

PR EDRS Price -1001/PC01 Plus Postage
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xesented at the Annual Convention of the American
age-Hearing Association (12th, Washington, DC; November

. Hearing-Impairments. Stiident-Attitudes.
Primary-Education.

50 kinderLarten and 50 first grade students with normal
peers wearing hearing aids were examined. Students

ictures depicting _children in various conditions of
(stenderdody sid, post-auricular aid, in-the-ear

ring aid). FOr eaCh picture, SS were given nine sets
ctives and asked to make a -choice for each. Results
the presence or absence of a hearing aid was not
1rnth! but rather differed for individual conditions
tether the respondent was a kindergartener versus a
male versus a female._ It was hypothesized that
hive been based on physical attributes of the children
(CL).

And_Others.
Ind Newman, Int Cambridge-Alessi Illinois Univ.
for theStUdy of Reading. 88814200: MGGI:16460.

garten Children's Knowledge about Reading. Technical
3.

of Education (ED) Washington, X. EDN00001.

-0030.

MF01112CO2 Plus Postage.

KnOWEedge-Leirel. Prior-Learning. Reading-Research:
Test-Reliability.

lading. _Comparative-Analysis. Kindergarten-Children.
Primary-Education. Reading-Strategies.

'sly Reading Test
np kindorpten_reading programs thook7.focused and
) were chosen for a study that evaluated_the ability of
rig Test to probe childreris knowledge of stories as
sounds, and words. The test also evaluated the

Ries children use to atternpt reading tasks and,
iwouestions, determined children's awareness about
N they are learning to read. Althoughresults
betWeen7school differences; thelarge within-school
ggested that the test may be a useful diagnostic
teachers. (Included are (1) a description of the
Ing tasks: upper-case letter naming and printing,
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spelling, reading sign and label words, reading pseudowords. and_
common book words, reading pictured labels, reading simple stories,
and telling and retelling stories; (2) a discussion of interview
questions used to assess children's awareness of how to read; and (3)
case studies of the out-of-school literacy experiences of two
children from each of the contrasting instructional settings. )
(1-100).

AN ED266424.
AU Linn. Robert L.; Meyer,_ Um& A.
IN Bolt, Beranek and Newman. Int Cambridge, Mass; Illinois Univ.
_ Urbane Center for the Study of Reading. BB814200; MGG06460.
TI Xindergtrten Instruction and Early Reading Achievement Technical

Report No. L-4,
LG EN..
GS U.S. Illinois.
SN National Inst of Education (ED), Washington, DC. EDN00001.

FlIEJUL86.
NO CW400781-0030.
CH CS008319.
PR EDRS Price - MF01/12CO2 Plus Postige.
PT 143: 150.
LV 1.
NT 27p. Pver presented at the Annual Meeting of the National Reading

Conference (34th. St Petersburit PL. November 28-December 1,
_19134). Figure 3 contains small print

YFt 85.
Mi Feedbick. Reading,-Achievernent Reeding-instruction.

Reiding-Research. Teacher-Effectiveness. Time-on-Task.
MN Kindergarten. Primary-Education. Reading-Skilla.

Reading-Strategies, Teacher-Behavior. Teacher-Influence.
Teaching-Methods- T_eaching-Styles.

AB The relationship of the amount of classroom time devoted to reading
instruction, ihe number of reading related activities, and teacher
instruction feedback to reeding achievement at the end of
kindergarten was investigated for a sample of al/proximately 300
children in 14 kindergirten classrooms at three schools. Based on
nine rounds of full-day observations, it was found that there are
great between-and within-class differences in the amount and type of
reading instruction received by the kindergarten children. These
differences were strongly related to student decoding ability in the
spring after controlling for fall achievement Future inalyses of
the continuing longitudinal follow-up of these children will
investigate the degree to which these differences in early reading
achievement are reflected in later reading comprehension
differences. (Tables of findings are included. ) (Author/EL).

AN ED265973.
AU Schnobrich, Janice.
TI Implementation of a Program of Prosocial Behavior in an Inner City

Kindergarten Classroom.
LGEN
GS US. Florida
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MF01/PC03 Plus Postage.

tm Report Nova University.

Inner-City. Kindergarten-Children.
ion. Prosocial-Behavior. Student-Behavior.
Awns. Discipline. Interpersonal-Competence.
holm. Swcial-Studies. Units-o_f -Study.
tcribes a social studies unit which addresses the
brat dissonance In black, inner city kindergarten
'der school. without adequate classroom social

M order to avoid using extensive academic time
In toward cooperative behavior and discipline
xtghout the school year, step-by-step intervention
mte_prosocial behavior is_ofiered. The pro_gram
dating by an authority figure, practice of modeled
taping of the practice, and viewidg the video tapes
;is for a period of ten weeks. Procedures for
e curriculum unit as well as its setting, general
is, solution strategy, and calendw for
are described in the body of thepaper. A final

mutts, conclusions, and recommendations.

**OHM*

Learners.

LL

IVIF01/PCO2 Plus Postage.

ix contains small print.

wironment Kindergarten-Children.
:lency. Personality. Second-Language-Learning.

Comparative-Analysis. Comprehension.
-Language. Foreign-Countries. Language-Fluency.
on.
;curacy. Alberta
cribes accounts of two kindergarten-aged children
as a second laiguageAESL) to demonstrate that
scessary but not a sufficient condhon for acquiring
ge. The 113-month histories of "L," a quick and highly
ler, and "M," a less successful, much slower learner,
vficiency in the native language, the school
ipersonality factors interact M the acquisition of a
iby young children. These three determining factors
detail. Extensive withinsubject and cross-subject

language comprehension, accuracy, and fluency we made

Tictilatalat
with data obtained from responses to the 21 questions of the
Bilingual Syntax Measure, a test sometimes usod to assess the English
languageproficiency of primary schaol Students It is_concluded
that the majority_of 1SL children entering school are neither as
proficient et language learning as "V nor as slow as "M". While the
different thilities and different backgrounds ESL students bring to
the task of language learning we beyond the teacher's control,
teachers can provide a school environment that is supportive,
linguistically rich, and that encourages the use of language which
serves the functions of basic interpersonal communication.
(Author/RH).

AN ED265947.
AU Jaworski, Anne Porter; Riley, Stephanie Mueller.
TI When Curriculum Does Not Match Readiness.
LG EN..
GS US. Michigan.
IS MAINS& _
CH PS015603.
PR EDRS Price - MF01/13C01 Plus Postage.
PT 143; 150.
LV 1.
NT Bp. j Paper prssentsd at Me Annual Meeting of the American

Educational Research Association (69th, Chicago, IL, March 31-April
_4,1985):

YR 85.
MJ Elementary-School-Students. Parent-Attitudes. School-Entrance-Age.

Student-Attitudes. Teacher-Attitudes.
MN Academic-Achievement Demography. Elementary-Education.

Grade-Repetition. Kindergarten. Longitudinal-Studies.
Questionnaires. Self-Esteem. Student-Adjustment

ID_IDENTIFIERS: Developmental Placement
AB To evalwate the long term impact of developmental placement, a

longitudinal study was Mitiated with over 500 subjects from a
variety of school settings across the state of Michigan. Three
groups of subjects were selected 11) children recommended for a
"growth year" befo_re entering_kMdergarten who followed the
recommendation, thus delaying entry to kindergarten for 1 year; (2)
children similarly recommended who did not follow the recommendation,
thus entering kindergwten at the expected chronological age; and (3)
a control group of randomly selected classmates. Questionnaires for
parents, teachers, and children covered demographic information,
school adjustment, school achievement, and self -esteem information.
Results from the fourth yew of tNs study on the effects of giving
childrsn a growth_year are presented here, Parents_indicate that
they made the right decision, and would recommend a growth year to
friends with children in Similar circumsthnces. Questionnaires with
responses are Included (RH).

AN E0265939.
AU Blankenship. Mar_yl-
TlKindergarten Children's Perceptions of Classroom Rules.
LG EN..
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GS U.S. To Xt..

IS RIEJUN86.

CH PS015590.

PR MRS Price MF01/PC01 Plus Postale,

PT 143,

LV

NT 18p.

YR 85;

MJ Clessroom-Environment Discipline, Kindergarten-Children.

Student-Attitudes,

MN Interviews. Primary-Education, Punishment

ID IDENTIFIERS: Qualitative Research. Rules and Regulations.

AB Concern for discipline has resultedin an emphasis on school rules

ind enforcement in many school districts: In order to begin to

ufiderstand chil&efq perceptions_of classroom rules, the teacher an&

18 -children inone kindergarten Class wereinterviewed *out (1) what

the rules in their classroom actually were; (2) What the punishments

wertAnd (3) how theiknew what the rules were. Although details of

the riles varied consitterebly, responses fell within 10 general

Categories; with agreement between children and teacher by category

on 71 percent of the rules, Children's _perceptions of punishments

did not reflect add reported teacher behtior but instead

ized a single dramatic incident as representative. Rillifs were

learned bt observation of the consequences, not by teacher

Instruction. (Author/RH),

AN E0265523.

AU Andrews, Jean F.

IN Botfleranek and Newman, Inn, Cambridge, Mass: Illinois Univ.

_ harm Center for the Study of Reading BB814200: MGG06460,

TI Deaf Children's Acquisition of ?rereading Skills Using the Reciprocal

Teaching Procedure, Technical Report No; 350:

LG

GS U.S. Illinois.

SN National Inst of Education (ED), Washington, DC. EDN00001,

IS RIEJUN86.

NO M4007.81-0030;
CH CS008303;

PR EDRS Pride MF01/PCO2 Plus Postage;

PT 143.

LV 1.
NT 27p. ; Portions of this paper were presented at the Meeting-of the

Council of American Instructors of the Deaf (St, Augustine, FL, JUne

22; 1985).
YR 85; _

M1Deafness. Modeling-Psychology, Reading-Research. Reading-Skills,

Teacher-Student-Relationship: TeachinyMethods,

MN Concept-Forniation. Grade-1, Interaction, _KindergarterChildren.

PrimgrEducation. Sign-Language. Theory-Practice-Relationship,

ID IDENTIFIERS: Prereading_ Skills.

AEI As part of a larger study on the levels experienced by deaf children

in acquiring knowledge about printed letters; words, and stories, an

investigitiOn was underthken to discover the efl ects_ of a reciprocal

teaching methcid on deaf childres learning of four prereading

skills--finger spelling, Cook reading, story reciting, and word
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recognition. Subjects, 23 prelingually deaf kindergarten and first

grade students with Severe-to-profound and profound hearing losses,

met in groups.of five or six for 3fIrinutes eich week with the

teacher, The teacher read and signed on experimental storybook

contining three to_five new words in a picture context.with a manual

sign illustration. After discussing the new signs, the children

performed a nuMber of activities involving the fOur target Skills.

In addition, the children took the books home to read with siblings,

parents; end friends Gains made in prereadingwere measured through

pretesting and posttesting. Results indicated that the reciprocal

teaching procedur v',1 build prereading skillsin young deaf

children. The treir w s beneficial for students with a wide range

of

Mel

AN ED265517.

AU Howard, Marilyn,

TI Using Ore-Motor Cues to Develop Phonemic Awareness in Kindergarten,

LG EN..

GS U.S. Idaho.,

IS RIEJUNB6.

CH C5008294. _

PR EDRS Price - MF01/PC01 Plus Postage,

PT 143; 150.

Lk/ 1.

NT 14p ; Paper presented at the Annual Meeting of_theltational Reading

Conference (35th, San Diego, CA, DeceMber 3-7,1985).

YR 85.

Auditory-Discrimination _Beginning-Reading

Phoneme-Grapheme-Correspondence. Phonemes, Reading-Research.

MN Aural-Learning. Kindergarten. Kindergarten-Childrim.

Language-Acquisition. Reading-Achievement Reading-Instruction.

Teaching-Methods, Visual-Learning,

ID IDENTIFIERS; Auditoq Discrimination in Depth Program.

AB The Auditoq Discrimination in DOth (ADD) program, an oral-motor

approach to beginning reading instruction; causes students to become

aware of the oral-facial characteristics of phonemes_by calling

conscious attention to the motor dharacteristics of each sound. This

aspect of phoneme prOduction is connected to visual and auditory cues

tpprovide heightened sensory awieness of number, order, and

identity of sounds in a spoken syllable. A study was conducted tci

examine if txposure to the ADOsirogrern in kindergsten would make a

difference in students' firstgrade entry soores as measured by a

standardized reading achievement test Sixty-two kindergarten

Children in One sabot tacked consonant and vowel phonemes in

syllables by using labels that identified the presence of each

phoneme at a pre-graOhime level Once Children were aware of the

sequence ol_phonemes on an auditory, oral-motor level, graphemes were

introduced and the traclOng of sounds was extended to spelling and

reading. Results indicated that children who received ADD training

entered firstgrade with better reading skills; as_measured by the

Woodcock Reading Mastery Tests, than did students who did not receive

thi training (FL).
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MF0I/PCO2 Plus Postage.
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ma Reading-Readiness. Teaching-Methods.
wironment Educational-Philosophy. Learning-Theories.
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kindergartens were designed to foster a positive
school and provide a well-rounded development through
ble play, art, and social activities. Unfortunately,
en programs have begun to rely on inappropriate
chniques taken from formal first-grade programs .
reflect a skill-based perspective with activities and
ON ordered. Instrucfion usually means tha teacher
and then the children practiceit on materials that
difficulty of words and sentemes. An alternative
that draws on the notion of reading as a thinking and
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iht-page reference list is appended. (HOD).
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ilF011PC01 Plus Postage.
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_1985):
YR 85.
MJ Academic-Achievement Kindergarten-Children. Self-Concept

Self-Concept-Measures. Teacher-Attitudes.
MN Achievement-Tests. Correlation. Prediction. _Presahool-Education.

Preschool-Tests. Rating-Scales. Self-IvaluatiocHndividuals
ID IDENTIFIERS: Martinek Zoichkowslcy_Self ConceptScale Children.

StLiford Early School Achievement Test TARGET AUDIENCE:
-Researchers.

AB Kindergarten child/an were administered a self-report self-concept
test in order to inves(gate the relationship between self-concept
and academic achievement. Their teacher& ability to predict what
the c_hitdren reported about their own sell-concepts was also
explored Subjects were participants in the Cooperative
Demonstration Kindergarten administered by a local school district
and a university college of education. Classroom teachers
administered the Stanford Evil School Achievement Test II (SESAT
II). Two weeks later, the researchers administered the
Martinek-Zaichkowsky elf-Concept Scale tor _Children. Results of a
carrelation_analysis indicated that self-concept scores were
significant predictors of academic success. Teachers were able to
accurately predict-40.5 percent of the self concept scores. They
underestimated 52 1 percent and overestimated 7.4 percent There was
not a significant difference betweenpredicted and actual
self -concept scores; however, the teachers' underestimation was
interestim as indicative of the conservative way in which they rated
the children. MC).
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AN ED264980.
AU Hewes, Dorothy W.
TI Compensatory Early Childhood Education: Froebelian Origins and

Outcomes.
LG EN..
GS ILS. California.
IS R1EMAY86._
CH PS015596.
PR EDRS Price MF01/PCO2 Plus Poster.
PT 120.
LV I.
NT 11p.
YR 85.
MJ Educational-History. Educational-Practices. Immigrants.

Kindergarten. Outcomes-of-Education.
MN Curriculum, Developmental-Psychology. Early-Childhood-Education.

Educaticial-Development Poverty, Primary-Education.
Religious-Factors,

ID IDENTIFIERS: Cultural Adjustment Froebel (Friedrich). Nineteenth
_Century.

AB Froebelian kindergartens, popular in the United States during the
late 1800's, were widely sccepted as an effective way to assimilate
immigrant children and their parents into the mainstream of the
nation's culture. Ttis paPer formes on the immigmtion patterns _

that led to an emphasis uporithe educational system of Froebel, upon
the effectiveness of the kindergarten programs, and upon the
importance of nineteenth-century charity kindergartens in determining
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the development of early.childhood education and_developmentai

psychology. It is argued that the long-term_results of the charity__

kindergartens were more favorable for the benef Wort thin for the

recipients, but that the curricOlum as it was initiated was

humanistic, child-centered, and appropriate within the "zeitgeist" of

Victorian America (Author/RR

AN ED264977.

AU Needlman, Gloria

TI Instruments of Learning

LG EN..

GM Illinois.
IS RIEMAY86._

CH PS015588.

PR EDRS Price - MF01/PC01 Plus Postage.

PT 141.

LV 1.

NT 13p.

11_136:

MiEducational-Innovation_Enrichment-ActiVities, . .

-Kindergarten-Children._Music-Appreciation. Music-Education.

MN Elementary-Sd:ool-StUdents. Pranary-Edization.

ID IDENTIFIERS: Artistic Performance.

AEI Mini-concerts performed by older elementary school students were

given in a kindergarten classroom to fill unscheduled time and to

introduce children to musical instrUMents of the orchestra Young

players presented their instruments; explored their varied sounds;

and shred their knowledge that the creation of music requires

practice and effort not only a desire to play. The concerts became

significant to parents and younger siblings who participated in the

events. Some school personnel took on new roles beyond their usual

classroom involvement Each 6-rNnute experience contributed greatly

to an enriched kindergarten curriculum. lAuthor/RHL

1111111.1...111
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AN ED264976.

AU Blemiller, Andrew; And Others.

IN ERIC Clearintouse on Elementary and Early Childhood Education,

Urban; III. 88E116656.

TI.Early Childhood Programs in Canada

W
GS US. Windt.

SN Office of Educational Research and Improvement IEDL Washington, DC.

E0000036.

IS RIEMAY86.

NO CR 400-83-0021.
CH P8015584

PR EDRS Price - MFOUPCO2 Plus Postage.

PT 071; 141.

LV 1.

NT 50p. ; To be published as a chapter in Current Topics in Early

Childhood Education, Volume 7,1987. Ablex Publishing Corporation,

Norwood, NJ, Lilian G. Katz, Editor.

YR 85.

121

NORM
TEDIUM

MJEarly:Childhood-Educaticm. Educational-Trends.

Outcomes-of-Education. Program-Descriptions. Social-Influences.

Young-Children.

Mhi Cultural-Differences: _Day-Care. Educational-Policy.

Educational-Researck Family-DayTtare. FinIncial-Support

Foreign-Countries. Kindergarten. Nursery-School&

Program-Administratiort Scnool-Age-Day-Care.

ID IDENTIFIERS: Canada

AR In order to deschbelarly childhood care and education in Canada and

to discuss some related political realities.and issues._ thioveryiew

paper is divided into four sections: _The first section concerns the

use and athinistration of early ehildhood programs; including some

discussion of the cultural and linguistic realities confronted by

Canadian earItchildhhod education and the variations in programs

provided by the different provinces and territories. The second

section describes current trends in care and educational programs,

including the following: expansion of _day we tentrs, licensed

private home care, after school day care; and kindergarten for

4-year-olds; arid exploration of the "Wily centee concept

Examined in the third section re two issues presently receiving

attention in provincial and federal policy discussion and in research

progrrns: How much and what kinds of day care she-0d be provided?

and, How much andwbat kiehof early childhood education should be

provided? Finally; the fourth and fifthsections_respectively

providei brief review of some Canadian research concerned with the

study of social and cognitive development of young children_and of fer

a discussion al liiture trends in early education in Canada. (DST):

******111411110411141011014***
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AN EJ342944.

AU Friedemann; Marie-Luise:
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TI Family Economic Stress and Unemployment Child's Peer Behavior and

Parents! Depressip_n.

SO_Child Study Journal; v16 n2 p125-42 1986. 86.

IS CIJFZB87._ _

CH P5514565.

PT 080; 143.

YR 86,

MJ Child-Development Childhood-Needs. Depression-Psychology.

_Financial-Problems. Peer-Relationship. Unemployment

MN Behavioral-Science-Research. _Emotional-Development Kindergarten.

Parent,Role. Poverty, Primary-Education.- SociaHevelopment

ID IDENTIFIERS: Economic Stress. TARGET AUDIENCE Researthers.

AB Shows that (11 fathers under economic stress were more likely to be

depressed and have marital problemsL121 mothers had greater tendency

to be depressedif rnaritairelitionship wet stressed regardless cif

economic situation; and 131 children of families with economic stress_

and other problems acted more withdrawn in the peer group or engaged

in more acts of leadership. (HOD).

0110ft***14000011M414140MH

AN EJ342930.

AU Gullo,.Dominic_ F,; And Others,

TI A Comparative Study of 1_1M-Day," "Alternate-Day" and "Half-De' _

Kindergarten Schedules: Ef foots on Achievement arid Classroom Social

-Behaviors.

SO Journal of Research in Childhood Education; vl n2 p87-94 Aug 1986.

86.

LG Eft

IS LISE887,_

CH PS514545:

PT 080; 143:

YR 86.

Mi ACidemic-Achievernent Kindergarten. KinOrgarten-Ch'ildien.

Scheduling. Social-Behavior.

MN Domparstive-Analysis. Ealy_-Childhood -Educedon.

Preschool-Teachers. Progrtn-Length. Sex-Differences;

IDIDENTIFIERS: Alternite Day NO& Full Day Programs; Half Day

Prvgrams.

AB Compares the relative effects of three different kindergarten

schedules (all-dp, half-day, alternating_day) on 216 children's

end-of-the-year achievement and prosocial classroom behaviors.

All-day kindergarten children scored_higher onechievement than the

other. groups: _Alternating day kindergarten_thildren were lower on

negative social behavior factors. (Authora

11**********H**H4141**

AN EJ342575.

Nadir, Judy:
TI Early Screening Is EssentiA for Educational Accountability: Response

to Salzer arid to Shepard and Smitk

SO Educational Leadership; v44 n3 p87-83 NoV 1986. 86.

LG EN..

IS CIJFEB87.

CH EA520514.
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PT 080; 120.

AV UM1.

NT For related articles, see EA 520 512-515 (this issue). ,

YR 86.

Maevelopmental-Stages, Remedial-Programs. Screening-Tests.

f- Development_ Young-Children.

MN Uly-Childhotid-Education. Kindergarten. Learning-Theories.

PriMary-Eduction.

ID TARGET AW1ENCE Practitioners. Policirnakers. Researchers.

AB Responds to two articles in this "Educational Leadership" issue by

Richard Salm and by lArrie A. Shepard and Mary Lee Smith that

criticitenvertesting end preoccupation with developmental

differences in kindergerten-age children. Defends physical, sensory,

arid developmental assessMent to help identify childreri'S areas of

strength arid weakness. Advocates improving screening techniques and

stiff development. (MLR

AN EJ342574.

AU__Shepard Lorrie A-.; Smith-Nary Lee.

TI Synthesis of Research on School Readiness and Kindergarten

-Retention.

SO Educational Leadership; v44 n3 p78-86 Nov 1986. 86.

LG EN.

IS CUFEB87,

CH Ek520513.

P1_080; 142: 070.

AV_UML

fir For related articles, see EA 520 512-515 (this issue).

YR 86,

MJ Age-Differences, Cognifive-Development Grade-Repetition,

School-Readiness. Testing. Young-Children.

MRKindergartek Primory-Educatiott

ID_TARGET AUDIENCEPractitioners Policyrngers, ResearChers.

AB SUMarizeS sdhodl readiness arid retention research issues, including

youngest first graders performance, entrance age policies, voluntary

decisions to wait Irl extra year, assesrment of children's readiness,

and the negative effects of kindergarten and first-grade retention.

Concludes that age disadvantages are seldom serious and usually

diseppear by the third grade. Cites 52 references. (N1LHH).

AN EJ342573.

AU Salzer,_Richard

TI Why Not Assurne_TheYre All Gifted_Rather Than Handicapped,

SOlducational Leadership; v44 n3 p74-77 Nov 1986. 86.

LGEL
IS CUFE887.

CH EA520512.

PT 080; 141,

AV WI.

NT For related articles; see EA 520 513-515.

YR_ 86.

MI_Behavioral-Objectives, Creative-Activities. Disadvanlaged.

Gifted Testing Young-Children.

125
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MN Disabilities. Early-Childhood-Education. Kindergarten,

ID TARGET AUDIENCE; Practitioners.

AB Discusses a national trend toward overtesting and isolated SkillS

testing of young children, on approach growing out of behavioral

programs for the handicapped. Arkcates treating all children as

gifted and providing thern with activities encouraging curiosity,

creatvity, independence, sensitivity, and self -expression. Includes

nine references. (MLR

IHOHHHI*1141***IHHHHHFIHRIMIRO

AN EJ342572.

AU Soderman, Anne K.; Phillip, Marian.

T1 The Early Education of Males Where Are We Failing Them.

SO Educational Leadership; v44 n3 p70-72 Nov 1986. 86.

LG EN..

IS CIJFEB87.

CH EA520511.

P1_080; 141.

AV UMI.

YR 86.

Maevelopmental-Stges. Early-Childhood-Education. Males.

Sex -Dif f rotas Young-Chiklren,

MN Curriculum-Design. Kindergarten.

ID TARGET AUDIENCE Practitioners.

AB Discusses four significant areas of gender differences that affect

children's approach to formal education: psychosexuality, brain

structure, developmental maturity, and academic achievement S:nce

young males 14 in psychosocial development teachers must learn to

assess children's developmental abilities and plan suitable

curricular activities for both sexes. Cites 10 references. 601.

AN EJ342570.

AU McGry, Thomas P.

TI Integrating Learning_ for Young Chldren,

SO Educational Leadership; v44 n3 p64-66 Nov 1986: 86.

LO Eft

IS CUFE887.-

CH EA520509,

PT HO; 141.

AV UMI.

YR 86.

MJ_Curriculum-Development Early-Childhood-Education.

Instructional -Innovatiort _Integrated-Curriculum. Kindergarten,

_ larticipative,DecisiontMiting.

MN Primary-Education. Stiff-Development.

ID TARGET AUDIENCE Practitioners.

AB Educators at Fairfax County Public Schools Virgrial built on a

first- and second-grade curriculum integration project at Jefferson

County Public Schools (Colorado) by implementing a kindergarten

instructional program with three integrated strands; Motot

development/music, matherna'cascience, arid language arts. The

program's success hinged on stiff particOation and development

Includes five references. (MLH),
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AN EJ342567,

AU Brown, floc* And Others.

TI Kindergarten Children Comihg to LiteraCy.

SO Educational Leaderihrp; V44 n3 054-56 NOV 1986. 86,

LG ER,

IS CIJFEB87,

CH EA520506.

PT_080; 142.

AV UK
YR 86.

MJ Classroom-Environmrt Litericy, Pirent-StUderit-Relationthip,

Reading-Instruction_ Small7Group:Instruction.._StiftReading,

MN Family-Environment Kindergarten. Preschool-Education.

__PrimaryrEducation, YountChildren,

ID TARGET AUDIENCE Teachers; Administrators, _Practitioners,

AB RecentIteirth suggests that home story reading by parents may be

more effective thin the traditional group story reading in preschools

and primary classes. Teachers shoiild ProVide young Children with

shared_book experiencekto stimulate literacy interests in a filiar

context and relaxed setting. Cites 27 references. (MLH).

1100011004141004100******11011, HMI**

AN EJ342566.

AU McConnell, Beverly B.; Tesch, Stephanie.

T1 Ef fectiveness of Kindergarten Scheduling.

SO Educational Leadership; v44 n3 p48-51 Nov 19C6. 86.

IG_Eft

IS r,11887-._

CH EA520505,

PT 080; 141,

AV UMI.

YR 86.

MJEconomically-Disadvantaged. Kindergarten. Language-Proficiency.

__Minority-CrourChildren. Scheduling

MN-kident7Athievenient Interpersonal-Competence._ Primary-Education.

ID IDENIIFIERS; CtitiVersatiOit _Full Day Programs: Pasco School District

WA. TARGET AUDIENCE; Teichers. Administrators ParentS,

Practitioners,

AB Ascusses_the_national_trend toward _full-day kindergarten SChedUling

and_a 27yeal .experirneM involvingalternate-day and half-day programs

in Pasco; Washington. Early findings showito.significant.differences

in childreris achievement classroom study habits;_or social lids,

Poor arid Minority thiden_benefit from Moreased conversational

opportunities during full-day sessions. MK

IHHHHHHHHHH4******IHHHHHI

AN EJ342564,

AllSchmitt, Donald

TI-Parenta and Schools as Partners inPreschool Education.

SO Educational Liaderthip; V44 n3 p40-41 Nov 1986. 86,

1.6 EN..

IS CIJFEB87.

CH EA520503.
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PT 080; 141; 055,

AV UMI.

YR 86.

Ml HigfrRisk-Students, Observation. Parent-Education.

Parent-Scho_oHlelOonslt School-Readinew_Young-Children,

MN_ Cost-Ef fectiveness Early_-_Childhooticlucation. Kindergarten,

Preschool_TEducatiorL Teacher-Student-Ratio. _

ID IDENTIFIERS; Miscoutah IL, Student Assistants. TARGET AUDIENCE;

Practitioners. Parents.

AB Describes a successful, cost-effective program for at-risk

preschoolers designed to improve youngsters' test sCores and Social

habits and develop parents' skills, The Mascoutah, Illinois, program

involves guided child obstrvation_by parents,-individually deskthed

home rctivities, for kindergarten readiness-, parent7child cooperation,

and a high temhe-student ratio supported by student helpers.

(MLR

AN EJ342562.

AU_Doremus; Vivian P-,_

TI Forcing Works for Flowers, but Not tot Children-.

SO Educational Leadership; v44 n3 p32-35 Nov 1986: 86:

LG EN

IS CIJFEB87,

CH EA520501, ,

P1_080; 141; 120,

AV UMI.

YR 86.

MJ Child-Development Developmental-Psychology, -Efficiency.

School-Organization. School-Readiness, Young-Children,

MN Early-Childhood-Education. Kindergarten. Learning-Theories.

ID_TARGET AUDIENCE Practitioners, Policymikers.

ABIlIustrating major points with specific examples (including a

"Doonesbury Won), the main article fautts schools' organizational

efficiency and educators' ignorance of child development for forcing

young chilcken to work beyond their developmentA readiness. An

inset article presents the 19th century kindergarten as a haven for

children to grow and cooperate. Both cite references (MLR

AN EJ342561:

AU Bdt, %hid S.
TI On goy_Education: A Conversation With Birbara Day.

SO Educational Leadership; v44 n3 p28-30 NOV 1986, 86,

LG ER,

IS CIJFEBB7.

CH EA520560,

PT 080; 120.

AV UMI.

NT For a related iirticle, siè EA 520 499 (this issue).

YR 86,

MJ Child-Development Curriculum-_Enrichment Developmental-Stages,

_ __Enrichment-Activities. School7fteadjness, Ypung-Childrert

MUMministrator-Role, Early-Childhood-Education. Interviews.

Kindergarten.

Q0656 we 000004784 PAGE 6 ERIC
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ID TARGET AUDIENCE: Administrators. Teachers, Practitioner&

AB Discusses two related early education issues: providing public school

propms for younger children and serving children who do not do well

kinderiarten. Recommends ungraded, child-centered developmental

programs for all children from birth to ale 9 and prekindergarten

summer enrichmer,t programs for children assessed at certain

devloPmentA skages. POLH).

AN EJ341582.

AU Miller, Gloria E.; Emihovich, Catherine.

T1The Effects of Mediated Programming Instruction on Preschool

-_Childrerfs SelfMonitorin$
SO Journd of EdUcatiOnal Computing Research; v2 n3 p283-97 '986; 86.

LG EN..

IS C1JJAN87,

CH IR515730.

Pi 080; 143.

YR 86:

MICOMpUter-Assisted-Instration; PreschooKhildren,

f&1 COmparative-Analysis. Kindergarten; Literature-Reviews:

Pretests-Posttests.. Primary-Education. Programing,

Psychological-Studies. Sonar-oh-Needs. Skill-Devetopment

ID IDEPFERS: Comprehension MonRoring. Computer Games. LOGO

Programinglanguage Mediated Instruction. TARGET AUDIENCE:

Researcher%

AB The effects of mediated Logo programing instruction on preschoolers'

comprehension monitoring performances were compared with.a control

group which received computer instruction via games designed to .

foster academic skills. Changes in sell-monitoring were measured on

verbal and nonverbal monitorini indexes during a referential

communication task given before and after training. (MR.

00****************H4H1****11014014114HHINHHHHHHHHHIO*00414140-11,04******11

AN EJ341213.

AU Stiff, Duane,

TI Year-Round School: Some Constraints to Consider.

SO Thrust for Educational Leadership; v16 n2 p12- 14 Oct 1986. 86.

LGEfL

IS WAR
CH EA520441.___

PT 080; 142; 055,

NT Publication Sales, ASsociation Of California SthoOl_Administrators;

1575 Old Bayshore Highway, %dingo& CA 94010 (Single issues:

$3.50).

YR 86.

M-J_Class-Organization. Extended-School-Year, School-Schedules.

Silted-Facilities; Summer-School& Year-Round-Schools,

MN Elementary-Secondary-Education. Kindergarten:

ID IDENTIFIER& California TARGET AUDIENCE: Administrator&

Teachers, Practitioners,

AB Poses six questions for adiiinistrators considering a year-round,

rnultitrack school schedule. Discusses probable constraints

concerning implementation levels, class organization, staff

preparation, and impact on plant maintenance; summer school programs,

00656 ma Na 000004 785 PAGE 7 ERIC
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and community relation& Classroom sharing and iummer school present

special difficulties; accommodating more students is the only

positive feature. (MLH).

AN EJ341135.

AU Gallup, Alec M.

T1 The 18th_Annual Gallup Poll of the Public's Attitude:t toward the

__Public_Schools.

SO Phi Dit Kappan; v68 n1 p43-59 Sep 1986. 86.

LG EN.. --
IS CIJJAN87,

CH EA520320.

PT 080; 143.

AV UMI.

YR_ 8_6:

MJ Comparitive4nalysis. Drug-Use, Parent-Attitudes.

Sttident-Problems.

MN Academic-Standards. Compvative-lesting, Educational-Finance.

Educational-Objectives. Elementary-SecondarrEducation.

Government-School-Relationship. Homework, Kin+-garten.

Parent-School-Relationship. Parent-Student-Relationship.

Parochial-Schools, Private-Schools Problems, School-Choice.

Saadi-Community-Relationship-. School-Effectiveness. Success.

Teacher-ivaluation. Teackr-Salarie% Teacher-Shortage.

ID IDENTIFIER& Acquired IMmuneDefitiency Syndrome CAIDR. Phi Delta

Krpa Gallup Poll. TARGET AUDIENCE Practitioner&

AB Rkews public responses to 18 questions about signifiCant schodl

issueugh as (11_ the most important problems facing schools today,

(21 support for antidrug me_asures in local schools, 01 rating_the

sthools on success characteristics, (4) the goals of education, and

(5) attitudes about AIDS. OM

AN EJ338741.

TI Kindergarten Programs and Practices. ERS Staff Report

SO Spectrum; v4 n2 p22-25 Spr 1986. 86,

IS CIJNOV86._

CH EA520126.

PT 080; 143; 070.

NT Copies of articles may be ordered from: Spectrum Editor, Educational

Rematch Service, Inc. 1800 North Kent Street Arlington, VA 22209.

Single issues may be purchased for $10.00 while in stock.

YR 86.

MJ Educational-Objectives. Educational-Practices. Kindergarten.

Parent-Participation.

MN Early-Childhood-Education. National-Surveys.

ID TARGET AUDIENCE Researchers, Practitioners.

AB Responses of 1,48 elementary school principals and 1,082

kindergarten teachers to a nationwide study of kindergarten programs

and practices ire summarized in text and tables. Data include

half-day v& full-day schedules, class size, program descriptions;

learning goal& ackties Lb Min parent& and Major problems,

(MLR
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AN EJ338710,

AU Piper, Ten

T1 Lerninithout Languue Learning.

SO Language Arts; v63 n5 p466-71 Sep 1986. 86.

LGIL
LS CIJNV8

eH es732984
PT 080; 120; 070.

AV UMI,

NT Thematic Issue: Language Arts in Multicultural Education.

YRB6.._ . _ . . . .

MJ Bilingual-Education English-Second-Lan luage, _

Linguage-AcquisitiOn. Language-Arts. Learning-Processes.

-Secod-lingume-Lerning,
101Comprehension. Kindergarten-Children. Learning-Strategies.

Multicultural-Education, Primary-Education. Reading-Instruction,

Self-Expression. Writing-Processes.

AO Describes the_progresi of a kindergartern child acquiring English as

her second language. (DR

AN EJ3313408.

AU Kingrnx Johannes,

T1 The_Range of Seriation Training Effects in Young Kindergarten

Children

SO_Contemporary Educational Psychology; v11 n3 p276-89 Jul 1986. 86.

IS CIJOCT86.

CH TM511373.

PT 080; 141

MJ.Mithematics-Education. _Training-Methods. Transfer-of -Training,

MN_Kledergrten-._ Pretests-Posttests. Primary-Education.

['IDENTIFIER& Seriatien.

AB The effects of Hooper's seriation training method were investigated

using 36 kindergarten children as subjects. Training_produced strong

effects. Near-far transfer was observed. The effects of training

were durable for at l_eist four_ months.after the training. However,

two years later the trained and untrained children performed

equivalently-, (AuthoriLMOI

14114HHHHHI

AN EJ338342.

AU Richgels, Donald J,

TI Art Investigation of Preschool and Kindergarten Children's Spelling

__rid Raiding

SO Journal of Research and Development in Education; v19 n4 p41-47 Sum

1986. 96,

LG EN,

IS CIJOCT136,

CH SP515921.

PT 080; 143;

UMI,

YR 86.

KIKindergarten. Preschool-Children. Reading-Ability. Spelling.
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MN Belinning-Reading. Early-Childhood-Education.

Phoneme-Grapheme-Correspondence.

AB Eleven preschoolers and 19 kindergartners were tested for alphabet

knowledge; mettlinguistic MINK ability to spell 10 words; and

ability to_read either their own or the conventional spellings of

those 10 words. Findings are presented. ',Author1MT).

MMMMMMMM 101.6.1,1Y MMMMMM

AN EJ338007,

AU.Hendry, Joy,

ThKindergartens and the Transition from Home-to School Education.

SO Comprative Education; V22 iil P53-58 1986, 86.

LGEN

IS CIJOCT86.

CH BC506238.

PT 080; 141:

NT Special Number on "Education in Juan.

YR 86,

M.) Child-Rering, Classrooni-TeChniques. Educational-FrincOes.

Kindergrten. Prent-Attitudes,

MN Comparative-Education. Cultural-Context

Early-Childhood-Education_Foreign-Countries. Group-Experience.

Socialqalues. Young-Childrert.

ID_IDENTIFIERS: Group Cohesion. Jam. TARGET AUDIENCE Researchers.

AB Describes MI6* and purpose Of Apanese kindergrtens arid

pre-school programs. Relates Japanese child rearing practices to

expectations for the child in pre-school. Summarizes typical

pre-school activities and their relation to nationally stated goals

which focus on successful_partiOpsion in group life; cooperation;

self -reliance; and creative expression. (JHZ).

AL.. if

AN EJ337961.

AU Ratner, Hilary Horn; And Others,

TI Development of Memory for Events.

SO Journal of Experimental Child Psychology; v41 n3 p411-28 Jun 1986.

LG

IS man
CH PS514358.

PT 080; 143,

AV UN,

YR 86,

MiAgt-Differences. Classification Cognitive-Development Memory,

Recall-Psychology. _Schemata-Cognition,

MN Adults. Concept-Formation. Kindergarten-Children. Prior-Learning.

ID IDENTIFIERS: Event Analysis. TARGET AUDIENCE Researchers.

AB Examines development of event memory bldetermining_how personally

experienced events with two tues of structure_were reported by

kindergartners and adults. Events in making and playing.wIth clay

were organized causally and tempo* Results show that adults and

Children uted a goel-bised hierarchical structure tri remember events,

although use of structure seemed more fragile for children than

adults, (HOD).
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AN EJ337940. _

AU Schwanenfluget_Paula J.; And Others.

TI A DevelOpmentil Trend in the Understanding of Concept Attribute

Importance.

SO Child Development; v57 n2 p421-30 Apr 1986.86,

LG EN..

Is tUOCT811

CH P5514281.

PT 080; 143;

AV UM!.

YR 86,

MJ Classification. Cognitive-Development Cognitive-Processes.

Concept-Formation.

MN_Agelifferences. _Grade._-2, Kindergarten. Primary-Education.

ID IDENTIFIERS: Concept Identification Semantic Features. TARGET

-AUDIENCE Researchers.

AB Examines kindergartners' and second graders' knowledge of concept

attribute importance rid the children's use of this knowledge to

categorize. MOM.

m'''''411411H1411

AN EJ33791.9. _ _

AU-Lizzaro, Peter; Cook, Herold

TI Dimensional Salience and -SPeeded Sortirig of Onentaiion by

Kindergarten and Fourth-Grade Children

SO Journal of Experimental Child Psychology; v41 n2 p300-16 Apr 1986,

88,

LGEN

IS CUOCT86.

CH PS514260.

PT 080; 143.

Mi UMI.

YR 86.

MJ Cog_Mtive-Development Dimensional-Preference.

Elementary-School-Students. Perceptual-Development

_

MN-Elementiry-Education. Grade-4. Kindergalen.

ID IDENTIFIERS: Perceptual Salience. TARGET AUDIENCE: Researchers.

AB Inves4ates effects of perceptual salience and specific orientation

values on 16_ kindergarten and fourth-grade children executing a

speeded sorting task. Kindergarten results supported the cognitive

processing prediction that orientation sorting times would vary as a

function of condition; but no differences were obtained for the

fourth-grade subjects, (Author/DR),

AN EJ337916.

&Yoshida, Hake; Kuriyama; Kouhiro:

TI-The Numbers 1 to 5 in the Development of Children's_Number Concepts.

SO Journal of Experimental Child Psychology; v41 n2 p251-66 Apr 1986.

86.

IS

LG EN..

CIJOCT86
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CH P55 14257,

PT 080; 143.

AV WI.

YR 88.

MJ Computation. Kindergarten-Children, NuMber-Concepts.

MN Concept-Formatem. Forein-Countries, Primary-Education.

ID IDENTIFIERS: Japan. Mathematical Computations, TARGET AUDIENCE:

Researchers,

AB Proposes the hypothesis that preschoolers have number concepts based

on the numbers 1-5 rather than on the decimal structure. Results

suggest that dildren understand hunters to 5 as a privileged

anchor. Proposes a new model for a repreontational system of

numbers. (Author/DR).

:.1t

AN EJ337673._

AU Bienvenue, Rite M.

T1French Immersion Programs: A Comparison of Immersion and

Non-Immersion Parents.

SO Cradian Modern Language Review; v42 n4 p806-13 Mar 19136.86.

LG EN.,

IS CIJOCT86.

CH FL517155:

P1-080: 143;

AV UMI,

YR 86.

MJ French. Immersion-Programs. Neighborhood-Schools.

Parent-Attitudes.

MN Elementary-Education, Foreigreountries. Grade-1. Kindergarten.

__PoliticaHssues. Studentgransportation.

ID_IDENTIFIERS: Manitoba Minrepea

AB A survey Cif the parents Of french immersion students arid the parenta

of regular English-language program students,in four Winnipeg,

Manitoba districts revealed that non-immersion parents generally

question the viability of immersion programkprefer to send their

children to neighb_orhood_schods, and_navestronger_feelings than

immersion parents have about immrsion politics. IMSEI.

41144***********110144Hteleeek

AN EJ337618.

AU MonahakDana,

IL Remediation of Common Phonological Processes: Four Case Studies.

SO Language, Speech, and Hearing Services in the Schools; v17 n3

4199-206 Jul 1986: 86:

IS CIJOCT86.

CH EC190047.

PT 080; 143,

AV UMI,

YR 86:

MJ_ Articulation-Impairments. Speech-Handicaps, Speech-Improvement.

Speech-Skillt.

MN Case-Studies. Kindergarten. Primary-Education.

A8 An approach incoriorating conceptualization training, short sessions

of "auditory bombardment and a phonemic contrast method proved

00656 SE0 NO: 000004790 PAGE 12 EPIC
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effective in rethicing the frequency of targeted speech problems in

four kindergarteners with moderite/severephonological disorders.

Generalization.wr noted in untrained words. (CU

11*******

AN EJ337597.

AU-Salado, Dire M.; And Others.

TI The Effects of e Classroom Manager Role on the Social Interaction

Morns and Social Status of Withdrawn Kindergarten Students,

50.1cturnal of Applied Behavior Analysis; v19 n2 p187-95 Sum 1986, 86.

LG

IS ram..
CH EC190026,

PI' 080; 143.

YR 86.

MJ Interaction. Peer-Relationship. Social-Statuz, Student-Pole,

Withdrawal-Psychology,

MN Kinderirten. Peer-Acceptance. Primry-Education.

AB_When three socially withdrawn kindergrteners were placed in the

classroom mrager'srole they substrtially increased the frequency

of positive social initittons during free-play, had more positive

and fewer negIthre social bids from peers, were rated more favorably

by classmates, and were selected more frequently as best friends by

peers. (Author/CL).

AN EJ336892:

AU Glutting, Joseph J.; Nester, Anne.

TI Koppitz Emotional Indicators as Predictors of Kindergarten Children's

Lerning-Related Behavior.

SO Contemporry Educational Psychology; v11 n2 p117-26 Apr 1986. 86.

LG

IS CUSEP8_6.__

CH TM51_1273.

PT 080; 143.

YR 86,

MJ Coinitive-Style. Ernotional-Development Learning-Strategies.

Personality-Meuures. Predictive-Validity,

MN_Ccgnitive-Tests. Elementary-Education. Kindergarten-Children,

Mtutity,Testt 'Rating-Scales. Statistical-Analysis.

ID IDENTIFIERS: Goodmr Lock Box Guide to the Childs Learning Style

Human Figure Drawing. Koppitz Emotional Indicators.

A8 Koppitz EmotionaHndcators (Els) were used to_predict the

lerninrrelated behavior of kindergarten children on the Lock Box

and Guideto the Childs Learning Style Findings supported the use

of Els as general estimates of learning-related behwior, but

diagnostic utility was_marginallor chiltiren with pathological

scores. (Author/1.MM

AN EJ336507.

AU Ware; James_G.. Litwiller; Bonnie

Tiimpressions of Mathematics Education_in the-SOviet Union.

SO School Science and Mathematics; v86 n4 0292-305 APr 1986. 86.

135
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NOMATIk
11010010111

LG EN..

IS CLISEP616.

CH SE539215,

PT 080; 055.

AV WI,

YR 86.

MJ Interntional-Educational-Exchrie Mathematics-Curriculum

Mathematics-Education, Pro'olem-Solvin_g, Inching-Methods.

MN Elententry-Secondry-Educition, Xindergarten,

MathernaticHnstructIon, Teacher-Iducation,

ID_IDENTIFERS: Soviet Union. TARGET AUDIENCE Practitioners,

ABSome impressions derived through a two,week study visit to the Soviet

Union n presented Background Information, kindergrtens,

curriculum, vrious types of schools, and mathematics

teacher-trainirpre each considered. Finally, mathematics problems

from various grade levels re presented. MR

AN EJ336421.

AU Stallings, Jane; And Others,

TI Engaged Rates: Does Grade Level Make a Difference.

SO Journal of Research in Childhood Edocation; v1 n1 p20-26 Fab 1986.

86.

LG EN..

IS CIJSEP86.

CH PS514321,

PT 080; 143,

YR 86.

MJ Academic-Achievement Attention-Span. Developmental-S141es,_

Elementary-SOW-Students. Kindergarten-Children, Time-on-Task.

MN Age-Differences. Comprative-Analysis. Educational-Research,

Elementary-Eduction Time-Factors-terning,

ID_TARGET AUDIENCE Researchers.

AB Examines the engaged rates of children in kindergarten to fourth

grade for differences xtd mikes some assessment of attention span as

it relates to engaged rate rd achievement (NOM

AN EJ336415,

AU Putman, Lynne.

TI Reading Program Decisions: The Connection between Philosophy and

Practice,

SO _Childhood Education; v62 n5 p330-36 May-Jun 1986: 86:

LGEN

IS CIISEP86,

CH P551448.

PT 080; 120; 141; 143.

AV UMI.

YR 86.

MJ ConventionaHnstruction, ElementrylchooLltudents;

Elementary-School-Teacher& Nontraditional-Education:

_Reading-PrograMi Theory-Nate-Relationship,

MN Elementizy-Education. Grade-4. Kindergarten. Reading-Materiels.

Resding-Processes. Sequential-Approach.

ID IDENTIPERS: Decisions. Interactive Reading,

Q0656 SEQ NO: 000004792 PAGE 14 ERIC
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Al3 Focuses on two ihilosohical views of reading, the traditionsl

("bottom-upl_view end an alternative rinWrectivel view, along

withthe implications they hold forshring reading instructional

prowl* The differences eine two views rrule in decisions that

slOpe the reWing program-are illustrated in a kindergarten and

fait -grade progrant (138).

Nellelffielf**0011011111111011

AN EJ336403.

ALlitnmond Csolyn_Hilt
11_"Not Re-10 _Don't Rush Mel

SO ChildhoOd &cation; v62 h4 p276-80 Ms-Apr 1986. 86,

GEN

IS CIJSEP86,

CH PS514249.

P1080; 120,

tiAL
YR 813;

W-Ale-Grade-Placement Child-Development Deviiiopmentil-Stages.

Ern-dad-Development School-Readiness.

MN Behevior -Patterns. Comprative-Analysii. Kinderoten.

Primary-Educetion. Sohool-Entrance-Age, Screening-Tests,

AB_Contrists a child not ready for school with a child who is -
developmentally prepared to enter school end rgues that if all

schOol systems could acktInister and interpret the results Of a

crevelopmenti examinitiom the number of unhippy children, special

needs children, and grade overplaced children would be greatly

reduced HODI.

INNIIHNON410111011014044001Hil*****HCHHHHIWOHNI*********************

AN EJ336400.

AU Spilknan, Carolyn V.; Lutz, Jay P.

TIA Writing To Read Philosophy,

SO Childhood Education; v62 n4 p265-68 Mar-Apr 1986. 86.

LG EN.

IS USW
CH PS514246;

PT 080; 141.

AV UML

YR 86.

MJ Compiter-Assisted-Instruction. Courseware, Language-Acquisition.

Reading-Processes. Reading-Writing-Relationship,

Writing-Frocesses:

Mrt Educational-Philosophy. Grade--1. Kindergrien. Primary-Education.

_RograrDescriptions. Teacher-Attitudes.

ID IDENTIFIERS: Writing to Read Progrrn.

A8 Describes how three schools ipplied "Writing to Read," a computerized

writing and reading program, in kindergarten and first grade. (HOD).

AN EJ336398.

AU Carver, Nancy K.

11 Reading Readiness: Apsects Often Overlooked in Structured Reading

3 7

mum
INIMOMB

Readikess Programs and Workbooks.

SO _Childhood Education; v62 n4 p256-59 Mr -Apr 1980; 86;

t6 Eft.
IS CliSEP88,

CH P$514244.

PT 080; 120.

AV UML

YR 86,

Mi8eginning-Readi*_Es1y-Experience. Experiential-learning

_Resding-Progams. Reading,Readiness, Retding-Writing-Relitionthip.

MN Clessroom-Environtnirit Cognitive-Development Kindergarten.

Literature-Appreciation, Oral-Language. Primry-Education,

Readini-Processes,

AB Arves dud structured readingprograwworkb_ook pageLand drills

do notione_providi m adequste basis for beginning reading.

Instruction Ind suggests thet experiences; knowledgcand other

environmen4ifittors ensure SUCCess in reeding. NOM

AN EJ336351,

AU Cunninghn_Joseph G.; Odom Richard D.

TI Differential Salience of Facial FeEures In Children's Perception of

_Affective Expression.

SO Child Development v57 n1 p136-42 Feb 1986. 86,

LG EN..

IS CIJSEP86.

CH PS514082.

PT 080; 143.

AV WI
YR 86.

MJ Age-Differences. Children. Facial-Expressions.

Perceptual-Development

MN Grade-5, Kindergarten-Children.

ID IDENTIFIERS; Emotions, Facial Features. TARGET AUDIENCE:

Researchers.

AB In the first of two tasks, 5- Ind 11-yew-olds recalled the array

location of social photographs of m unfamiliar Ault expressing

rger, disgust, fes, joy, and shime. In the second task, subjicts

were tested for their incidental recall of those features which were

not previously isolated. Results indicated a mouth-eyes-nose

hierarchy for identity perception. fAuthor/RHL

AN EJ336308.

AU Degelmr, Douglas; And Others.

TI Concept Learning In Preschool Children: Effects of a Short-Term LOGO

Experience.

SO Journal of Educational Computing Reserck v2 n2 p199-205 1986. 86.

LG EN.,

IS CIJSEP86.

CH IR515454.

PT 080; 143.

YR 86.

MJ Concept-Teachlg Preschool-Children. Problem-501v4,_

MN Kindergarten-Children. Llterature-Reviews. Primary-Education.
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411111, Alt 111E, JIM MIN ,,-111111- Aim

Psychological-Studies. Research-MethbdOlogy.

ID IDENTIFIERS: LOGO Programing Language, Rule Learning. TARGET

AUDIENCE Researchers.

AB This study compred the ability of kindergarten children to solve

ruhrleerning problems following five'weeks of single-keystroke LOGO

experienctwith that of children not exposed to LOGO. Children

receMng LOGO instrUction had a significantly higher proportion of

correct responses on two problem-solving tasks than children in the

corithol group, NM).

AN EJ335927.

Alneitaman, Joseph H.; And Others,

TI Prevalence of Speech and Language Disorders in 5-Year-Old

Kindergarten Children in the Ottawa-Carleton Regon.

SO Journel of Speech and Hearing Disorders; v51 n2 p96.-110 May 1986, 86.

LG EN..

is LIJSEP86.

CH ECI82663.

P1_080; 143.

AV UML

YR 86.

M.1 Communiction-Disorders. Incidence. Kindergarten-Children.

MN Linguige-Handicaps. Sex-Differences. Speech-Handicap&

AB Of 1855 kindergsrteners assessed for speech and/or language

disorders, 180 were identified with speech or language impairment

It is-estimated that within the total reference population, between

16.2 percent and 21.8 percent would show some impairment for the

boys, 15.5-20.7 percent and for the girls, 19.1-25,1 percent

(Author/CO.

1100110110111114WHHHHHINFINH4 IHHHHHHHO

AN Ej335915.

AU Aylward, Elizabeth H.; Schmidt Steven.

TI An :xamination of Three Tests of Visual-Motor Integration,

SO Journal of Learning Disabilities; v19 n6 p328-30 Jun-Jul 1986. 86.

LG EN,. _

IS LIISEP86._ _

CH EC182651.

PT 080; 143.

YR 86,

MJ Screening-Tests.

MN Kindergarten. Perceptual-Motor-Learning, Scoring.

SeAifferences. Test-Reliability._Test7Validity.

IDIDENTIFIERE_Beery Developmen5ITest Visura Motor Integration,

Bender Gestilt Test Wechsler Preschool Primary Scale of

intelligence.

AB Kindergarten children (N=103) were administered three tests of

visual-motor Integration: Bender Gestalt Test; Beery Developmental

Test of Visual Motor Integration teld Geometric Design subtest of the

Wechsler Preschool and Primry Scale of Intelligent Issues

discussed include interscorer reliabilities, correlations among

scores, correlations between visual-motor integration scores and 10,

and sex differences, (Author/CL).

139
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AN E1335684-.

ALLMoss; R. Kart.

TI fransictions Among Tekhers rid Childrert Teachers Instruction and

the Writing Process of Kindergarten Children,

80 English Quarterlr, v19 n1 p22-38 Spr 1986. 86.

LG EN..

IS CUSEP86.

CH CS7328.73.

P_T 080; 052; 143.

YR 86.

WI Child-Language. Kindergrten-Children, Language-Processing,

Teacher-Role Teacher-Student-Relationshio. Writing-Processes,

MN Languatr_Art&_PrintstrEducation, Teachitig-Methods.

Writing-Instruction. Writing-Reediness.-Writing-Researclt

AB Analyzes the written Isngtfage lerning of kindergarten children as a

transacbon among writers, teachers, and the writing process end

concludes that children, when given the opportunity to take risks

with written languege, create with sementic intent (DF).

11******H****.

AN EJ335310.

AWN= Ralph A.
TI Program Evaluation end Improvement Based on Cost-Effectiveness

Analyses.

SO Studies in Educational Evaluation; v12 n1 p89-108 1986. 86.

LG EN.

IS CIJALIG86:

CH TM511242.

PT 080; 143.

YR 86.

MJ Cost-Effectiveness. Evaluation-Methods. Models.

Program-Evaluation, Program-Improvement

MN Basic-Skills. _Behavioral-Objectives. Correlation, Kindergarten.

_Primarriducatiort Reading-Reediness. Time41anagement

ID_IDENTIFIERS: Kindergrten Reading Readiness Study.

AB This paper presents one perspective on a new methodology of program

evaluation which defines four _phases corresponding to the operational

life of a school_program. Examples and results we discussed in

terms of relevance to bssic skills improvement efforts and

cost-ef fects, (LMO).

AN EJ335297.

AU Smith, Mary Lee.

TI The Whole is Greaten Combining Qualitative and Quantitative

Approaches in Evaluation Studies;

SO New Directions for Program Evaluation; n30 p37-54 Jim 1986. 86.

LG EN:

IS cumaa,
CH TM511229.

PT 080; 141.

AV UMI.

NT Theme issue with title 'Naturalistic Evaluation. ".
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YR 86.

MJEducationalrAssessment _Evaluation-ikethods. Models.

Multitrak7Multimethad-Techniquee Program-Evaluation.

MN Case-Studie& ElemenViry,SecondarrEducation. Kindergarten,

tearning,Distilities- Schbol-Holding-Power,

ID IDENTIFIER& Niturilistit Evaluation, Qualitative Evaluation.

Quantitative Evaluation.

AB In evaluatioA the whole isseater than the sum of the parts when

quantitative and qualitative approaches and methods are combined.

Some circumstances in which both apnrpachas can be effectively

combined re considered, and cue studies of two evaluations using

multiple methods are presented (LMO).

11*********410

AN EJ334885.

Tt literacy Development and Pre-First Grade

SOYoung Children; v41 n4 1)10-13 May 1986: 86:

LG-Eft

IS CIJAIJG86,

CH PS514212.

PT 080; 120.

AV LIMI.

YR 86._

MJ_Beginning-Reading. literacy; Prereading-Experience:

_ReidingrReadiness, Teaching-Methods._

MN Girl-defines, Kindergarten. Presthool-Edkation.

ID TARGET AUDIENCE Practitioners.

AB Ex_presses a joint statement of concerns about presentpractices in

prrfirst grade reading instruction and makes recommendations for

improvement Guldelinesind_recommendations are the result of a

collaboration among six national organizations. (KS),

IHRIHHHHHHHI

AN EJ334817.

AU Goldston, David B.; rrIchman, Charles L

TtImagery, Encoding Specificity, and Prose Recall in 6-Year-Old

Children.

SO_Journal of Experimental Child Psychology; v40 n3 p395-405 Dec 1985.

IG EN..

IS CIJAUG86.

CH P5513926.

PT 080; 143.

AV UMI,

YR psi _ _

MJ_Grade- t Imagery. _Kindergarten-Children. Pictorial-Stimuli.

Reeding-Readiness. Recill-PsycholOgy,

MN Context-Clues. Memory, Primary-Education. Reading-Research.

Retention-Psychology Training.

ID IDENTIFIERS: Prose Learning. TARGET AUDIENCE Researchers,

AB ixamines_wbether partial pictariaLcues_ facilitate_ imagery in

6-year-old children and whether _the facilitation of recall is due to

siMPle repetition of contextual information or to encoding

specificity. Concludes children do benefit from partial pictures.

(HO%
rrit
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AN EJ334355.

AU Fowler, Susan A.

TI Peer-Monitoring and Self-Monitoring; Alternatives to Traditional

Teacher Management

SOixceptional Children; v52 n6 p573-81 Apr 1986; 86;

LG EN..

IS CIJAUG86.

CH EC.182446.

PT 080; 143.

AV .UNI,

NT_Special_Issue: In Search of Excellence: Instruction that Works in

_Special Education Classrooms,

YR 86.

MJ Behavior-Problems, Disabilities. Peer-Relationship.

Self-Evaluation-Individuals.

MN Classroom-Techniques, Kindergarten, Learning-Disabilities.

Transitional-Programs,

AB Peer-monitoring end self-monitoring procedures were developed to

decrease disruption end nonparticipation during transition activities

of a kindergarten class with 10 Children with behavior and/or

learning problems. Results suggested that Classmom management tan

be achieved through carefully developed routines with clear

instructions Ored with peer-managed or self-managed points for

compliance. (Author/CU.

14101*****110*****0114WW""

AN EJ333424.

AU Jalongo, Mary Renck.

TI What Is Happening to Kindergarten.

SO Childhood Education; v62 n3 p154-60 Jan-Feb 1986, 86.

15 CUM&
CH PS514_1_38.

PT 080; 120.

AV UMI.

YR 86.

MJ Educational-Change. EducationafrQualitt Kindergarten-Children.

MN Early-Childhood-Iducation. Program-Improvement Research-Problems.

ID IDENTIFIERS; Alternate Day Programs. Full Day Programs. Half Day

_Programs.

AB Discusses the issues surrounding changes in the quantity and quality

of kindergiten programing. The problems of conducting research

comparing the over-all effectiveness of three types of kindergarten

schedules se described. The controversial aspects of each are

illustrated. Such kindergarten programs are improved by quality

planning, curriculum development, and evaluation. Ma

AN EJ332902,

AU Feitelson, Ding Goldstein Zahava.

TI Patterns of Book Ownership and Reading to Young Children in Israeli

School-Oriented and Nonschool-Oriented Families.

SO _Reading Teacher, v39 n9 p924-30 May 1986 86.

LG

IS CUJUL86.
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CH CS732653.

P1_080; 141

AVIJML

YR 86.

MJ Books. Family-Influence Family-Role. Reading-Aloud-to-Others.

Readm-Instruction. Reeding-Research.

MN AcidernivAchievement Comparative-Analysis. Foreigr-Countries.

_ Kindergrten: Kindergsten-Childten: Recreational-Reading

IDIDENT1FIERSt Israel

AB Find& thit kindergarteners in sahools where children tend to succeed

owned fr more books end were read to at home far more often than

were children in less successful schools. (FL).

*11111,11414HR .IlltallYILILULltll KAM

AN EJ332889.

AU Taylor, Nancy E.; And Others,

T1The Development of Written Language Awareness: Environmental Aspects

and Pram' Charactercs.

SOReeding Resesch Quarterly; v21 n2 p132-49 Spr 1986. 86,

LGIL_
IS iCUJUL86.

CH CS732640.

PT 081); 141

AV LIK

YR 86.

Mi Classroom-Environment. Inservice-Teacher-Education,_

tsguage-Inrichment Program-Implementation: Reading-Prograrns:

__Reading-Reseselt

MN Classroom-Reserrch. Comparative-Analysis. Inter'vention.

Kin6rgarten. Literacy. Primary-Education. Reading-Achievement

AB Describes a_project that (1) developed a teacher training curriculum

intervention przirsn to create classroom environments conducive to

chiltresliteracy_develogmentS) ascerbined the degree to which

teachers were able to implement such a prograrn, (3) discerned the .

observable factors which chreeterized implementing classrooms, and

(4) determined-the effects of implementation on the reading-related

achievement of kindergarten children. (HOD).

AN EJ332483:

AU Brinerd, Kingmarl

TI On the Independence of Short-Term Memory and Working Memory in

Cognitive Development

SO Cognitive Psychology; v17 n2 p210-47 Apr 1985. 85.

LG EN..

IS C1JJUN86._

CH TM5111119.

PI 080; 143.

YR 65.

KJ Cognitive-Development Cognitive-Processes. Short-Term-Memory.

PM Analysis-of -Variance. Elementary-Education. Grade-2,

Hypothesi_s-Testing Kindergarten.

AB Nine experiments were conducted to test the hypothesis that _

short-term memory andinformation processing share a common pool of

scone resources. (LMO).
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AN EJ331942. _

AU_Fisk, William

TI Responses to "Neutral" Pronoun Presentations and the Development of

Sex-Biased Responding.

SO Developmental Psychology; v21 n3 p481-85 May 1985. 85.

LG EN..

IS CAM&
CH PS514002:

PT 080; 141

AV UMI.

YR 85,

MJ Kindergarten-Children. Language-Patterns. Pronouns, Sex-Bias,

SerRole,_ Young-Children.

MN Age-Differences: Elementary-Educatiort Ctrade-

__Unguage-Resesch. Sex-Differences.

AB Examined whether kindergarten and firit-grade children give

sex-biased resPonses if reinforced sid/or triggered by longuage,

specifically pronouns, that thff hes. Results supported the

pronomial kminance theory_of pronoun lOpctioNrig_ for young

children. Results also suggest that boys but not girls use a

self-imaging respotte to neutral presentation& (Author/DST).

110110041404100141101141400%

AN EJ331438,

AU IllerbrukDovidAnd Other&

TI Intervention_Effects with trguage-Delayed Kindergarten Children: Tk:

Battlefords Language Identification and Intervention Rroject--Stage

_IL

SO Canadian Journal for Exceptional Children; v2 n2 039-42 Win 1985, 85.

LG EN.,

IS CIJJUN86.

CH E.181855.

PT 080; 143.

YR 85.

NU-Expressive-Language, Intervention. Language-Handicaps.

Receptive-linguage.

MN Kindergarten. Language-Acq_uisition. Primary-Education.

AB Eighteeo lame disabled Idndergarteneripstickuled in a

five-month intervention program emphasizing the development of

expressive Timms. Ss mide significint gains in expressive syntax,

receptive morphology, expressive Irguage, arxiOne aspect of

receptive language. Control Ss only Made significant gains in one

aspect of receptive language. (CL).

AN EJ331431,

AU Balled, Keith a; Crooks, Terence J.

TI Individual Preference for Peer Interaction: Some Data on a

Self-Report Measure for Preschool Children.

SO Exceptional Child; v32 n2 p81-86 Jul 1985. 85.

LG EN..

IS CUIUN86,

CH EC181848.

PT 080; 143.
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YR 85.

MAnterventiort Peer-Relationship. Withdrawal-Psychology.

MN Kindergartert Play:

AB Seven kinderrairten children with tow levels 9f social involvement

With peers were compared with 24 children randomly selected from

within the same kindergarten settings using a self-report measure of

preference for_peer interaction. FollowinainterventioR designed to

Increase peer involvement target children were not significantly

different from the comparison group on the self-report measures:

(AuthoriCa.

AN EJ331045,

AUPowert Stephen; And Others.

TI ReliKility Ole Boehm Test of Basic Concepts for Hispanic and

_Nontispinic Kindergarten PUpili

SOfaycliblogy in the Sehools; v23 n1 034-36 1986. 96.

1.6EA.

IS CIJJLN86.

CH CG529829,

FT 080; 143.
AV UMI.

YR et.

MI HIspenit,Americans. Kindergarten-Children. TOst-Relithiiity.

MN Urly-Childhood-Education.

ID IDENTIFIERS: aoehm Test of Basic Concepts.

AB The internal consistency reliability of the Boehm Test of Basic

Concepts (BIRO was examined for 40 Hispanic and 40 non-Hispanic

,kIndergartempils In the Southwest Subscale and total scale

reliilitles eppered_to_be comparable This evidence support the

relibility of the BTBC for Hispanic and non-Hispanic kindergarten

pupils. (Author).

AN EJ330712,

AU Crulkshank Susan a

Kindergarten: What Every Parent ShOuld Know.

SO PTA Today; v11 n4,p12- 13 Feb 1996. 86.

LGEPL

IS CIJMAY86.

CH SP515581.

PI 080; 141:

Ya 86.

M.1 Kindergarten. Program-Length,

MN Extended-School-Day. Primary-Education. Scheduling.

ID TARGET AUDIENCE Parents.

AB Throughout the natiom public school kindergartens are moving from

hlf7day_to_extended or full-day sessions. Reasons for the

transition are given. Parental involvement in planning is

discussed In

1141.111/1111111Ylkli MMMMMMM 111

AN EJ3_30562. 145
AU Palmer, Mary.
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TiSaturday_Morning Music; A Preservice_Elementary Workshop:

SO Music Educators Journal; v72 n5 p34-36 Jan 1986. 86,

LG EN.,

IS CIDAY86.

CH S0514709,

PT 050; 141.

AV _WI.

YR 86,

Mi Music-Etkication. Preservice-reacher-EdUcation,

MN Course-Descriptiens. Kindergarten Listening-Skills.

Movement-Education. Musical-Instruments. Primary-Education.

Program-Descriptions. Singing

AB An exploratory music program; scheduled for a month of Saturday

mornings for children in kindergarten; Is described The program is

intended to provide preservice teaching experiences for college music

education stUdents. Classes are action-oriented and include varied

experiences in singing, playing instruments, moving to music,

listening, and reading music. (RM).

AN EJ330314:

AU_Evans, Mary Arin,

TISelf -Initiated Speech Repairs: A Reflection of Communicative

Monitoring in Young Children.

SO Developmental Psychology; v21 n2 p365-71 Mar 1985. 85,

LG EN..

IS CUMAY86.

CH PS513457.

PT 080; 143.

AV UMI,

YR 85.

Mi Esty-Childhood-Education. Error-Analysis-Language. Grade-2.

Kdergoten-Children. Language-Patterns. Young-Children,

MN Communication-Research, Speech-Acts. Speech-Communicatiort

INDENTIFIERa Show and Tell

AB Demonstrates frequent occurrence of self ,initiated repaire in speech

of kindergarten and second grade children. Speech during "Show and

Ter sessions was scored for spontaneous occurrence of repetitions;

corrections of word choice reference and syntax;_posOonements; and

abandonments, Findings iridicate most frequent communicative

monitoring in second graders. (Author/DST).

AN E.:330200.

AU Naymark, Plaisan_t_ C,

TI The Computer Ad the Pre-School Child; The Written Language and

Play:

SO Computers and Education; v10 n1 p167-74 1986. 86.

1G EN..

IS C1JMAY86.

CH IR514980.

PT 080; 143; 150.

AV UM1.

YR Se.

MJ Computer-Assisted-Instruction. Kindergarten-Children.
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Language-Acquisition Play. Written-Laneuage.

Comuter-Software. Foreign-Countries. Rermative-Evaluation.

Research-Projects.

ID IDENTIFIERS; France; Software Design Softie Evaluation. TARGET

AUDIENCE Reserehert, ,

AB Describes a Centre Montlial Inforniabque et Resources Humaines ICIMRH1

investigation of kindergarten children's written Iriguage learning

and uris betweerolay and learning. Computer software was used by

students for languele learning_ and observations centered on student

compter use_ lerning_o_f written language and play; and computer

Integration into the arriculum, (MBRL

IIIHNOWNHOHINHOIN141011111100001111*********INHIMMOH*****H*******

AN EJ329238.

AU Zuni Burton J.

11 Left-Right Comparison and Children's Performance on Sensorimotor

Tests

SO_Journel of Clinical Psychology; v41 ne p788-95 Nov 1985: 85:

LG_Et

IS CLIMAY86,

CH CG529622,

PT 080; 143.

AV UMI.

YR 81

MJ_Kindergrten-Children. Lateral-Dominance_

__Perceptual.lotor-terning Psychomotor-Skills.
MNbti-thildhood-EdUcation.

ID IDENTIFIERS: Lateri Deviation.

AB Compared overall performance level for both hands combined OPL) with

several lateral deviation measures calculated from scores an P.

composite finger Jocaliution task (FLT) rid a speeded peghard task

(SIM administered to 92 kindergrten entrrit& _Results support the

view thit OPt and lateral deviation are-not mutUally confounded End,

in -Wee degree, comprise relatively independent sources of

information. (Author/8U

AN EJ328585.

AUTephly, Jost .

Ti Young Childten's Recall in Every-Day and Altemate-Day School

SOhedules.

SO Child Study Journal; v15 n4 p283-92 1985, 85.

LG EN..

IS _CIJAPA86.

CH P8513953.

PT 080; 143.

AV UAL

YR 86,

MJ Kindergarten-Children. Preschool-Children, Recall-Psychology.

School-Schedules Time-Factors-Lerning

MN ErIrChildhoodiclucation Programr.Length. RetentionrPsychology.

ID IDENTIFIERS: Alternate Day Programs. Full Day Programs, Half Day

_Program

AB Prekindergarten arid kindergarten children attending either a daily or

an alternate day program were presented i lesson and toted one, tyro,

147
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NOIMAIN-Mtn '

or five dais later for recall of lesian components. Discusses

appmpriatenestel alternate* programs for all thildrenand need

for teachersto be cognizant deflective curriculum content and

teaching methods. (Author/DS'n.

11410041*

AN EJ328580.

AU Klein, Amelia

TI Humor Compreherisionand Humor Appreciation of Cognitively Oriented

_HumonA Study of KindergattenChildren.

SO Child Study Journal; v15 n4 p223-35 1985. 85.

LG EN..

IS CIJAPR86.

CH P5513948.

PT 080; 143.

YR_ 85:

MIComprehension. Concept-Formation. Humor. Kindergarten-Children.

Perceptual-Development

MN Affective-Behavior, Erly-Childhood-Education Story-Reading,

Student-Reaction,

ID IDENTIFIERS; Liguid Conservation. Pivetian Tests.

Al3eivestion kindergarten children's ability to comprehend and

appreciate cognitively-oriented humor. Conceptwl development was

measured by assessing children's responses to a liquid conservation

tisk modeled after Plage. Results fail to sport previous theories

six( indicate that a majority of the children fully comprehended and

were able to resolve the comic incongruity. (Author/0Sn

11111001114141141H0011401***00~1111011111141102********4401141****00*****

AN Ej31855a,

AU Wort*, Sue C.

TIFrontiers of Challenge: Association for Childhood Education

International 1985.

SO Childhood Education; v62 n2 p74-79 Nov-Dec 1985. 85.

IG

IS rAJAP_RI16,

CH PS513936,

PT 080; 060; 120.

AV UM1,

YR 85,

MJ_EarirChildhood.iducation_ Educational-History.

internationa Organizations; Kindergarten: SociaL-Influences:

MN_ Educationii-chrige. iducationst-Philosoph. Social-Hitoty.

Stkile,TrObleres. SOCioculturil-Pittern

ID IDENTIFIERS: Association for Childhood Education International,

Organizational History,

AB Traces development of the Association for Childhood Education

International from its founding In 1 au to.the.lresenLemphasizing

historicaievents_social trends; and educational philosophies which

have influenced Its organizational endeavls. Examines current

social problems and their _influences on the educational and

administrative direction Of ACEI, as well as its future chillenges.

(DST).
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APPENDIX C
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National Center for Research in Vocational Education
1960 Kenny Road
Columbus, OH 43210
(614) 486-3655

COUNSELING AND PCRSONNEL SERVICES
University of Michigan
School of Education, Room 2108
Ann Arbor, MI 48109-1259
(313) 764-9492

EDUCATIONAL MANAGEMENT
University of Oregon
1787 Agate Street
Eugene, OR 97403
(503) 686-5043

ELEMENTARY AND EARLY CHILDHOOD EDUCATION
University of Illinois
805 W. Pennsylvania Avenue
Urbana, IL 61801
(217) 333-1386

HANDICAPPED AND GIFTED CHILDREN
Council for Exceptional Children
1920 Association Drive
Reston, VA 22091
(703) 620=3660

HIGHER EDUCATION
George Washington University
One Dupont Circle N.W., Suite 630
Washington, DC 20036
(202) 296=2597

INFORMATION RESOURCES
Syracuse University
School of Education
Huntington Hall, Room 030
Syracuse, NY 13210
(315) 423=3640
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JUNIOR COLLEGE
University of California at Los Angeles
Mathematical Sciences Building, Room 8118
405 Hilgard Avenue
Los Angeles CA 90024
(213) 825=3931

LANGUAGES AND LINGUISTICS
Center for Applied Linguistics
1118 22nd Street, N.W.
Washington, DC 20037
(202) 429-9292

READING AND COMMUNICATION SKILLS
National Council of Teachers of English
1111 Kenyon Road
urbana, IL 61801
(217) 328-3870

RURAL EDUCATION AND SMALL SCHOOLS
New Mexico State University
Box 3AP
Las Cruces, NM 88003
(505) 646-2623

SCIENCE, MATHEMATICS, *AND ENVIRONMENTAL EDUCATION
Ohio State University
1200 Chambers Road, Room 310
Columbus, OH 43212
(614) 422-6717

SOCIAL STUDIES/SOCIAL SCIENCE EDUCATION
Indiana University
Social Studies Development Center
2805 E. 10th Street
Bloomington, IN 47405
(812) 335-3838

TEACHER EDUCATION
One Dupont Circle, N.W., Suite 610
Washington, DC 20036
(202) 293-2450

TESTS, MEASUREMENT, AND EVALUATION
Educational Testing Service
Rosedale Road
Princeton, NJ 08541
(609) 734-5176
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URBAN EDUCATION
Teachers College, Columbia University
Institute for Urban and Minority Education
Bo)-( 40
525 W. 120th Street
New York, NY 10027
(212) 678=3433
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